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1. Introduction

“Nature bears long with those who wrong her. She is patient under abuse.

But when abuse has gone too far, when the time of reckoning finally comes,

she is equally slow to be appeased and to turn away her wrath.”

Nathaniel H. Egleston, 1882 [1]

Although this citation from the late 19th century originally addresses deforestation,

it is easily applicable to the anthropogenic greenhouse effect and the consequential

climate change. The time to stop the trend of increasing global temperature is rapidly

running out. Finally, after more than one centruy, more and more policymakers are

coming to the same conclusion.

Two political milestones will influence the energy supply of the Federal Republic of

Germany until the middle of the 21st century. At first, the Energy Roadmap 2050 pre-

sented by the European Commission in 2011 at an European basis [2]. This strategic

paper contains several elements that basically points down to the goal that emissions

of greenhouse gases should be reduced by over 80% by 2050. Therefore, the European

energy production has to be as carbon-free as possible. Furthermore, the decision of

the German government in 2011 to shut down all remaining nuclear power plants by

2022 [3], which was triggered by the nuclear accident in Fukushima, Japan. In the end,

it all boils down to the fact that renewable energies have to take over the major part in

European energy production. Considering that, a lot of effort has to be spend in ac-

quiring established capabilities and in the development of new technologies, further

broadening the mix of renewable forms of energy.

In Figure 1.1, the gross electricity generation of the Federal Republic of Germany is

shown for the years 2012 to 2015. Here, it is evident that the main part of the power

production is still taken over by carbon based energy sources, like coal or petroleum

products. Moreover, the fraction of nuclear energy which is still at 14.1% in 2015 will

completely disappear until 2022. Here, the main challenge is to fill this gap by renew-

able energy sources rather than carbon based energy carriers.

The renewable energy sources, elevated in Figure 1.1, were steadily increasing up to

30% in 2015. Hence, at a first glance this development looks quite promising. At a sec-

ond glance, however, most of the marked renewable sources stay rather constant over

1



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Pie charts of the gross electricity generation of the Federal Republic of Germany
in the years 2012 to 2015. The fractions assigned to renewable energies are elevated.
They increase from 21.8 % to 30.0 % over the presented period of time. Data provided
by the German Statistical Federal Agency which are partly estimated.

time, like hydro power, biomass, or solid waste. The energy source which is mainly

responsible for the steady increase of renewable energies is rather wind power than

photovoltaics. This, in turn, is quite surprising considering the extremely high amount

of energy provided by the sun. Furthermore, despite of nuclear energy all other pre-

sented energy sources in Figure 1.1 were basically produced by solar energy. Therefore,

it is remarkable that the direct conversion of solar energy to electricity is as low as 5.9%

in 2015. The problem with solar irradiation is its quite low energy density per area.

In order to improve the output of a solar power plant either the covered area or the

efficiency of the used solar modules have to be increased. Nowadays, the most com-

monly used solar cells are based on silicon. As this is an established technology for

many decades, the power conversion efficiency is at its maximum. Therefore, the only

way to improve the output power of a solar power plant is to increase the covered area.

2



However, the production costs of silicon based solar cells are relatively high, since they

are produced out of molten mass. Therefore, economic considerations limit the intro-

duction of very large power plants or the complete coverage with roof top installations.

As a consequence, reducing the costs of solar cells is another issue that has to be ad-

dressed in order to further increase the application of photovoltaic installations. Fur-

ther drawbacks of silicon based solar modules are their unfavorable appearance and

shape which constrict their application fields significantly.

One technology that circumvents these drawbacks are solar cells based on organic

semiconductors. Due to their high absorption coefficient, a very thin film is sufficient

to absorb all incident solar irradiation, which also allows for the usage of flexible sub-

strates. Moreover, this type of solar cells can be processed out of solutions at room

temperature which introduces the possibility to fabricate solar modules by a roll-to-

roll process. This, in turn, will reduce the production costs of organic solar cells dras-

tically. Furthermore, the tuneability of color and shape opens wide application fields,

like semitransparent solar cells incorporated into glass panels or facade installations.

The power conversion efficiency, however, still needs improvement. Whereas the effi-

ciencies exceed the 10% threshold on a lab scale [4], they are still too low in up-scaled

modules. Consequently, organic solar cell research is not finished yet but has to be in-

tensified in order to add this very promising class of solar cells to the mix of renewable

energy sources.

The first proof of charge transfer in a material system suitable for organic photo-

voltaics is based on a measurement which used the electron spin as a probe [5]. This

work paved the way for the application of spectroscopic methods based on electron

paramagnetic resonance in organic semiconducting materials. The conversion of sun-

light into electricity in organic solar cells is not as simple as in inorganic semiconductor

devices. There are several intermediate steps between light absorption and free charge

carrier generation. The low spin relaxation times of organic materials makes the elec-

tron spin an ideal probe for these intermediate energetic states. However, advanced

detection techniques had to be developed in order to increase the sensitivity, like op-

tically detected magnetic resonance or electrically detected magnetic resonance. With

these techniques at hand, the fundamental processes in organic semiconductors be-

came accessible and could be investigated with great accuracy.

This work starts with an overview of organic semiconductors, the historical devel-

opment of organic solar cells and the explanation of the fundamental processes in-

volved in charge carrier generation. Afterwards, a theoretical description of the used

measurement technique electron paramagnetic resonance and its extensions is given,

which is followed by the explanation of the experimental details. Subsequently, four

3



1. Introduction

result chapters address spin-dependent processes and investigations in organic pho-

tovoltaic devices. Finally, the last result chapter investigates the generation of light in

novel thermally activated delayed fluorescence organic light emitting diodes.

4



2. Organic Photovoltaics

In this chapter, an overview of the properties of organic semiconductors is given with

a focus on organic photovoltaics. After clarifying the basic physics of organic semicon-

ductors, a brief digression in the history of organic solar cells is given. Subsequently,

the basic processes from light absorption to charge carrier generation are highlighted.

Finally, the characterization of solar cell devices is addressed together with the very

important property of morphology.

2.1. Organic Semiconductors

Although organic semiconductors aroused more and more interest of the scientific

community over the last three decades, their first discovery dates back to the mid-

dle of the 20th century. In a study of halogen doped organic materials Akamatu et

al. observed a conductivity in the dark [6]. In 1977 Shirakawa et al. discovered that

a semiconducting polymer could have a "remarkably high conductivity at room tem-

perature", after exposure to a halogen vapour [7]. This discovery is seen as a break-

through towards conducting polymers and was rewarded with the nobel prize in 2000

for Hideki Shirakawa, Alan G. MacDiarmid and Alan J. Heeger. Since then, the ongoing

development of organic semiconductors led to a manifold of optoelectronic devices

like organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) or

organic solar cells.

The backbone of conjugated polymers consists of carbon atoms with alternating sin-

gle and double bonds, which is depicted in Figure 2.1 (top). Carbon in its ground state

possesses the configuration 1s22s22p2. The 2s22p2 orbitals can hybridize in order to

bond with other atoms. Thereby, they form an energetically lower configuration. De-

pending on the binding partners they hybridize in sp3-, sp2- or sp-configuration. In

conjugated polymers, the carbon atoms hybridize in the sp2-configuration. This leads

to the formation of three equivalent orbitals that are situated in-plane with a maximum

spatial separation of 120◦. They form three σ-bonds with the two neighboring carbon

atoms and one hydrogen atom. However, the remaining pz-orbital stands perpendicu-

lar to the sp2-plane. The overlap of two neighboring pz-orbitals results in a π-bond. If

5
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Figure 2.1.: Top: Conjugated polymers are based on alternating single and double bonds.
Middle: The sp2 orbitals form σ-bonds in a plane with a maximum spatial distance
of 120◦. The pz orbitals form π-bonds, located above and beneath the σ-plane. Bot-
tom: The pz orbitals split energetically into bonding and antibonding states. An in-
creasing number of participating carbon atoms lead to π-bands, named as HOMO
and LUMO.

there are many π-bonds next to each other they will form a π-band where delocalized

electrons can move freely above and below the sp2-plane. Whereas the strongly local-

ized electrons forming theσ-bonds have no contribution to the conductivity of organic

semiconductors, the main contribution stems from the delocalized π-electrons.

A π-bond splits the pz-orbitals into binding and antibinding states. While the num-

ber of participating π-bonds increases the quantity of energetically marginally differ-

ent binding and antibinding states will increase as well. If the number of atoms is large

enough it will result in a band like structure, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (bottom). Here,

the band lower in energy is denoted as highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)

and the band higher in energy as lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). This

can be seen as equivalent to the valence- and conduction band in comparison to in-

organic semiconductors. The reason for the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO is

the Peierls distortion [8, 9]. This theorem was introduced by Rudolf Peierls and is valid

for a one dimensional system with an incompletely filled band. If the distance between

the atoms differs, which is the case for alternating double and single bonds, it will open

a gap at the fermi level. This leads to a separation of the HOMO- and LUMO level of

around 1 to 3 eV, which results in semiconducting properties.

Polymers consist of a distributed number of monomers. In an ideal system, the de-

localized π-electrons extend over the whole length of the polymer chain. Nevertheless,

6



2.2. The Emergence of Organic Photovoltaics

the real extent always depends on tilts and twists of the polymer. This length is called

conjugation length. Another mechanism distorting the π-electron system are errors

in the molecular structure, resulting in trap states. Therefore, the conjugation lengths

are randomly distributed which is the reason for the broad and featureless absorption

and emission of organic semiconductors. Furthermore, the randomly distributed lo-

cation of the polymer chains is also obstructive for charge transport from one chain to

another. Here, crystalline phases are advantageous meaning the polymer chains ori-

ent themselves in an ordered way. Hence, the morphology, defined as the nanoscopic

structure of a blend is of crucial importance for the operation of organic devices. The

term morphology embraces the crystallinity and in particular the distribution of pure

or enriched phases of one material.

2.2. The Emergence of Organic Photovoltaics

A decent conductivity together with a band gap that lies in the range of the visible light

made organic semiconductors a reasonable candidate for photovoltaic applications.

One main advantage compared to inorganic semiconductors is the very high absorp-

tion coefficient. This is why a very thin layer of 100 nm to 200 nm is sufficient for

enough light absorption in order to convert the photonic energy into electricity. The

first organic solar cells consisted of a thin layer of only one organic semiconductor.

However, they showed poor power conversion efficiencies of far below 1% [10].This is

due to the very high exciton binding energies in organic materials, which is between

0.5 eV and 1 eV. Therefore, they are assigned as Frenkel excitons. The strong coulombic

interaction is due to the relatively low dielectric constant of organic materials, which

usually lies between three and four. Their splitting is very unlikely, because their bind-

ing energy exceeds by far the thermal energy at room temperature (≈26 meV). Fur-

thermore, the lifetime and with that the diffusion length of the excitons is substantially

limited. Hence, it is quite unlikely that they could be separated at the contacts. In the

end, most of the excitons will recombine either radiatively, sending out a photon or

non radiatively, via a multi-phonon relaxation process.

In 1986, Tang introduced a new type of organic device which was a huge step forward

towards the development of efficient organic solar cells [11]. In this approach two or-

ganic single layers have to be put on top of each other forming a stacked bilayer system.

This architecture is called planar heterojunction and is shown on the left hand side of

Figure 2.2. If the second organic material has a higher electron affinity, the excitons will

be split at the interface leaving the hole on the first material while the electron trans-

fers to the second. This exciton splitting is energetically favorable, because the electron

7



2. Organic Photovoltaics
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Figure 2.2.: Left: Structure of a planar heterojunction solar cell. Right: Energy diagram and
charge carrier generation in the donor- and acceptor single layers.

moves to a state much lower in energy, which is sketched on the right hand side of Fig-

ure 2.2. Most of the light absorption happens in the so called donor material due to a

better overlap of the absorption with the solar spectrum. It will provide the electron to

the more electronegative material, which is in turn called acceptor. The introduction

of bilayer solar cells yielded in an improvement of power conversion efficiencies to ap-

proximately 1%. Nevertheless, as thicknesses of the photoactive area are in the order

of 100 nm and the diffusion length of excitons is around 10 nm, there are still a lot of

excitonic losses in this kind of solar cells.

The problem of rather short diffusion lengths of excitons was solved by an intermix-

ing of donor- and acceptor materials. Thereby, the amount of interfaces throughout the

whole photoactive layer was vastly increased. This is either done by mixing two soluble

organic materials in solution or by co-evaporating both constituents in high vacuum.

The resulting device is called bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell and is sketched on the

left hand side of Figure 2.3. This approach was first reported in 1995 by Yu et al. How-

ever, an efficiency value of only <1% was reached by mixing the conjugated polymer

poly[2-methoxy-5-(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) with the sol-

uble fullerene derivative [6,6]-phenyl-C61butyric acid methyl ester (PC60BM) [12]. This

BHJ solar cell has the big advantage that as long as the intermixing is fine enough all ex-

citons will reach an interface and get split, as shown on the right hand side of Figure 2.3.

However, if the intermixing is too fine there will be a lack of percolation pathways to the

contacts. That implies the transport path of the charge carriers will be blocked by the

wrong material at some point. This will result in severe extraction and recombination

8
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Figure 2.3.: Left: Architecture and right: Energy diagram of an intermixed donor-acceptor
bulk heterojunction solar cell, showing that excitons are split and contribute to
charge carrier generation over the whole photoactive layer.

problems. Again, the morphology of the photoactive layer plays a crucial role in the

performance of organic solar cells. Therefore, different attempts were evolved in order

to optimize the phase separation and crystallinity of the enriched phases. Parameters

to influence the morphology are the choice of solvent [13], thermal treatments after

solution processing [14] or the addition of a certain percentage of a selective solvent

into the host solution [15]. Together with further improvements and developments of

new organic molecules these preparation methods lead to an improvement of power

conversion efficiencies up to 11 % [16].

2.3. Fundamental Processes in Organic Bulk

Heterojunction Solar Cells

In the following, the fundamental processes needed to convert photons into electric

energy are discussed from light absorption over exciton splitting to charge transport

and extraction. They are basically the same for BHJ solar cells (Figure 2.3) and planar

heterojunction solar cells (Figure 2.2). However, due to simplicity and the fact that

mainly BHJ solar cells were used in this work, the discussion will focus on these devices.
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2. Organic Photovoltaics

Light Absorption and Exciton Di�usion

The spectrum of electromagnetic waves originating from the sun has a specific shape

at the time it reaches the surface of the earth. The initial black body radiation is atten-

uated by the sun’s chromosphere and more severely by the atmosphere of the earth.

In particular, the strong absorption of different molecules like water or carbon dioxid

leads to its distinctive shape which is shown in Figure 2.4. The use of organic materials

in order to absorb sunlight is very efficient due to their very high absorption coefficient

in the order of 107m−1 in the relevant spectral range [17, 18]. An exemplary absorp-

tion spectrum for this is shown in Figure 2.4 for the material system PTB7:PC70BM (see

chapter 4.1 for molecular structures).
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Figure 2.4.: Normalized absorption for the material system PTB7:PC70BM, together with
the corresponding pristine materials (colored lines, left axis). In comparison, an ex-
traction of the AM1.5G spectrum is shown (black line, black right axis), revealing a
decent spectral overlap between absorption and the solar spectrum. Data from the
AM1.5G spectrum provided by the American Society for Testing and Materials. The
spectrum of the solar simulator is presented in green (green right axis).

In a BHJ solar cell both organic compounds, the donor and acceptor, absorb light.

However, the donor usually absorbs more relevant photons than the acceptor. There-

fore, the following operational principles are explained after excitation of the donor

phase. An absorbed photon creates an exciton. This possesses a singlet spin state, since

the ground state of an organic material is also in singlet configuration. Subsequently,
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2.3. Fundamental Processes in Organic Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells

the created exciton could reach an interface within its lifetime [19, 20], transferring

the electron to the acceptor phase in a very fast process in the order of femtoseconds

[5, 21]. As long as the electron is still in the range of the coulombic interaction it will oc-

cupy an intermediate state, called charge transfer state. Alternatively, the exciton could

recombine again. This process happens either radiatively, visible as photolumines-

cence or non radiatively via a multi-phonon process. Thereby, the energy is converted

into heat and is not usable anymore for the energy conversion process. The third possi-

bility for the exciton is to flip one spin, forming an exciton with triplet multiplicity. This

process, called inter system crossing is very inefficient for organic polymers but never-

theless possible. The resulting triplet exciton may not recombine easily due to the spin

forbidden transition to the singlet ground state. Furthermore, its lower energy com-

pared to the LUMO level of the acceptor makes it highly unlikely that it gets split at an

interface. Therefore, it will posses a much longer lifetime than its singlet counterpart.

All previously discussed processes are depicted in Figure 2.5.

1

3

S0

S1

T1

SCT

E

(a)

(b)

(c)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5.: Left: Sketch of the processes taking place in a BHJ solar cell. After light absorp-
tion in the donor phase (blue) a singlet exciton is formed that will either recombine
again (a), change via inter system crossing its spin state forming a triplet exciton (b)
or will reach within its lifetime an interface forming a singlet charge transfer com-
plex (c). Right: Jablonski diagram of the processes shown on the left hand side with
S0: singlet groundstate, S1: singlet excited state, T1 triplet excited state and SC T : sin-
glet charge transfer state.

Charge Transfer States

The formation of a charge transfer complex can be seen as an intermediate step be-

tween a bound exciton and non-interacting charge carriers [22, 23, 24]. In literature,

this state is often also referred to as charge transfer state, charge transfer exciton or

polaron pair [24, 25, 26]. Nevertheless, this process has to be energetically favorable,
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(c)
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(c)

(b)

(a)

CS

Figure 2.6.: Left: Sketch of the processes taking place after the formation of a singlet charge
transfer state. It will either split into free charge carriers (a), recombine radiatively
or non radiatively (b) or change its spin state forming firstly a triplet charge transfer
state and subsequently a triplet excited state (c). Right: Jablonski diagram of the pro-
cesses shown on the left hand side with S0: singlet ground state, S1: singlet excited
state, T1 triplet excited state, SC T : singlet charge transfer state, TC T : triplet charge
transfer state and CS: charge separated state.

meaning that the energy of the charge transfer complex has to be lower than the exciton

binding energy. However, if the exciton gets separated at an interface the two opposite

charges will still be Coulomb bound to each other until they overcome their binding

energy. If they succeed they will be "free", meaning all interactions can be neglected

due to their spatial distance, which is sketched in Figure 2.6(a). Nevertheless, if they

are not able to overcome their binding energy, they will recombine either radiatively,

showing CT-photoluminescence, or non-radiatively [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. This kind of loss

mechanism is called geminate recombination because the participating charge carri-

ers stem from the same excitation, which is shown in Figure 2.6(b). The charge transfer

state formed by a singlet exciton possess the same multiplicity due to spin conserva-

tion. However, the energetic difference between singlet and triplet charge transfer state

is very small. Therefore, the singlet charge transfer state possesses a certain probability

to change its spin state, leading to a triplet charge transfer state [32, 33]. If the triplet

excited state possess a lower energy than the charge transfer state the electron could

transfer back to the donor phase, forming a triplet exciton. This process is called elec-

tron back transfer [34] and is depicted in Figure 2.6(c). Here, it is also conceivable that

the triplet exciton is formed directly via the singlet charge transfer state. Although there

are examples where the electron back transfer happens via a geminate process [35] it is

more likely that it occurs via a non-geminate recombination process, further discussed

in the following.
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Charge Carrier Transport and Recombination

S0

S1

T1

SCTTCT

3 E (a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(c) CS

Figure 2.7.: Left: Sketch of the possible processes after formation of two free charge carri-
ers. In the ideal case they are transported to their corresponding contacts and will
be extracted (a). If they find a new counterpart they will form a charge transfer com-
plex again. This may either recombine (b) or relax into a triplet excited state (c).
Right: Jablonski diagram of the processes shown on the left hand side with S0: sin-
glet groundstate, S1: singlet excited state, T1 triplet excited state, SC T : singlet charge
transfer state, TC T : triplet charge transfer state and CS: charge separated state

Charge carriers in organic semiconductors behave like polarons. These quasi parti-

cles are described as the carrier itself together with a distortion of its surrounding crys-

tal lattice [36, 37]. They can also be delineated as free charge carriers with an increased

effective mass [38].

If two separated polarons are formed via absorption, exciton diffusion and charge

transfer state dissociation, they have to reach their corresponding electrodes in order

to create photocurrent. In contrast to inorganic semiconductors, where the charge car-

riers can move almost freely in the valence- and conduction band, polarons in organic

semiconductors move rather by a hopping process via localized states. This is due to

the lack of a long-range order in the organic compounds. As a consequence, the charge

carrier mobility in organic semiconductors (≈ 10−3 cm2/Vs) is many orders of magni-

tude lower than in their inorganic counterpart (≈ 103 cm2/Vs). The charge carriers

move only in their respective phase, therefore percolation pathways are needed for the

polarons to reach their corresponding electrodes. The morphology of the active layer

is again of crucial importance, not only for efficient exciton dissociation but also for

charge transport. The charge carrier transport is indicated in Figure 2.7 (a).

If the hole in the donor and the electron in the acceptor rich phase reach the anode

and cathode, respectively, they will finally be extracted. Problems occur when a charge

carrier reaches the wrong electrode. This issue can be circumvented by introducing

selective hole- and electron blocking layers between the active layer and the contacts
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[39, 40]. Another problem is the velocity of charge extraction. If the polarons are ex-

tracted too slow, a space charge region will pile up, further hindering an efficient charge

extraction [41].

On their way to the electrodes, polarons with opposite charges could meet at an in-

terface between donor and acceptor phase and be captured by the Coulombic force.

As a result, they will form a charge transfer state again and recombine radiatively or

non-radiatively. This process is called non-geminate recombination because the par-

ticipating charge carriers stem from different excitations, which is shown in Figure 2.7

(b).

The spins of the initially free charge carriers are uncorrelated, therefore the proba-

bility for the charge transfer state to be in singlet or triplet multiplicity is 1:3. Like in the

geminate case, charge transfer states may again form triplet excitons via electron back

transfer as shown in Figure 2.7 (c). Due to the increased occupation of triplet charge

transfer states it is likely that the electron back transfer is increased compared to the

geminate case.

2.4. j-V-Characteristics and Solar Cell Parameters

The underlying mechanism of all kinds of solar cells is the photoelectric effect, dis-

covered as early as 1887 by Heinrich Hertz [42]. In 1905 Einstein described this phe-

nomenon as the absorption of light quanta [43], for which he was rewarded with the

nobel price in 1921.

The characterization of a solar cell is done by measuring the current response for an

externally applied voltage. Normalizing the current with the active area of the cell leads

to the characteristic j-V curve of a device, exemplary shown in Figure 2.8. Here, mea-

suring in the dark results in a typical diode like behavior. After blocking the current to

a certain voltage it becomes conductive. Measuring the solar cell under illumination

leads to a shift to negative current densities. There are several points of particular in-

terest in the illuminated j-V curve. If no external voltage is applied, the current coming

from the solar cell is called short circuit density ( jsc ), marked in Figure 2.8(b). In this

case, the internal electric field is only due to the difference in work functions of the cor-

responding electrodes. By applying a negative voltage to the device, the driving force

for the charge carriers increases, leading to an enhanced extraction (Figure 2.8(a)). An-

other characteristic point is the open circuit voltage (Voc ). Here, no charge carriers are

extracted from the device, i.e. all generated charges recombine again as illustrated in

Figure 2.8(c). Applying an external voltage larger than the open circuit voltage leads to

an injection of charge carriers at the corresponding electrodes and a high conductance,
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Figure 2.8.: Middle: j-V characteristics for a bulk heterojunction solar cell in the dark (black)
and under simulated AM1.5G illumination (red). The characteristic points of the j-V
curves, jsc , Voc and the maximum power point are highlighted. For four different
points of the illuminated j-V curve the energetics of the LUMO and HOMO bands
for the donor and acceptor are shown (left and right). (a) for negative voltages, (b)
for no applied voltage, (c) for V=Voc and (d) for applied voltages exceeding Voc . The
j-V curve is exemplary shown for the material system p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (see
molecular structures in chapter 4.1).

limited by the series resistance of the device (Figure 2.8(d)). Another very important

point of interest is the maximum power point (mpp). The electrical power is defined

as the product of voltage and current. Therefore, the maximal power that is obtainable

from a solar cell is given at the maximum power point, illustrated by the dark green

rectangle in Figure 2.8.

The parameter that describes the ability of a solar cell to convert sun light into elec-

tricity is the power conversion efficiency η. In general, it is defined as the ratio between

the maximal electrical power, given at the maximum power point Pmpp and the radiant

power with which the solar cell is illuminated Pi l l u .

η= Pmpp

Pi l l u
(2.1)

Another parameter has to be considered in order to determine the maximum power

point , the so called fill factor F F . This parameter is defined as the ratio between the

theoretically possible electric power, the product of Voc and jsc (illustrated by the light

green rectangle in Figure 2.8) and the actual maximum power point.

F F = Pmpp

Voc · jsc
(2.2)
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In other words, the fill factor describes how rectangular the shape of the j-V-curve

behaves between jsc and Voc . As a consequence, the power conversion efficiency η

(2.1) can be rewritten to yield:

η= Pmpp

Pi l l u
= Vmpp · jmpp

Pi l l u
= Voc · jsc ·F F

Pi l l u
. (2.3)

The maximal theoretical power conversion efficiency for a single junction device was

calculated by Shockley and Queisser in 1961 for an inorganic p-n junction, yielding a

ηmax of 33 % [44].

Furthermore, a common measurement routine is needed in order to compare effi-

ciency values for solar cells measured at different laboratories. These standard con-

ditions are a constant device temperature of 25 °C together with a simulated AM1.5G

reference spectrum with an irradiance power of 100 mW cm−2 [45], which is shown in

Figure 2.4 for the used solar simulator. The AM1.5G spectrum, also presented in Fig-

ure 2.4, is defined as the solar spectrum after passing through 1.5 times the air mass

(AM). This means the solar radiation hits the atmosphere at an angle of 48°, which cor-

responds to mid-latitudes. The global (G) reference spectrum is defined by the direct

and diffuse solar irradiance averaged over one year.

2.5. Morphology of Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells

As already mentioned previously the morphology of the donor:acceptor blend, i.e. the

composition of the active layer on a molecular level, is of crucial importance for the

performance of an organic solar cell. Despite the fact that an intermixing of both ma-

terials is needed in order to separate primary formed excitons, it is also a drawback

concerning recombination and percolation pathways. Therefore, the ideal morphol-

ogy which is most suitable for charge carrier generation as well as charge carrier trans-

port has to be found [46, 47, 48, 49]. Unfortunately, this is different for every organic

blend system and a lot of effort has to be spend in advance to identify the ideal prepa-

ration conditions. Firstly, the best working ratio between donor- and acceptor material

has to be found [13, 15, 50, 51]. The choice of solvent is another crucial parameter

for the film formation when performing solution processing. Besides the most com-

monly used chlorobenzene, many other organic solvents could be used. This results

in a changed formation of the active layers due to different drying speeds and altered

solubility of the single components [13].

One method to improve the morphology is by thermal treatment subsequently to the

film formation. This process is mainly used for the donor material poly (3-hexylthiophene)
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PTB7:PC70BM,i2:3,iw/oiDIO PTB7:PC70BM,i2:3,i3biDIO

PCPDTBT:PC70BM,i1:3,iw/oiODT PCPDTBT:PC70BM,i1:3,i3biODT

polymer
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additive

additive

(a)
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Figure 2.9.: The influence of processing additives on the film formation schematically
shown for (a) PTB7:PC70BM without the addition of DIO (left) and with 3 % by
volume DIO (right). The size of fullerene rich phases gets reduced in order to
reach a more ideal morphology. (b) Adding 3 % ODT to the material system
PCPDTBT:PC70BM leads to larger areas of fullerene rich phases (right) compared to
a fine intermixing when prepared without additives (left). Modified from [52, 53].

(P3HT) blended with [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC60BM) [14, 54].

Both materials are more detailed explained in the next chapter. In this example, the

efficiency of such a solar cell can be improved up to 3-4 % by heating the film for 10

minutes at 130 °C. This improvement is believed to result from better light absorption

as well as enhanced transport properties due to a higher degree of phase separation

and the formation of crystalline P3HT phases [46, 55, 56].

Another method to alter the morphology is the use of solvent additives [57]. The

most used are 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT) or 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), which are small mo-

lecules that possess a high boiling point of 332 °C and 270 °C, respectively. These mate-

rials are added to the host solution and act as a co-solvent. They are selective solvents

for the most commonly used acceptor materials PC60BM and PC70BM. This leads to

an improved capability for the fullerenes to move during film formation. With this

method, the morphology of the active layer can be changed significantly, depending

only on the amount of processing additive. One of the most famous examples for the

use of additives is poly[[4,8-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy]benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-2,6-

diyl][3-fluoro-2-[(2-ethylhexyl)carbonyl]thieno[3,4-b]thiophenediyl]](PTB7) mixed with
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PC70BM. Both materials will be further discussed in the next chapter. Thereby, the ad-

dition of 3 % by volume DIO to the initial blend solution leads to a an increase of device

efficiency from 3.9% to 7.4 % [51]. By altering the solar cell layout this could be boosted

up to 9.2 % [58, 59]. The use of additives results in a changed size of fullerene aggregates

leading to a more ideal size of donor and acceptor rich phases. For PTB7:PC70BM the

size of the fullerene aggregates is reduced by the use of additives, as shown in Figure

2.9 (a). On the other hand, additives may also increase the phase separation. This was

shown as early as 2007 by Peet et al. [15] for the material system poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-

ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]-dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)]

(PCPDTBT) blended with PC70BM. This material system is seen as the first synthesized

low bandgap polymer [60]. In this case, the efficiency improves from 2.8 % without

the use of additives to 5.5 % by adding 3 % by volume ODT to the host solution. Here,

the increase of donor- and acceptor rich phases, schematically shown in Figure 2.9 (b),

leads again to a more ideal morphology which in turn results in improved exciton split-

ting efficiency, charge carrier mobility and lifetime [61, 62, 63].

All in all, the nanoscopic composition of the active layer, especially the size and crys-

tallinity of donor and acceptor rich phases is most important for the best performance

of organic BHJ solar cells. Almost every important step during the process of light con-

version to electricity is affected by the morphology of the photoactive materials.
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3. Electron Paramagnetic

Resonance

3.1. The Electron Spin

All experiments presented in this work are using the electron spin to probe spin-de-

pendent processes in organic semiconductors. The electron spin is an intrinsic form

of angular momentum, i.e. it exists even when the electron holds no kinetic energy. It

possesses all properties of a classical angular momentum despite the fact that it arises

from a rotating mass. Furthermore, it is not explainable by classical mechanics only by

quantum mechanics. In 1922 Stern and Gerlach discovered the presence of this type

of angular momentum by the deflection of a silver atom beam in an inhomogeneous

magnetic field [64]. A spin is carried by elementary particles as well as nuclei. Nev-

ertheless, this work will only focus on the electron spin. In its simplest form, a free

electron, like any other fermion, possesses a spin of 1
2 . This forms a doublet spin state.

Applying an external magnetic field to a free electron leads to a precession of the spin

either parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field vector. This behavior is depicted on

the left hand side of Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1.: Orientation and rotation of spins in an external magnetic field. A non-
interacting spin is either in parallel or antiparallel configuration possessing doublet
multiplicity. The combination of two spins leads to either a singlet multiplicity or
three possible triplet configurations.
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Bringing two initially free spins close to each other will lead to an interaction be-

tween them. The different kind of couplings will be explained in the next section. In

short, they will combine their single spins to form either a singlet- or a triplet state,

featuring a total spin of S = 0 or S = 1, respectively. This process is shown on the right

hand side of Figure 3.1. The quantity of possible spin states in a specific spin config-

uration is called multiplicity and given by the value 2S +1. This leads to the magnetic

spin quantum number MS , which ranges from −S to S:

MS =−S,−S +1, ... ,S −1,S (3.1)

3.2. The Spin Hamiltonian

The total spin hamiltonian for a spin system with more than one electron (S > 1
2 ) can

be expressed as [65, 66, 67]:

H =∑
i HE Z I (i )+∑

i HZ F I (i )+∑
i
∑

j HEE I (i , j )+∑
i
∑

k HHF I (i ,k)

{
electron spin

+∑
k HN Z I (i )+∑

k HNQI (i )

{
nuclear spin

(3.2)

consisting of the single terms

• HE Z I : Electron Zeeman Interaction of electron spin i

• HZ F I : Zero-Field Interaction of electron spin i

• HEE I : Electron-Exchange Interaction between electron spin i and j

• HHF I : Hyperfine Interaction between electron spin i and nuclear spin k

• HN Z I : Nuclear Zeeman Interaction of nuclear spin k

• HNQI : Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction of nuclear spin k

In the materials studied in this work only a fraction of the occurring nuclei possess

a spin I > 0, namely nitrogen (IN = 1) and fluorine (IF = 1
2 ). Furthermore, the inter-

actions between the electron spin and the nuclear spins are averaged out in the vicin-

ity of different nuclei, which would only lead to a linewidth broadening. The nuclear

quadrupole interaction HNQI is just relevant for nuclear spins I > 1
2 . For that reasons,

all terms consisting of a nucleus spin, which is the hyperfine interaction HHF I , the

nuclear Zeeman interaction HN Z I and the nuclear quadrupole interaction HNQI are

negligible for the investigated material systems.
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3.2. The Spin Hamiltonian

The terms of crucial importance in order to explain the presented results are the

properties of an electron spin in an external magnetic field HE Z I , the interaction be-

tween two electron spins HEE I and the behavior of a spin state at zero magnetic field

HZ F I . They will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3.2.1. The Electron Zeeman Interaction

For the first time, Pieter Zeeman discovered as early as 1897 the effect that optical spec-

tra are split by applying an external magnetic field [68]. For this, he was rewarded with

the nobel prize in 1902 together with Hendrik Antoon Lorentz. Consequently, the split-

ting of spin states in an external magnetic field is called Zeeman splitting and is de-

scribed by the corresponding term HE Z I in the spin hamiltonian (3.2). It is defined

as

HE Z I = g ·µB · Ŝ ·~B (3.3)

with the g-tensor g, the Bohr magneton µB , the spin operator Ŝ, which consist of the

Pauli matrices and the external magnetic field ~B. While the number of eigenstates is

given by the multiplicity 2S +1 of a spin system, the eigenenergies yield

E|S,Ms> = MS ·g ·µB ·~B (3.4)

with MS defined as the projection of the spin S on the external magnetic field, sum-

marized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2.: Zeeman splitting for doublet and triplet multiplicity with the eigenenergies

E|S,Ms>. At zero magnetic field the states are degenerate.

The energetic splitting of the eigenstates in an external magnetic field is depicted in

Figure 3.2. The slope of the eigenstates with increasing magnetic field is only depen-

dent on the spin state MS and the g-tensor g. The g-tensor is isotropic and yields to be
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g=2.002319... for a free electron. However, deviations from this value exists for a spin in

a host material caused by its atomic surroundings. This is due to a superposition of the

external magnetic field with small local fields originating from the orbital momentum

(spin-orbit coupling) or the crystal field. These deviations differ for different directions

of the magnetic field, which yields a 3x3 matrix for the g-tensor. Nevertheless, it is di-

agonalizable and can be fully described by its three diagonal components gxx , g y y and

gzz . As the environment in every material is different, the g-tensor is a characteristic

fingerprint for each material.

3.2.2. The Electron-Exchange Interaction

Considering the combination of two spin carrying particles, in this case fermions, will

end up either in a singlet or triplet multiplicity (see Figure 3.1). Either a symmetric

function for a triplet state or an antisymmetric function for a singlet state is formed.

With that, the spatial wavefunction has to be symmetric in singlet and antisymmet-

ric in triplet configuration. Combining the spatial wavefunction with the spin func-

tion will define the overall wavefunction, forming the atomic orbitals. If two electrons

occupy the same spatial orbital, the Pauli principle will impose the spin state to be a

singlet, because the total wavefunction has to be antisymmetric.

The electron exchange interaction is represented in the spin hamiltonian by the term

HEE I [65, 69]:

HEE I = ŜT
1 J Ŝ2 =

(
S1x S1y S1z

)
Jxx Jx y Jxz

Jy x Jy y Jy z

Jzx Jz y Jzz




S2x

S2y

S2z

 (3.5)

Here, Ŝ1 and Ŝ2 represent the spin operators of the two interacting spins and J is a 3x3

matrix describing the exchange interaction. The origin for J is the quantum mechani-

cally postulated indistinguishability of identical particles. The underlying mechanisms

are the overlap of the wavefunctions, the electric, coulombic interaction between the

two partizipating particles as well as the Pauli principle. The strength of the magnetic

interaction which is caused by their magnetic momenta is by far weaker than the ex-

change interaction and will be discussed in the next section. By considering only the

isotropic part of the exchange operator J, equation 3.5 simplifies to [65]

(HEE I )i so = J0 ŜT
1 Ŝ2 (3.6)

where J0 = 1
3 tr (J) is the isotropic electron-exchange coupling constant. Whether the

singlet or the triplet state possess the lower energy is dependent on the sign of J0. For
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two hydrogen atoms J0 > 0, which means that the bonding state is in singlet configu-

ration and lies lower in energy. For the materials investigated in this work, however,

the triplet state is energetically lower than the singlet state, i.e. J0 < 0. The splitting be-

tween singlet- and triplet state caused by the exchange interaction is depicted in Figure

3.3. Unfortunately, several definitions are used for J0 in literature ranging from −2J0 to

2J0. In this work the definition used in [65, 67] was used.
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Figure 3.3.: Energetics for two interacting spins forming either singlet or triplet configura-
tion. They are split by the isotropic exchange interaction J0.

3.2.3. The Zero Field Interaction

The term of the zero field interaction HZ F I has to be added to the spin hamiltonian

(3.2) for spin systems with more than one spin, i.e. the total spin S ≥ 1 [65]:

HZ F I = ŜT D Ŝ =
(
Sx Sy Sz

)
Dxx Dx y Dxz

D y x D y y D y z

Dzx Dz y Dzz




Sx

Sy

Sz

 (3.7)

It describes the magnetic interaction of two spins in close vicinity. The magnetic mo-

mentum of one spin will influence the local magnetic field of the other spin and vice

versa. This impact leads to an energetic splitting of the spin sublevels even if no ex-

ternal magnetic field is applied. Therefore, the degeneracy at B = 0 is lifted, as shown

in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. D is defined as a second order tensor to account for its spatial

dependency which makes it anisotropic. However, it can be diagonalized in its eigen-

frame:
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D =


Dxx 0 0

0 D y y 0

0 0 Dzz

=


1
3 D −E 0 0

0 1
3 D +E 0

0 0 −2
3 D

 (3.8)

Thereby, the tensor D is completely describable by the parameters D and E. While D

accounts for the deviation of an isotropic electron distribution, E represents its rhom-

bicity. The influence of both parameters on the energetics at zero field is illustrated in

Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4.: Zero field splitting for a spin system with S = 1. The degeneracy is repealed by
the parameters D and E, depending on the symmetry of the present wavefunction.
Modified from [70].

The symmetry dependency of D makes it an ideal probe to connect the wavefunction

of two coupled spins with the molecular structure of the surrounding crystal. There-

fore, the angle between externally applied magnetic field and the orientation of the

wavefunction has to be changed. This leads to an angular dependence of D and E :

D = D0 ·
(
cos2θ− 1

3

)
(3.9)

E = E0 · si n2θ · cos(2φ) (3.10)

With θ being the polar- andφ the azimuthal angle between~B and the crystal axis~c of

a molecule. As a result, the magnetic separation of the transitions between the∆Ms = 1

sublevels is obtainable:

∆B = 1

µB g

(
D0 · (3 cos2θ−1)+3 E0 si n2θ cos(2φ)

)
(3.11)
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3.2. The Spin Hamiltonian

3.2.4. Distance Dependency of Interactions

The previously introduced electron-exchange interaction HEE I and zero field inter-

action HZ F I are strongly dependent on the distance between the coupled particles.

Therefore, the strength of the present interactions and its influence on the measure-

ment signal has to be considered. The zero field interaction weakens with increasing

distance between the two present spins according to [65]:

D = 3µ0

16πh

g1g2µ
2
B

r 3
12

(1−3 cos2θ) (3.12)

Here, D is the zero field splitting parameter, µ0 the permeability constant, g1 and

g2 the g-factors of spin 1 and spin 2, r12 is the distance between spin 1 and 2 and θ is

the angle between the spin vector r and the direction of the external magnetic field êB ,

which is defined to be 0◦. For the derivation of equation 3.12 the point magnetic dipole

approximation was used, i.e. both spins have no extent, so E = 0.

For the electron-exchange interaction, the situation becomes more difficult. There

are a lot more parameters involved in the emergence of the correct J. The underlying

principle, however, is that the overall wave function has to be antisymmetric when two

electrons are exchanged. Therefore, the exchange interaction decreases exponentially

with increasing distance due to the overlap of orbital wave functions [71, 72, 73]:

J = J0 ·e−βr12 (3.13)

Here, J0 is the maximum electronic coupling,β the decay coefficient of the electronic

coupling and r12 the distance between the two coupled spins. Unfortunately, the exact

determination of J is too complex for an explicit calculation [74, 71]. However, an up-

per limit for J in isolating solids was proposed by Jeschke [71] to be J0 = 4.05 ·1011 MHz

and β = 18 nm−1. Efimova [73] estimated J0 to be in the range of 2.24 · 1011 ≤ J0 ≤
2.24 ·1013 MHz and Moser [72] found β ≈ 14 nm−1. These upper and lower limits for

the exchange interaction together with the distance dependency of the zero field inter-

action are calculated in Figure 3.5.
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3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

Figure 3.5.: The Electron-Exchange Interaction J (purple) as well as the zero field interac-
tion D (red) in dependence of the distance between two interacting spins. For D
the point magnetic dipole approximation was used and for J a maximum and mini-
mum estimation was taken from literature [73, 72, 71]. With increasing distance one
can distinguish between four coupling regimes. The earth magnetic field of approx-
imately 50 µT is shown for comparison. Modified from [73, 75].
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3.3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Theory

Not only was the alignment of spins by an external magnetic field discussed in the pre-

vious chapter, but also several crucial interactions. Now, the basic principles are high-

lighted how microwaves are able to manipulate the aligned spins. These underlying

mechanisms of electron paramagnetic resonance technique are summarized based on

the considerations in [65, 76, 77].

From a classical point of view, a particle with the mass m, the charge q and the an-

gular momentum~l will result in a magnetic momentum of ~µ = q~l
2m . According to the

corresponding principle, this leads to a magnetic angular momentum for a single elec-

tron spin (see section 3.1):

µB = eħ
2me

(3.14)

Here, µB is defined as Bohr magneton, e the elementary charge, ħ the Planck con-

stant and me the electron mass. The improved sensitivity of EPR in comparison with

its analogon NMR is due to the 1836 times larger mass of a proton compared to an

electron. However, a single electron does not behave like a charged particle so the cor-

responding principle is not strictly applicable. Therefore, the angular momentum of

the electron spin yields

~µ=−g ·µB ·~S (3.15)

with the total spin ~S and the g-factor g (see chapter 3.2.2). Applying an external

magnetic field B0 in z-direction of the laboratory reference frame results in a splitting

of energy states (compare equation 3.4 in section 3.2.1) with the energy difference:

∆E =|~µ | B0 = gµB B0 (3.16)

Thereby, the angular frequency of a transition between two sublevels is

ω0 = gzµB B0

ħ (3.17)

where ω0 is defined as the Larmor frequency and gz is the z-component of the g

factor. This transition is schematically shown in Figure 3.6.

In the laboratory the frequency ν (= ω/2π) is often used instead of the angular fre-

quency ω. This yields for magnetic fields, accessible with electro magnets, frequencies

in the range up to 42 GHz. In this work, microwaves with the frequency of ν≈ 9.4 GHz

(X-band range) were used. Combined with a g-factor of ≈ 2 this yields a resonant mag-

netic field B0 ≈ 337 mT.
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Figure 3.6.: Zeeman splitting for a doublet spin system with eigenenergies E|s,ms> and its
corresponding transition at the magnetic field B0, yielding in an energy splitting of
∆E =ħω0.

In principle it is possible to measure even single spins with EPR related methods.

In this work, however, an ensemble of many spins was investigated. Therefore, the

previous considerations have to be extended by the macroscopic magnetization of a

sample.

Only the difference between spins alligned parallel and antiparallel to the external

magnetic field contribute to the total magnetization. This population difference is

strongly dependent on the temperature and is defined by the Boltzmann distribution.

In the high temperature approximation (∆E ¿ kB T ), the polarization ε of a sample can

be introduced:

ε= ∆E

kB T
= gµB B0

kB T
(3.18)

Hence, the polarization of the transition is proportional to the applied magnetic field

and inverse proportional to the temperature. The high temperature approximation is

valid even at cryogenic temperatures of liquid helium for microwaves in X-band. How-

ever, it could become invalid with increasing Larmor frequencies at high magnetic

fields. With the polarization ε, the magnetization in thermal equilibrium is defined

by the sum of the magnetic momenta of the single spins, normalized on the sample

volume V :

~M0 = 1

V

N∑
i=1
~µi = εN gµB

2
êz (3.19)

with êz as a unit vector in z-direction and N the total number of spins.
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3.3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Theory

The magnetization vector ~M0 is not fixed in space when exposed to an external mag-

netic field, though, but moves according to the equation of motion:

d ~M

d t
= ~M × −gµB

ħ
~B(t ) (3.20)

For a static magnetic field aligned in z-direction, the magnetization ~M precesses with

the Larmor frequency ω0 around the external magnetic field ~B , if Mx , My 6= 0. This

process is depicted in Figure 3.7 a).

z

M
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y

x

y

B1x(t)

B(r)(t)

B(l)(t)
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ωmw

z'
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y'

ω1

Ω
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a) b) c)

θ
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Figure 3.7.: a) Precession of the magnetization vector with the Larmor frequencyω0 around
the applied magnetic field B0 in z-direction. b) Decomposition of a linearly polar-
ized field in x-direction B1x (t ) into two oppositely rotating fields B (r )(t ) and B (l )(t ).
c) Magnetization vector in a coordinate system rotating with ωmw . The additional
alternating magnetic field in x-direction leads to the nutation frequency ωnut .

In order to deflect the magnetization vector from the z-direction an additional mag-

netic field has to be applied. Equation 3.20 shows that any field, which is not in z-

direction leads to a deflection of ~M . However, if the frequency of the applied field dif-

fers from the Larmor frequency, the effect on the magnetization vector will average out

over time. Due to the cross product in equation 3.20, a field in x- or y-direction has the

largest effect on the magnetization. Therefore, a linearly polarized field in x-direction

is introduced to the system:

B1x(t ) = 2 ·B1 · cos(ωmw t ) ; B1y (t ) = 0 ; B1z(t ) = 0 (3.21)

with the amplitude 2B1 and the frequency ωmw of the microwave field.

With this, equation 3.20 is analytically not solvable but decomposition into two op-

positely rotating fields with equal magnitude yields (compare Figure 3.7 b)):

B (r )
1x (t ) = B1 · cos(ωmw t ) ; B (r )

1y (t ) = B1 · si n(ωmw t ) ; B (r )
1z (t ) = 0 (3.22)
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3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

B (l )
1x (t ) = B1 · cos(ωmw t ) ; B (l )

1y (t ) =−B1 · si n(ωmw t ) ; B (r )
1l (t ) = 0 (3.23)

Only the right-handed rotating field follows the precession of the magnetization vec-

tor. The left-handed field rotates in opposite direction. Therefore, it has no relevant in-

fluence on ~M . Considering only the right-handed microwave field and transferring the

laboratory frame into a coordinate system which rotates with the microwave frequency

ωmw , equation 3.20 can be solved:

d Mx

d t
=−(ω0 −ωmw )My ;

d My

d t
= (ω0 −ωmw )Mx −ω1Mz ;

d Mz

d t
=ω1My (3.24)

Here, equation 3.7 was used together with the equivalent for the alternating mag-

netic field ω1 = gxµB B1
ħ . In the rotating coordinate system, the magnetization vector

precesses only with the difference between the Larmor- and the microwave frequency

in z-direction:

Ω=ω0 −ωmw (3.25)

The alternating magnetic field in x-direction leads to an additional precession around

the x-axis with the frequencyω1. The resulting superimposed frequency of the magne-

tization vector will be the nutation frequency ωnut , which is:

ωnut =
√
Ω2 +ω2

1 (3.26)

As depicted in Figure 3.7 c), the magnetization vector will be shifted from the z-

direction by the angle θ:

θ = ar ct an
(ω1

Ω

)
(3.27)

In case of a resonant microwave frequency (ωmw =ω0), Ω will be 0 and θ = 90◦. On

the other hand, if the offset from the resonance frequency is very large (ΩÀω1), θ will

be ≈ 0. This means that the magnetization vector is not relevantly affected and remains

on its thermodynamic equilibrium position.

However, equations 3.24 can not be the final solution. In fact, the magnetization vec-

tor that was once deflected would precess in this position forever without returning to

its equilibrium state. Therefore, time constants have to be included whereby the sys-

tem could relax back to its initial state. Here, the z-direction relaxes via spontaneous

transitions between the two levels, while the x- and y-direction relaxes via spin con-

serving processes. As a result, two different relaxation times are obtained, which are
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3.4. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance Theory

included in general applicable equations of motion valid for a two level system. They

are called Bloch equations:

d Mx

d t
=−ΩMy − Mx

T2
;

d My

d t
=ΩMx −ω1Mz −

My

T2
;

d Mz

d t
=ω1My − Mz −M0

T1
(3.28)

Thereby, T1 is the spin-lattice-relaxation time and T2 the spin-spin-relaxation time.

The relaxation mechanisms are also due to alternating magnetic fields. T1 is mainly

caused by phonon coupling or the relaxation of nuclear spins in x- and y-direction. T2

is additionally influenced by flip-flop transitions where both spins change their state.

Here, the alternating magnetic fields have to be in z-direction. In solid states T1 is

usually longer than T2 .

In a standard EPR experiment the observable is the quantity of absorbed microwaves

by an ensemble of spins, i.e. the magnetization (compare equation 3.19). Unfortu-

nately, the detection of electromagnetic waves in the microwave regime is technically

very challenging. Therefore, a large amount of spins is needed in order to get a suffi-

ciently signal to noise ratio. However, organic devices possess only a little amount of

active material due to the very thin active layer. Fortunately, other detection methods

are available where the problem of microwave detection is circumvented. These are

explained in the following sections.

3.4. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance

Theory

Electromagnetic waves in the visible regime are easily detectable, for example by a sim-

ple silicon photo diode. This is exploited by detecting the luminescence of a sample,

whose intensity changes under magnetic resonant conditions. This technique is called

optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR). Hence, ODMR shows a largely im-

proved sensitivity, meaning that already a small number of spin carrying particles are

detectable. While the large amount of non-interacting charge carriers, i.e. electrons

and polarons are visible via conventional EPR, the relatively small quantity of strongly

interacting particles like triplet excitons could be detected via ODMR (compare with

Figure 3.5). Furthermore, it is possible to switch from large, bulky samples to thin films

that are more realistic concerning real organic devices.

Nevertheless, this measurement technique is not a direct detection method. Hence,

a detour has to be taken by detecting optical photons. This is only possible because

transitions between spin sublevels are coupled to optical transitions via a system of
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3. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

rate equations. Three mechanisms are seen to be mainly responsible for the signal

generation, namely triplet-triplet annihilation [78, 79, 32, 80, 81], spin dependent re-

combination [82, 32, 33] and ground state depletion [83, 84, 85]. The latter is the dom-

inant mechanism in isolated defects embedded in a host material, like NV-centers in

diamond or silicon-vacancies in silicon carbide. While the triplet-triplet annihilation

and the triplet polaron quenching will be further discussed in the following, the ground

state depletion will be disregarded because only organic semiconductors are subject to

this work.

3.4.1. Triplet-Triplet Annihilation
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Figure 3.8.: Energetic scheme with possible transitions explaining the occurrence of the
ODMR signal. In green the triplet-triplet annihilation process is shown with its de-
cay possibilities and probabilities. The spin dependent recombination is illustrated
on the right hand side with the corresponding population and depopulation mech-
anisms of the charge transfer state C T . Furthermore, S0 is the ground state, S1 the
first excited singlet state and T1 the first excited triplet state. Modified from [70].

The relaxation of a triplet exciton to the singlet ground state is spin forbidden. There-

fore, it has to take place via non-radiative phonon scattering or, less probable, via

phoshorescence. On this account, triplet excitons in organic semiconductors possess a

much longer lifetime than their singlet counterparts. This long lifetime leads to a rela-
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3.4. Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance Theory

tively high population of excited triplet states in a cw-experiment, despite the very low

intersystem crossing rate from an excited singlet state. If two triplet excitons meet, they

will create a state with quintuplet multiplicity. This short living intermediate state pos-

sesses three different scattering channels. With the probability of 1
9 the two excitons

will decay into a singlet excited state S1 and a singlet ground state S0. Furthermore,

the scattering will end in a S0 and a triplet excited state T1 with the probability of 3
9 or

with the probability of 5
9 back into two T1 states. This process is depicted in Figure 3.8

(green). In other words, one scattering event will lead with 5.6 % ( 1
18 ) absolute prob-

ability to a S1 state, which in turn possesses the possibility to recombine radiatively

to the ground state S0. As this process stems from a long living triplet exciton decay

channel, the lifetime is also longer than for the common singlet fluorescence. There-

fore, it is called delayed fluorescence. This is seen as the main mechanism behind the

occurrence of the ODMR signal in many organic semiconductors, because a change

in population of triplet sublevels will couple to the scattering mechanism and has an

influence on the delayed fluorescence [86, 87, 78, 88, 89, 90, 80].

Despite the fact that only 5.6 % of all scattering processes will have an effect on the

ODMR signal, one has to keep in mind that only 22.2 % ( 2
9 ) will end in the singlet ground

state and are lost for signal generation (disregarding ground state depletion). With the

remaining probability of 72.2 % ( 7
9 ) this scattering leaves the original excited triplet

states unchanged, which subsequently may scatter again.

3.4.2. Spin-Dependent Recombination Model

For the spin-dependent recombination model the distance dependency of different

coupling interactions (chapter 3.2.4) has to be recalled. When a singlet exciton gets

split, it will form a charge transfer (CT) state. Here, the electron is situated on the ac-

ceptor, while the polaron is placed on the donor. In addition to this geminate process,

if two initially free charge carriers meet at an interface, they will form a charge trans-

fer state as well. This could be in a singlet- or triplet configuration with probabilities

of 25% or 75%, respectively. The morphology spatially separates the two spin carry-

ing particles, which is why J- and D-coupling are weak. With respect to Figure 3.5 the

CT state lies in the weak coupling regime and the corresponding energetic splitting is

depicted on the right hand side of Figure 3.8 [91, 71].

A small J results in energetically almost degenerate E|0,0> and E|1,0> states, which

facilitates inter system crossing between the two of them. The E|0,0> state could be

coupled radiatively to the ground state, yielding in a red shifted CT-luminescence or

exciplex emission. Furthermore, from the CT-state an electron back transfer mecha-

nism could take place, if the triplet excited state T1 is lower in energy. Both transitions
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lead to a depopulation of the E|1,0> state. Equalizing the population between the three

triplet sublevels under magnetic resonant conditions results in a repopulation of E|1,0>.

This has a great influence on the rates of CT-luminescence and electron back transfer.

Due to the small zero field interaction the transitions E|1,1> → E|1,0> and E|1,−1> → E|1,0>
will take place at the same magnetic field position.
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3.5. Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance

Theory

Besides the sensitivity improving method of detecting photons, utilized in ODMR, elec-

tricity is also detectable with very high accuracy. This approach is called electrically

detected magnetic resonance (EDMR). Here, the observable is neither the microwave

absorption (like in common EPR) nor the change in luminescence (ODMR), but the

change of current or voltage in a device due to magnetic resonant conditions.

3.5.1. Spin-Dependent Recombination
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Figure 3.9.: Energetic scheme of the spin dependent recombination process. Two initially
free charge carriers meet and form either a triplet (3C T , 75%) or singlet (1C T , 25%)
charge transfer state with the rates G3C T and G1C T , respectively. 3C T can recom-
bine further into an excited triplet state T1 with the rate GT1 and 1C T to the ground
state S0 with the rate kC T . Alternatively, both CT states can dissociate again into free
charge carriers with the respective rates D3C T and D1C T .

In 1972, an effect of spin resonant conditions on the current was observed for the

first time in pure silicon [92]. In this work, a spin-dependent recombination mecha-

nism was introduced mainly explained by the magnetization change due to the Boltz-

mann distribution. Nevertheless, neither the temperature dependency nor the signal

strength were explainable by this model. In 1978, Kaplan, Solomon and Mott [93] sug-

gested a different model that introduced the formation of an intermediate state prior

to the actual recombination process. The main difference for this model is the demand

that this state has to recombine or dissociate before the involved charge carriers may

participate again on a different interaction. The underlying process of spin depen-

dent recombination is very similar to aforementioned model explained for ODMR (see
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chapter 3.4.2) and is schematically shown in Figure 3.9. Here, two initially free charge

carriers meet and form either a singlet or triplet charge transfer state with 25% or 75%

probability, respectively. Afterwards, they either recombine to the ground- or excited

triplet state or they dissociate again into non-interacting charges. The recombination

process decreases the charge carrier density in the device, as a drain for free charge

carriers is introduced. Therefore, spin resonant conditions influence the charge car-

rier density by the change of dissociation- or decay rates.

Most investigations concerning spin-dependent recombination were realized on ei-

ther crystalline or amorphous silicon [94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. With the emergence of or-

ganic solar cells, however, this technique was also applied to organic semiconductors

like PPV or polythiophene [99, 82], where similar effects were observed.

3.5.2. Spin-Dependent Transport

Besides the process of spin-dependent recombination, another spin-dependent effect

is conceivable. Thereby, the spin dependent mechanism is the charge carrier transport.

Organic semiconductors exhibit mainly a hopping like process via localized states.

Each hopping step is described as a phonon activated tunneling event, as depicted on

the left hand side of Figure 3.10. Thereby, two charge carriers located on the same state

are not allowed to possess the same spin. Under spin resonant conditions, however,

the Pauli exclusion is circumvented and the overall mobility should be enhanced. This

spin-dependent transport is depicted on the right hand side of Figure 3.10. The device

parameter, which is mainly affected, is the charge carrier mobility µ, as more pathways

are accessible under resonant conditions.

3.5.3. Detection Modes

Keeping in mind the typical j-V-characteristic of an organic solar cell (compare Figure

2.8) the current density j changes from a blocking behavior (V < 0), over the, for solar

cell application relevant fourth quadrant (0 < V < Voc ) to the injection regime (V >
Voc ). Therefore, one could think about many points to measure the current in order to

detect spin dependent effects. Unfortunately, a solar cell diode only follows the Ohmic

law ~j = σ ·~E for high injection currents (V > Voc ) and the correct description of the

j-V-curve becomes a lot more complicated. Derived from the Shockley equation [101]

Waldauf [102] has found a more suitable expression for the j-V-characteristics of an

organic solar cell:

j = j0 ·
(
e
− q(V − j Rs )

nkB T −1

)
+ V − j Rs

Rp
+ ji l l u (3.29)
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Figure 3.10.: Gaussian distribution of localized states around the transport energy Etr after
the Gaussian disorder model. A generated charge carrier relaxes due to a phonon
assisted tunneling process (left). The occupancy of a single state by two identical
particles is Pauli forbidden. Applying spin resonant conditions circumvents this pro-
hibition (right). Modified from [100].

Here, j is the measured current density throughout the whole device, j0 the reverse

current , n the ideality factor, V the applied voltage Rs,p the series and parallel resis-

tance, respectively, and ji l l u the generated current by illumination.

As a consequence, it becomes obvious that measuring the current is detrimental in

order to distinguish between different origins of the spin dependent signal.

At Voc , on the other hand, the generation of charge carriers is equal to the recombi-

nation, as no charges are extracted. With that, one may exclude any transport effects

at this point. For an organic solar cell, the open circuit voltage could be derived to be

[103, 104]:

Voc =
Eg

q
− kB T

q
· ln

(
N 2

c

np

)
(3.30)

At this, Eg is the effective band gap, Nc the effective density of states and n and p

the charge carrier densities for electrons and holes, respectively. Assuming a constant

Nc for a specific donor-acceptor blend, Voc is only dependent on the charge carrier

densities n and p. As these are only connected to generation (which is assumed to be

constant for a given illumination intensity) and recombination, this working point of

the diode seems to be ideal for the investigation of spin dependent recombination.
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In the previous chapter, a short overview was given concerning the underlying theory

of the realized experiments. Now, the experimental details will be discussed, starting

with the used materials, highlighting the sample preparation and closing with the de-

scription of the used experimental setups.

4.1. Materials

As already discussed in chapter 2.2, organic bulk heterojunction solar cells consist of

two classes of organic semiconductors. The first group, the electron donors, have a

higher LUMO in comparison to their counterpart, the electron acceptors. Further-

more, the donor materials should possess a high hole mobility, whereas the electron

acceptor a high electron mobility. The mixing of both constituents in a certain ratio,

will form the active layer of an organic bulk heterojunction solar cell. Almost all inves-

tigated materials in this work represent the most up to date available organic semicon-

ductors for photovoltaic applications.

4.1.1. Donor-Materials

Donor materials in organic photovoltaics consist mainly of polymers, which are so-

lution processable or small molecules, which are most often evaporated. Nonetheless,

solvable small molecules emerged in the past years, unifying the advantages of solution

processing together with the higher purity and negligible batch-to-batch variation of

small molecules. Polymers, on the other hand, are dividable into different categories.

Monomer based donors, like MDMO-PPV or P3HT were used in the first generation of

bulk heterojunction solar cells. The vast increase in efficiencies over the last years was

mainly due to the development of novel donor-acceptor copolymers, such as its most

famous representative PTB7. More detailed descriptions of the used donor materials

in this work will be given in the following.
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Figure 4.1.: Structural formulas of the organic donor materials used in this work P3HT, PTB7
and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. The electron donating (red) and accepting (blue) regions are
indicated. The full names are written in the main text. R1 are hexyl- and R2 ethyl-
hexyl side chains.

P3HT

P3HT, short for poly(3-hexylthiophene), is the most extensively studied polymer for

organic photovoltaics. It consists of a thiophene ring with an attached hexyl side chain

for better solubility, as depicted in Figure 4.1. This polymer is able to form crystalline

areas, even detectable by x-ray diffraction measurements [105], leading to improved

transport properties [106]. Therefore, the device performances [14] are improved as

well. For the enhancement in crystallinity, however, the position of the side chain is of

crucial importance. A measure for this structural property is the regioregularity, which

represents the percentage of side chains situated on the same atom of the thiophene

ring. In this work, P3HT from Rieke metals was used with a regioregularity of ≥ 95%,

called P200.

PTB7

The polymer PTB7 (poly[(4,8-bis-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-benzo(1,2-b:4,5-b’)dithiophene)2,6-

diylalt-( 4-(2-ethylhexyl)-3-fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene-)-2-carboxylate-2-6-diyl)]) is

one of the most famous and successful members of the class of donor-acceptor copoly-

mers [51, 107, 108]. Its chemical structure is depicted in Figure 4.1. Not only consists

this kind of polymers of one repeating monomeric unit, but of two or more [109, 110,

111]. They were developed with the goal to decrease the HOMO-LUMO gap, in order

to increase light absorption and with that the short circuit current. Another aspect was

a more ideal match with the LUMO of the acceptor, which would yield in an increased

effective band gap and consequentially in a superior open circuit voltage [40, 112]. The

last aspect to improve an organic semiconductor is a better π−π-overlap of the molec-

ular orbitals in order to facilitate charge transport over the polymeric backbone [113].

The name donor-acceptor (D-A) copolymer stems from the connection of an electron-

rich and an electron-poor building block, forming the monomer of the D-A-copolymer.
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4.1. Materials

It is assumed that this approach leads to a local dipole moment, which reduces the

binding energy of the charge-transfer state in a polymer-fullerene blend [114, 115].

PTB7 consists of a combination of the electron-rich benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene

(BDT) with the electron-poor thieno[3,4-b]thiophene (TT) building block. Both con-

stituents are color coded in Figure 4.1. Whereas the BDT is responsible for an improved

π−π-overlap, the TT subunit reduces the HOMO-LUMO gap for enhanced light har-

vesting [113]. The PTB7 used in this work was purchased from 1-material.

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2

The synthesis of small molecules is more facile regarding purity, molecular weight and

batch to batch variation compared to polymers. However, for a long time small mole-

cules were only processable by vacuum deposition due to their lack of solubility. So-

lution processing has some advantages in comparison with evaporation techniques.

The largest is the possibility of an efficient roll-to-roll process, where the active layer

is deposited by a printing step. The aim for combining both benefits lead to the emer-

gence of soluble small molecules [116, 117]. Until now, the power conversion efficien-

cies are comparable with the best performing polymer based solar cells [118, 119, 120].

One of the best performing soluble small molecules is p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. Its chemi-

cal formula is shown in Figure 4.1. Besides the steady advancement of the molecular

structure [118, 121], other routes for pushing the solar cell performance were improve-

ments of processing techniques [122, 123] and device layout [118, 119, 120]. For small

molecules, an alternating D-A structure is not possible like in polymers. Therefore, p--

DTS(FBTTh2)2 possesses a D1−A−D2−A−D1 structure, which is color coded in Figure

4.1. Here, the central donating subunit D2 consists of a bithiophene connected to a sil-

icon atom with attached, aliphatic side chains for improved solubility (denoted R2 in

Figure 4.1). The following accepting parts are pyridyl[2,1,3]thiadiazole (PT) subunits

with high electron affinity that leads to strong donor-acceptor interactions and a lower

LUMO level. The purpose of the outer donating components D1 is the extension of

the π-conjugated system in order to reduce the HOMO-LUMO gap. The attached hexyl

groups (R1 in Figure 4.1) are again for an improved solubility [124, 121]. The p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2 molecules used in this work were provided and synthesized by the group of

Thuc-Quyen Nguyen from the University of California in Santa Barbara.

4.1.2. Acceptor-Materials

From the early days of organic solar cells until now, fullerene derivatives are by far the

most commonly used acceptor material. They consist of carbon atoms and their most
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famous representative, the C60, is spherically built by 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons.

Basically, it looks very similar to a soccer ball. Its discovery in 1985 by Kroto and cowork-

ers was rewarded with the nobel price in chemistry in 1996 [125]. A few years later, a

new synthesis route made this molecule widely accessible for a variety of research and

development applications [126, 127, 128, 129]. The intrinsic properties of fullerenes

makes this class of materials an ideal acceptor for organic BHJ solar cells. A more de-

tailed description of the used derivatives PC60BM and PC70BM is given in the following.

PC60BM PC70BM

OO

OO

OO

OO

Figure 4.2.: Structural formulas of
the organic acceptor materials
PC60BM and PC70BM which were
used in this work. The full names
are given in the main text.

PC60BM

As the solubility of C60 is quite poor, Humme-

len developed a molecule consisting of a C60-

fullerene with an attached side chain. The re-

sulting molecule was [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric

acid methyl ester, or shortly PC60BM. It was first

used in 1995 as a photodetector [130] and is de-

picted in Figure 4.2. Besides the increased solu-

bility in organic solvents, PC60BM shows a high

electron mobility of up to 2 ·10−3 cm2V −1s−1,

derived from space charge limited current (SCLC)

measurements [131]. Furthermore, the exciton

diffusion length was found to be in the order

of 40 nm [132]. Nevertheless, the poor absorp-

tion, due to the high symmetry of the C60-fullerene, reduces the PC60BM to an almost

pure acceptor only taking a minor part in light absorption. Concerning the HOMO

and LUMO levels of PC60BM, no consensus can be found in literature. The values

ranging from 3.7 eV to 4.5 eV for the LUMO and from 6.0 eV to 6.1 eV for the HOMO

[133, 134, 135, 136]. With this, PC60BM possesses a sufficiently high electron affinity

compared to the commonly used donor materials. Nevertheless, the loss in Voc due to

the LUMO offset is still a device performance limiting challenge.
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PC70BM

The electron acceptor [6,6]-phenyl-C71 butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM) is very sim-

ilar to PC60BM concerning shape and nature, shown in Figure 4.2. However, the C60-

fullerene is replaced by a C70-fullerene which yields a few property changes. First

of all, the absorption is increased. This is due to the more asymmetric shape [137]

and higher molecular weight compared to PC60BM [135]. Therefore, PC70BM is the

best performing electron acceptor so far [137]. The electron mobility was found to

be 1 ·10−3 cm2V −1s−1 by SCLC measurements [138]. The LUMO level of PC70BM dif-

fers only by a few meV compared to PC60BM [60]. Nevertheless, it was shown that

the electron has no preference to one of the two acceptor molecules within a charge

transfer process in a donor acceptor blend [75]. Furthermore, the asymmetry of the

C70-fullerene causes the emergence of different isomers, depending on the position of

the attached side chain. Synthesizing fullerenes will result in a mixture between dif-

ferent kinds. Here, mainly C60 but only a small fraction of C70 occurs. This results in a

much higher price for PC70BM compared to PC60BM.

4.2. Sample Preparation

The custom-built samples were adapted to the requirements predefined by the used

measurement methods. Nevertheless, all different samples have some preliminary

steps in common. First of all, the material of interest has to be dissolved in an organic

solvent, where chlorobenzene is most often used. This is done in a nitrogen filled glove-

box, equipped with a microgram scale, diverse stir- and hotplates and a spin-coater.

The special environment is needed in order to avoid exposure to humidity and oxy-

gen as the used materials suffer from severe degradation. In the first step, a solution

containing only the donor material is prepared. Depending on the solubility, different

concentrations for the host solutions are used (p-DTS(FBTTh2)2: 21 mg/ml, PTB7: 8

mg/ml and P3HT: 30 mg/ml). In order to investigate pure materials, this solution can

be used without further treatment. However, the actual solar cell blend is mostly more

interesting. Therefore, the weighted acceptor material is solved in the host solution to

get the best performing ratio between donor and acceptor (p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM,

1.5:1; PTB7:PC70BM, 1:1.5; P3HT:PC60BM, 1:0.8). Subsequently, the blends are further

processed as described in the following.
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EPR-Samples

The samples for conventional EPR measurements feature the simplest design. For this,

a standard X-band EPR tube with ≈2.8 mm inner diameter was taken and filled with a

sufficient amount of material, normally ranging between 50 µl and 200 µl. The more

material the better, as the signal strength scales with the polarization, which is in turn

dependent on the quantity of the investigated material (see chapter 3.3). Drying was

achieved via a homemade pump system, where the EPR-tube gets evacuated to a rough

vacuum of≈ 10−2 mbar. During the drying process, a thick layer of the investigated ma-

terial is deposited on the inner walls of the tube. After complete drying, the tube gets

flushed at least six times with pure helium gas and is subsequently sealed under ≈20

mbar helium atmosphere with a blow torch. The use of helium as atmosphere of choice

has two advantages. On the one hand, to avoid degradation as helium is not reactive

at all. On the other hand, thermal coupling to the environment is needed for measure-

ments at cryogenic temperatures, where helium stays gaseous in the whole accessible

temperature range. The resulting sample tube is depicted in Figure 4.3. Usually, the

inclosed material stays stable for a very long time without any detectable degradation

effects.

Figure 4.3.: Sketch of a typical EPR-sample. The standard X-band tube gets filled with the
material of interest (shown in red), dried under rough vacuum and sealed by a blow
torch with 20 mbar helium atmosphere.

PLDMR-Samples

In principle, it is possible to use the EPR samples for photoluminescence detected

magnetic resonance (PLDMR) measurements as well. Nevertheless, the strong angular

dependencies of the triplet excitons (see chapter 3.2.3), usually detected with PLDMR,

may result in strange spectra that are not easily explainable. Therefore, the prepara-

tion method has to be altered. Thereby, a preferential orientation of the investigated

molecules in the external magnetic field is obtained. Unfortunately, this leads to a more

challenging preparation method.
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4.2. Sample Preparation

If a powder-like PLDMR spectrum is desired, where all available angles are superim-

posed, a different kind of sample has to be prepared. For this, the EPR tube, filled with

the solution of the investigated material, gets deep-freezed by liquid nitrogen. Subse-

quently, it is evacuated and flushed with helium. Closing the connection to the pump

and unfreezing the solution leads to the recovery of the atmosphere due to the vapor

pressure. This sequence is called a freeze-pump-thaw cycle which is repeated three

times. Afterwards, the deep-freezed tube will be sealed again by a blow torch under

≈ 20 mbar helium atmosphere. Finally, thawing will result in a sealed, degassed solu-

tion. When measuring at cryogenic temperatures the solution freezes and the solved

molecules orient in a random distribution.

As previously mentioned, only a small amount of material is needed in order to get

a sufficient signal to noise ratio for PLDMR measurements. Way more crucial is the

ability of a material to luminesce. Therefore, the sample can be designed in a more re-

alistic fashion with respect to organic solar cells. Usually, a PLDMR sample is prepared

as a thin film on a small slide of special quartz glass (herasil) which possesses almost

no impurities of para- or ferromagnetic particles. Spin coating the film with a certain

speed results in a film thickness of ≈100 nm, directly comparable to the thicknesses of

real working devices. Subsequently, some effort has to be spent in order to make sure

that the investigated material is only on one surface of the glass cuboid. Otherwise, the

angular dependent measurements would be distorted. The glass piece is subsequently

inserted into a standard EPR tube. The sealing, however, will be taken over by a special

load lock system, shown in Figure 4.4. Here, a glass fiber is appended that allows direct

excitation of the thin film on the herasil slide. If the EPR tube is turned by a certain

angle, it will not influence the excitation source, i.e. the excitation is decoupled from

rotation [70]. Another feature of the load lock system is its ability to evacuate the EPR

tube and refill it with helium, which is very important for the investigation of environ-

mental sensitive materials.

Figure 4.4.: Layout of the sample design for the angular dependent PLDMR measurements.
The load-lock allows the insertion of a glass-fiber which decouples excitation of the
investigated thin film (shown in green) from rotation. The inlet of the load-lock of-
fers the possibility to evacuate- and fill the EPR tube with helium.
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EDMR-Samples

In order to detect current or voltage produced by an organic solar cell under magnetic

resonance conditions, an actual working device has to be built. Realized on a standard

lab-sized substrate with the dimensions 0.5” x 0.5”, the fabrication is a routine process.

However, the preparation becomes much more challenging for the application in the

X-band resonator. The two main problems are the size and the usage of metal. Regard-

ing the size, a standard EPR tube possesses an inner diameter of ≈ 2.8 mm. Neverthe-

less, special tubes are obtainable that are more accurately manufactured with an inner

diameter of exactly 3 mm. Combining this with the thickness of the glass substrates,

which is 1.1 mm, the solar cell has to be smaller than 2.8 mm in width. This consti-

tutes the first boundary condition in size. The second problem is the use of metal in

order to contact the solar cell. Electromagnetic waves are reflected by metal. Therefore,

commonly used microwave resonators consist of metal or at least a metal coating on

the inner walls because the reflection of electromagnetic waves results in a standing,

resonant microwave. The introduction of a large amount of metal in the middle of the

resonator would disturb the standing waves. Consequently, the quality of the resonator

gets reduced drastically. Therefore, the corresponding contacts have to be lead out of

the active part of the resonator, which means a distance of a few centimeters. This is

accomplished via two 120 nm thick aluminum stripes forming the solar cell anode and

cathode, respectively. The skin effect describes the exponential decay of current densi-

ties from the surface of metallic conductors by applying an alternating electric current.

Using this, the penetration depth of microwaves with a frequency of 9.4 GHz results

in 844 nm for aluminum. Accordingly, the transmitted microwave power is 86.7 % for

120 nm thick aluminium. The two introduced boundary conditions lead to a substrate

size of 2.7 mm x 50 mm, as depicted in Figure 4.5. The cutting of the indium tin ox-

ide (ITO) coated glass was outsourced to a specialized company (Weidner Glas), as the

tolerances are very hard to accomplish.

On one end of the substrate, the actual solar cell was processed. As a first step, the

ITO has to be structured in order to define the active area and to avoid electrical shorts.

This was accomplished via acid treating after applying a protective capping layer by

photo lithography. Subsequently, a thin layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-

(styrenesulfonate), shortly PEDOT:PSS, purchased from Heraeus (Clevios AL4083), was

spin coated. It functions as a hole transport- and electron blocking layer. Moreover,

the wetting ability of the organic solvent is increased. As PEDOT:PSS is water based,

it has to be heated at 130◦C for 10 minutes in a nitrogen filled glovebox in order to re-

move any residual humidity. Afterwards, the solution consisting of the active material

blend was spin coated on top of PEDOT:PSS. Removing a small part of active material
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on the very top of the substrate is needed in order to uncover the ITO bottom elec-

trode. Further heat treatment may be applied if needed. Finally, the metal electrodes

are thermally evaporated under high vacuum (base pressure < 1 ·10−6mbar ) with the

help of a shadow mask, defining their appearance. Moreover, the active area can be

varied between 1 and 6 mm2, in 1 mm2 steps. Firstly, a 3 nm thin layer of calcium was

evaporated with a rate of 0.2−0.3 Å/s and secondly 120 nm aluminum with 3−8 Å/s.

The resulting overall structure is depicted in Figure 4.5.

substrate

ITO

active0layer

PEDOT:PSS

Al-anode Al-cathode

10to060mm

10mm

500mm
2.70mm

1200nm

≈1000nm

≈400nm

1200nm

1.10mm

Figure 4.5.: Sketch of the processed organic solar cells suitable for EDMR measurements.
On the bottom, the principle layout is shown, together with the dimensions of the
substrate. On the top, a closer view on the single layers is given, forming the ac-
tual solar cell. The active area is defined by the overlap of ITO-cathode with the
aluminum-anode, that can be varied from 1 to 6 mm2.

After solving the problem of solar cell dimensions, the contacting remains challeng-

ing. This was accomplished by the production of a special circuit board, consisting of

two copper stripes which slide over the aluminum contact pads. In order to ensure suf-

ficient contact between both metals, a metallic clamp was soldered to press the solar

cell towards the circuit board. Once more, the main difficulty is the lack of space inside

the EPR tube. However, with this solution it is possible to connect the solar cell inside

a nitrogen filled glovebox, put it in an EPR tube and close the system from the environ-

ment with a homemade load-lock. This is additionally equipped with a LEMO connec-

tor which is connected with the contacting device by two coaxial wires. An additional

inlet is applied in order to evacuate the system and refill it with helium atmosphere

due to the previously discussed reasons. It is equipped with a valve (Femto) in order to
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prevent ambient conditions during transport. The whole system is depicted in Figure

4.6.

Figure 4.6.: Layout of the sample design for EDMR measurements. The organic solar cell
is placed in a special X-band EPR tube with exactly 3 mm inner diameter. Contact-
ing takes place at the end of the substrate, where the quality of the resonator is not
affected too much from the metal clamps and wires. The anode and cathode are
connected to a LEMO connector in the special designed load lock for EDMR mea-
surements. The additional inlet is for atmosphere exchange purposes, similar to the
PLDMR load lock.

4.3. The X-Band EPR Spectrometer

The base frame of all performed experiments is a self-modified X-band spectrometer

(Bruker E200). It possesses some basic parts that are essential for all detection modes.

The electromagnet consists of two large copper coils that generates fields from 0 up

to ≈1.5 T. It has to be water-cooled to dissipate the emerging heat. In the center of

the coils, the rectangular microwave cavity (Bruker ER4104OR) is situated, which op-

erates in the TE102 mode. Furthermore, it is equipped with two optical accesses ori-

ented in transmission with a loaded resonance frequency of 9.432 GHz. This yields 337

mT for a g-factor of 2.0023 (see equation 3.17), easily accessible by the electromagnet.

The setup is also equipped with a helium-flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments ESR900),

which makes it possible to adjust the temperature from 3.6 K to 300 K. Its stabiliza-

tion is achieved by a temperature controller (Lakeshore 335) with a deviation from the

setpoint of ±10 mK. Almost all the time, detection is realized by a lock-in-amplifier

(Signal Recovery 7230). On the one hand, this leads to a tremendous increase in signal-

to-noise ratio by suppressing the non-resonant background and all frequencies which

deviate from the modulation frequency. On the other hand, this phase sensitive mea-

surement technique does not allow to draw conclusions concerning the sign of the sig-

nal. Last but not least, a vast variety of illumination sources is available. The standard

illumination is realized by a white light LED (Luxeon Rebel ES). Moreover, several laser

diodes are accessible in the blue (405 nm), red (650 nm) and infrared (785 nm) spectral
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4.3. The X-Band EPR Spectrometer

region, all in the output power range of ≈100 mW. Nevertheless, they possess a poor

stability, concerning output power. Finally, a very stable, green (532 nm) DPSS laser is

also available, which possesses an output power of 100 mW and is most often used for

PLDMR measurements. The setup compiled for cwEPR measurements is depicted in

Figure 4.7.
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=9H434bGHz
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Figure 4.7.: Schematic picture of the cwEPR setup. The resonant cavity, operating in TE102

mode (blue) is placed inside two magnet coils (yellow), that provide a static magnetic
field ~B0. The microwaves are delivered by a microwave bridge, which also detects the
reflected waves from the cavity, with a detection diode. Signal amplification is done
with a lock-in-amplifier, where the modulated magnetic field acts as reference. The
NMR-gaussmeter and a frequency counter provide the g-factor calibration.

g-Factor Calibration

Most of the times, it is of crucial importance that the correct value of the g-factor is

obtained by EPR measurements, especially when comparing results measured at dif-

ferent experimental setups. Usually, special materials are added to the investigated

molecules, like DPPH, which delivers high signals and whose g-factor is very well known.

This is one way to connect the magnetic field with the corresponding g-factor. Another,

more elegant method is utilized in this spectrometer. Here, the magnetic field together

with the applied microwave frequency is measured with high accuracy. With this, one

is able to calculate the exact g-factor according to equation 3.17.

The exact applied microwave frequency νmw is measured by a frequency counter

(HP 5350B or Marconi EIP28b) with an accuracy of 7 significant digits. The determina-

tion of the exact magnetic field, however, is more difficult. Therefore, a high-precision
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NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) gaussmeter (Bruker ER035M) is used, where the

probe head is placed directly beside the cavity. The Larmor frequency νp of a proton

is measured in close similarity to equation 3.17, replacing the gyromagnetic ratio for

an electron γe = ge
µB
ħ with the gyromagnetic ratio for a proton γp = gp

µn
ħ in water or

similar media. Both of them, the measured larmor frequency of the proton νp and the

microwave frequency νmw yield the correct g-factor according to

g = ge
γp

γe

νmw

νp
(4.1)

with the g-factor for a free electron ge .

All in all, only the two measured frequencies νp and νmw are needed in order to

calibrate the EPR setup to correct g-values. As a consequence, the g-factor uncertainty,

which lies in the order of 10−5, is only due to technical limitations of the electromagnet.

4.3.1. Continuous Wave EPR
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Figure 4.8.: EPR signal reconstruction re-
sulting from the sine-modulated
magnetic field. The microwave ab-
sorption peak (blue) is transformed
to its first derivative (red). Modified
from [75].

As already depicted in Figure 4.7, the ref-

erence signal for the lock-in-amplifier is

an additional magnetic field. It is super-

imposed to the static magnetic field ~B0

and provided by two modulating coils

which are placed inside the walls of

the resonant cavity. Usually, a sine-

modulation with a frequency of 100 kHz

and an amplitude of 0.02 mT to 0.5

mT is used. The frequency originates

from a frequency generator (Keithley

3390, not shown in Figure 4.7) which is

synchronized with the lock-in-amplifier.

The microwaves used for EPR measure-

ments are generated and detected by the

microwave bridge. Additionally, the de-

tection signal is connected to the lock-

in-amplifier in order to increase the sig-

nal to noise ratio.
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4.3. The X-Band EPR Spectrometer

The measurement signal is not a common absorption peak, but its first derivative.

This is due to the sine modulation of the magnetic field. The signal reconstruction is

shown in Figure 4.8.

4.3.2. Photoluminescence Detected Magnetic Resonance

For PLDMR measurements, a few changes have to be implemented in comparison to

the EPR setup. The modified setup is depicted in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9.: Illustration of the PLDMR setup. Compared to the EPR setup, the microwave-
and illumination source are replaced. The measurement signal consists of the lu-
minescence (shown in red), detected via a silicon photo diode situated behind
a longpass filter (orange) that separates excitation from luminescence. The mi-
crowaves are chopped in the kHz regime which acts as reference signal to the lock-
in-amplifier.

First of all, the illumination source has to be a laser, because the excitation- and

photoluminescence wavelengths must be separable. This is achieved by a long pass

filter, adapted to the used laser. As an example, a 550 nm longpass filter is applied when

illuminating with the 532 nm laser. This energetic separation is possible because the

luminescence of the investigated materials is red shifted compared to the absorption.

Detection of the luminescence takes place via a silicon photodiode which is situated

behind the longpass filter. The measured photocurrent is converted and enhanced by

a current/voltage amplifier (Femto DLPCA) and used as the observable for the lock-
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in-amplifier. The decoupling of excitation and rotation of the sample, also shown in

Figure 4.9, was already discussed in section 4.2.

In addition to the changed illumination, the microwave source has to be replaced by

a microwave synthesizer (Anritsu). On the one hand, this is due to the improved output

power, which is additionally enhanced by a 2 W solid-state microwave amplifier (Mi-

crosemi). On the other hand, the bridge is incapable to chop the output power which is

needed for amplitude modulation. Thereby, the microwaves follow a TTL (transistor-

transistor-logic) signal, i.e. they are turned on and off in the kHz regime. The same

TTL signal functions as the reference signal for the lock-in-amplifier. Therefore, the

measured signal is the change of luminescence under applied microwaves, compared

to switched off microwaves. Putting this value in relation to the overall signal of the

luminescence PL, the PLDMR signal is the ratio ∆PL/PL, expressed in %.

The main challenge in order to obtain reasonable PLDMR signals is the laser stability.

If the illumination source is too instable, the noise will be added to the measurements,

which makes it difficult to detect the usually low change of luminescence. Therefore,

the 532 nm DPSS laser was the illumination source of choice for the materials shown

in this work.

4.3.3. Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance

The setup for electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR) is very similar to the

one assembled for PLDMR. The main difference, however, is again a change of the ob-

servable. Whereas for EPR, the signal is the microwave absorption and for PLDMR the

photoluminescence of the material, in EDMR the detected signal is electricity, i.e. cur-

rent or voltage flowing through- or generated by an organic device. The corresponding

setup is shown in Figure 4.10.

The investigation of the solar cell should be as close as possible to realistic working

conditions. This means, that the measurement should preferably take place at room

temperature, with illumination strength and spectrum as close to the one provided by

the sun as possible. Therefore, a white light LED is chosen as illumination source with

intensities on the sample below 100 mW/cm2.

Furthermore, the measurement mode is selectable between voltage- and current

detection. For voltage detection, both electrodes of the cell simply have to be con-

nected directly to the lock-in-amplifier. This measures the open circuit voltage of the

solar cell (not shown in Figure 4.10). A little bit more complicated is current detection.

Here, one electrode has to be connected to a source measuring unit (SMU - Keithley

237), where a specific voltage could be applied. The other electrode is connected to

the current/voltage amplifier, which converts the current to the actual measurement
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Figure 4.10.: Schematic picture of the EDMR setup. In comparison to the PLDMR setup,
the observable has changed to electricity instead of photoluminescence. With the
source measuring unit (SMU), every desired point of the j-V-characteristic can be
chosen to detect the current flowing through the organic solar cell. The white light
illumination with low intensity, together with room temperature operation yields
realistic working conditions for organic solar cells.

signal. This is recorded by the lock-in-amplifier. Once again, the frequency of the TTL-

modulated microwaves is the reference signal for the lock-in-amplifier. The circuitry

follows the j-V-characteristic of the investigated solar cell, depending on the applied

voltage (compare Figure 2.8).

All connecting cables have to be shielded properly. Moreover, the grounding of the

shielding is very important for the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement and is

quite often very counterintuitive.

4.3.4. Electroluminescence Detected Magnetic Resonance

For electroluminescence detected magnetic resonance (ELDMR) measurements, the

setups for EDMR and PLDMR have to be connected. Obviously, electricity is needed in

order to generate electroluminescence. This electricity, however, is not the observable

but the light generated by the device. Therefore, the SMU is needed in order to provide

the current. In addition, the photodiode has to detect the light in front of the cavity.

Naturally, the EDMR sample structure has to be used in order to generate electrolumi-

nescence.
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Similar to EDMR, one electrode is connected to the SMU, while the other is ground-

ed manually. The current of the photodiode is converted and amplified by the cur-

rent/voltage amplifier and acts as measurement signal for the lock-in-amplifier. Once

again, the reference signal is the frequency of the TTL-modulated microwaves. The

whole scheme of the ELDMR setup is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11.: Layout of the ELDMR setup. The setup is a connection between EDMR and
PLDMR with the electroluminescence as observable. The source measuring unit
(SMU) applies the desired driving current and the generated electroluminescence
is detected by the photodiode.

The main problem for this detection method is the quite large distance between the

device generating the light and the detector, situated at the optical access of the cavity.

This demands the need of very high light intensities in cw operation and even though

it is hardly above the detection limit of the photodiode. Another difficulty connected

with the high current densities needed for sufficient light emission is the enhanced

degradation of the devices during the measurement.
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5. Detection of Residual Iodine in

PTB7:PCBM Blends due to

the Additive DIO1

Abstract

The use of additives boosts the performance of highly efficient organic solar cells sig-

nificantly. The morphology of the active layer is optimized by delaying the drying of the

active layer and therefore, altering the size of polymer- and fullerene-rich phases. Peet

et al. reported that additives consisting of alkanedihalides are removed during a high

vacuum evaporation step [15, 139], indicating no further influence on device opera-

tion. For the material systems PTB7:PC60BM and PTB7:PC70BM prepared with the ad-

ditive DIO, however, high vacuum drying is not sufficient to remove all residual iodine.

Using light induced electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy combined

with X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals that iodine is still detectable in

the active layer after the preparation process with a surprisingly high concentration of

(7.3± 2.1) · 1019 1
cm3 . While identifying a magnetic interaction of the photo generated

charge carriers with the residual iodine a significant electronic doping effect could not

be detected by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and dark charge extrac-

tion by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV). However, an influence on the long-term

stability is nonetheless possible.

5.1. Introduction

At present, most of the highest performing donor-acceptor copolymer material sys-

tems need to be processed together with an additional high boiling point solvent in

order to achieve optimum PCE [15, 140, 141, 59, 122]. Those additives are selectively

dissolving the acceptor molecules, leading to an altered size of polymer- and fullerene

1The results of this chapter will be published in A4
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rich phases in the active layer. Consequently, this gives better performance for a cer-

tain fraction of additives [51, 62, 53, 52, 122]. In most cases, the additives consist

of an octanedihalide, whereby the commonly used additive for the material system

PTB7:PC70BM and for many other new low bandgap polymers is 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO).

It was proposed that the reason for the enhanced PCE in PTB7:PC70BM solar cells pre-

pared with DIO is an intercalation of PC70BM in PTB7 domains, leading to a reduction

in size of fullerene and polymer rich regions [52, 142, 143, 144, 145]. For comparison

see also chapter 2.5.

Peet et al. showed that additives consisting of alkane dithiols are removed under a

rough vacuum step, using Fourier-transform infrared-, Raman- and X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy [15]. Subsequently, the same group reported that DIO is not present

anymore in films made of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorine) (PFO) after a high vacuum dry-

ing step [139]. On the base of these first publications concerning the use of additives,

it is consensus that additives get removed during the high vacuum drying step, which

is necessary for metal evaporation. In this chapter, the detection of residual iodine in

PTB7:PC70BM blends is shown using XPS spectroscopy. This finding was confirmed by

EPR experiments on three different blend systems consisting of pristine PTB7:PC60BM,

PTB7:PC60BM with1,8-octanedithiol (ODT) and PTB7:PC60BM with DIO. Whereas a

magnetic interaction is evident from the EPR results, a significant electronic contri-

bution was neglected by measuring dark charge extraction by linear increasing voltage

(CELIV) and ultraviolet photon spectroscopy (UPS).

5.2. Experimental Details

PTB7 was purchased from 1-Material, PC60BM and PC70BM from Solenne and DIO

and ODT from Sigma Aldrich. All materials were used without further purification.

PTB7 was dissolved in chlorobenzene with a concentration of 8 mg/ml. The blended

PTB7:PCBM solution was prepared in a 2:3 mass ratio. For the samples with additives,

3 % by volume were added to the solution and stirred for at least 30 minutes. The whole

sample preparation took place in a nitrogen glove box to avoid exposure to oxygen and

humidity.

The organic bulk heterojunction solar cells were prepared by spin-coating a ≈40 nm

thick PEDOT:PSS layer on top of an indium tin oxide (ITO) covered glass substrate. Af-

ter annealing for 15 minutes at 130 ◦C in a nitrogen glove box, the blended solution was

spin coated resulting in a film of around 100 nm thickness. Finally, the samples were

transfered into an evaporation chamber where the top metal contacts (Ca/Al) were

thermally evaporated on top of the active layer, resulting in an active area of around
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3 mm2. Subsequently, j-V sweeps were performed to determine the efficiency of the

devices (compare with chapter 2.4). For charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage

(CELIV) measurements, the devices were kept in the dark while applying a triangular

voltage pulse. During the experiment an oscilloscope measured the induced current of

the device [146, 147, 148, 149].

For XPS measurements, the same sample configuration was used like for the bulk

heterojunction solar cells, although without the top metal electrodes. In XPS experi-

ments, the samples are put in a high vacuum chamber and irradiated with X-rays. This

measurement method is based on the photoelectric effect and is used to determine

the atomic composition of a material. The high energy X-rays are absorbed while elec-

trons situated in the atomic orbitals are emitted. By quantifying the kinetic energy of

the emitted electrons (binding energy), the photoelectrons can be assigned to distinct

atomic orbitals and elements. With this, the signal intensity at a specific binding energy

is a measure for the atomic composition in the investigated sample. The change from

X-rays to ultraviolet photons as irradiation source reveals the density of states of the

valence band with very high accuracy. The reason for this is the small need of energy in

order to release electrons situated near the HOMO level. Thus, the measurement tech-

nique is called ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). All XPS and UPS mea-

surements were done at the University of Tübingen in the group of Prof. Chassé.

The EPR samples were made according to chapter 4.2. In short, 100 µl of the pre-

pared solutions were poured in a standard EPR quartz tube, evaporated under rough

vacuum (end pressure 10−2 mbar) and sealed under 20 mbar helium atmosphere. All

EPR experiments were performed at 30 K under the illumination of a white light LED

or a 532 nm DPSS laser. The microwave power was highly attenuated by 35 dB in order

to avoid disturbances from signal saturations. For further details see also chapter 4.3.1.

5.3. Results & Discussion

5.3.1. Solar Cell Performance

First of all, solar cells were made of the investigated blend solutions in order to get a

confirmation of the quality of the materials and the prepared blends. The correspond-

ing j-V-characteristics are shown in Figure 5.1. Here, the device without additives (blue)

shows the highest Voc , but due to the unoptimized fill factor and the poor jsc the re-

sulting power conversion efficiency is quite low. The respective values are listed in the

table of Figure 5.1. Adding 3% by volume DIO to the blend leads to a vast increase in

fill factor and jsc , compared to the pristine blend. This results in the best solar cell
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Figure 5.1.: j-V-characteristics of three different organic solar cells made of the blends
PTB7:PC70BM (blue), PTB7:PC70BM with 3% ODT (red) and PTB7:PC70BM with 3%
DIO (orange) under one sun illumination (100 mW

cm2 ). The resulting solar cell param-
eters are listed in the table.

efficiency of 7.35%. Using ODT instead of DIO as an additive results in similar effects

concerning Voc and the fill factor. The slightly lower jsc stems most probably from the

not optimized morphology when using ODT. The determination of the exact amount

of additives in order to obtain the most efficient solar cells was done for DIO, not for

ODT [51].

5.3.2. XPS Measurements

In the next step, XPS measurements of the three investigated blends were performed

with the results shown in Figure 5.2. All three samples showed a high signal coming

from the 1s-shell of carbon with a binding energy of approximately 280 eV. Naturally,

this results from the carbon backbone of all present materials. Furthermore, PTB7

monomers consist of sulfur and fluorine, which were clearly detectable as well. For

sulfur, the signal stemmed from the 2p-orbital with a binding energy of ≈170 eV and

for fluorine from the 1s-orbital with ≈690 eV. Oxygen, on the other hand, appears in

PTB7 as well as PC70BM which is why a clear signal was detected, coming from the

1s-shell with a binding energy of ≈520 eV (see also chapter 4.1 for further compari-

son). The sample prepared with 3% DIO, however, showed a weak but significant signal
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Figure 5.2.: XPS spectra of the three investigated blends PTB7:PC70BM (blue),
PTB7:PC70BM with 3% ODT (red) and PTB7:PC70BM with 3% DIO (orange).
Dashed vertical lines indicate the existence of sulfur, carbon, oxygen and fluorine in
all three samples. Inset: Zoom at the I3d peak in the PTB7:PC70BM blend processed
with 3% DIO. The solid black line shows the smoothed data for better visualization.

stemming from the 3d-shell of iodine with a binding energy of 621 eV. Hence, a clear

evidence for the presence of residual iodine in the blend prepared with 3% DIO was

supplied. Nevertheless, the detection of residual sulfur for the blend with 3% ODT is

not possible due to the occurrence of this element in the chemical structure of PTB7.

Not only does PTB7 include just one fluorine atom per monomer, it is also not pre-

sent in any other investigated material. Therefore, the signal peaks were fitted and

the signal height corresponds to the amount of elements present in the sample. After-

wards, the numbers were normalized to the fluorine peak for the quantitative analysis.

The resulting relative signal intensities are listed in table 5.1, with good agreement with

the expected values for the chemical composition. Comparing the amount of fluorine

present in the sample PTB7:PC70BM with 3% DIO with the amount of iodine reveals

approximately a 4:1 ratio between these two elements. Therefore, one iodine atom is

present for almost every fourth PTB7 monomer. Assuming a density of 1 g
cm3 for the
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organic thin film yields an iodine concentration of (7.3±2.1) ·1019 1
cm3 . The error orig-

inates from the vague fit of the iodine peak in Figure 5.2. Nevertheless, this value is a

surprisingly high amount of residual iodine in the PTB7:PC70BM blend prepared with

DIO. However, the question if the iodine is still bound to the octane or if it reacts with a

constituent of the blend remains open. Although slightly more sulfur was detected in

the blend prepared with ODT, the quantity is not at all in a significant extent. There-

fore, no statement can be made concerning residual sulfur when preparing a blend

with ODT.

F1s O1s C1s S2p I3d

w/o add. 1 3.8 51.4 3.8 -
3% ODT 1 4.8 58.9 3.9 -
3% DIO 1 4.5 55.6 3.7 0.23

Table 5.1.: Atomic composition of the samples without additives, with 3% ODT and with 3%
DIO, normalized on the fluorine signal as there is only one fluorine atom per PTB7
monomer.

5.3.3. Light Induced EPR Measurements

Additionally, the three different blends were investigated by means of electron param-

agnetic resonance. The results are shown in Figure 5.3. The best performing solar cell

blend is PTB7 mixed with PC70BM. Unfortunately, the g-factors of both constituents

are very similar. Therefore, they showed a highly overlapping EPR signal, visible in the

upper part of Figure 5.3. Here, it is quite hard to distinguish between the signal com-

ing from the polaron on PTB7 and the electron on PC70BM [150, 151, 152, 153, 154].

On that account the acceptor material was changed from PC70BM to PC60BM. As al-

ready mentioned in chapter 4.1.2, the electronic properties of both materials are more

or less identical [137, 131, 60, 135, 138, 75, 155]. The only reason for the improved per-

formance of PC70BM is the enhanced absorption cross section with the solar spectrum

[137, 135]. In the lower part of Figure 5.3, the advantage of using PC60BM instead of

PC70BM is clearly visible. Here, the signals coming from the polaron on PTB7 and the

electron on PC60BM are spectrally separated. The PTB7 signal possesses a higher g-

factor (g≈2.003) which is why the signal occurs at lower magnetic fields. The electron

on PC60BM, on the other hand, has a lower g-factor near g=2.000 leading to a signal at

higher magnetic fields [152, 154]. Both signal contributions are indicated by the dotted

vertical lines in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3.: a) EPR spectra of three different blends made of PTB7:PC70BM (blue),
PTB7:PC70BM with 3% ODT (red) and PTB7:PC70BM with 3% DIO (orange) under
illumination with a white light LED. b) EPR spectra of the same blends replacing
PC70BM with PC60BM. The dotted vertical lines indicate the position of the signal
contributions of the two constituents PTB7+ and PC60BM−. The spectra are verti-
cally shifted for better visibility.

While there is no significant change in signal shape between the blend without ad-

ditive and with 3% ODT, a clear deviation can be observed for the blend with 3% DIO.

For this, the signals of both signatures show a line width broadening, while the over-

all signal strength of PCBM is decreased. This behavior is qualitatively the same for

the PTB7:PC70BM results. Previously, elemental iodine was used to dope polymers in
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order to increase the EPR signal for g-factor determination [150, 151]. Therefore, the

changing EPR signal due to the presence of iodine in the PTB7:PCBM films is conse-

quential. The increase in linewidth of the two signal contributions can be ascribed to

dipole-dipole interactions between two paramagnetic particles. In this case, it occurs

probably between the electron- or polaron spin and the nuclear spin of the residual

iodine (I= 5
2 ). Recently, an EPR study on galvinoxyl doped P3HT:PC60BM was published

[156]. Here, the radical galvinoxyl possesses an intrinsic electron spin of 1
2 and inter-

acts with the electron spin and the CT-state. Furthermore, the EPR signals behave sim-

ilar to the presented results for PTB7:PC60BM with the addition of DIO. Especially, the

same reduction of signal strength coming from the electron on PC60BM with increas-

ing amount of galvinoxyl was observed. Therefore, it was concluded that galvinoxyl

stays mainly in the PC60BM rich phase of the donor-acceptor blend [156]. Transfering

this finding to the material system PTB7:PC60BM hints towards the implication that

the iodine stays preferably in the PC60BM phase as well. This conclusion is in good

agreement with the fact that DIO acts as selective solvent for fullerene derivatives. Un-

fortunately, conceivable residual sulfur in the blend prepared with ODT possesses no

nuclear spin. Therefore, it is also not possible to detect this residual sulfur with EPR

spectroscopy. All in all, the EPR measurements support the findings of the XPS study

that a significant amount of iodine stays in the blend after film preparation.

However, the preparation method for organic solar cells and EPR samples is not en-

tirely the same. The biggest difference is the lack of a high vacuum drying step, usually

done in order to evaporate the metal contacts. Hence, it is possible that the residual

iodine gets removed under high vacuum while it outlasts drying under rough vacuum.

Therefore, a PTB7:PC60BM with 3% DIO sample was prepared and measured via EPR.

Afterwards, the sample tube was opened again in a nitrogen filled glovebox and put

in a high vacuum (<10−6 mbar) chamber for 18 hours. After that, the tube was sealed

again and remeasured in order to compare both results before and after the high vac-

uum drying. The respective spectra are shown in Figure 5.4. If taking into account that

the samples were measured on different days leading always to slightly altered results,

the spectra are comparable within the accuracy of the measurement. This leads to the

conclusion that even under high vacuum the iodine stays inside the film.

5.3.4. UPS- and CELIV Measurements

After clarifying the presence of residual iodine in the PTB7:PCBM films prepared with

DIO its influence on electronic properties and solar cell operation remains an open

question. Therefore, the density of states in close vicinity to the HOMO level was in-

vestigated by UPS measurements. This method is very similar to XPS. The X-rays as
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Figure 5.4.: EPR spectra of a PTB7:PC60BM film prepared with 3% DIO. First measurement
after preparation of a normal EPR sample under rough vacuum (light orange) and
second measurement after a high vacuum drying step (dark orange).
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Figure 5.5.: a) UPS spectra of thin films consisting of PTB7:PC70BM (blue),
PTB7:PC70BM with 3% ODT (red) and PTB7:PC70BM with 3% DIO (orange). b)
dark CELIV spectra from devices made of the investigated blends. No signal
differences were detectable which means that iodine does not affect the electronic
properties of the devices. The spectra are vertically shifted for better visibility.
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excitation source, however, are replaced by ultraviolet photons leading to a higher ac-

curacy for valence electrons. The measurements showed no significant difference be-

tween the three samples, though, as depicted in Figure 5.5 a). This means that iodine

is not acting as a p-dopant in the material system PTB7:PC70BM. Furthermore, also the

dark CELIV results, shown in Figure 5.5 b) indicated no additional free charge carriers

in the device prepared with DIO. Only a rectangular capacitive response of the solar

cell was detected.

In previous studies, organic Schottky-junctions were doped with elemental iodine.

Here, the film was exposed to iodine vapor for a short time which lead to a low doping

concentration and subsequently to an improvement in photovoltage and photocurrent

[157, 158, 159, 160, 161]. Comparing the presented result of residual iodine in the active

layer of the PTB7:PCBM cells created with 3% DIO with the solar cell efficiencies shown

in Figure 5.1 supports the assumption that iodine doping leads to an improved organic

solar cell as well. However, the UPS- and CELIV results hint towards no impact of the

residual iodine on the electronic properties of solar cells made of PTB7:PC70BM. As

already mentioned before, the slightly improved PCE for the devices prepared with DIO

is more likely due to an optimization of device fabrication parameters which lead to

an optimized morphology of the active layer. However, an influence on the long term

device stability is still possible. Especially the degradation of metallic electrodes due to

elemental iodine is conceivable.

5.4. Conclusion

XPS measurements revealed that iodine is still present in PTB7:PCBM solar cells pre-

pared with the additive DIO yielding a surprisingly high concentration of (7.3± 2.1) ·
1019 1

cm3 . Therefore, high vacuum drying is not always sufficient to remove residual ad-

ditives. Additionally performed EPR measurements fully support these findings and

revealed the indication that the iodine stays preferably in the fullerene phase. The io-

dine leads to a magnetic interaction of the photogenerated charge carriers in the de-

vice. However, we did not find evidence for an electronic doping effect changing the

device properties. The degradation of metallic electrodes due to elemental iodine is

nonetheless conceivable affecting long-term stability. All in all, based on the presented

results the choice of additives in the preparation of organic solar cells becomes more

important.
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6. Triplet Exciton Formation in p-

DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM Based

Small-Molecule Solar Cells1

Abstract

Triplet exciton formation in neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 and blends with PC70BM, with and

without the selective solvent additive 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), was investigated by means

of photoluminescence detected magnetic resonance (PLDMR) measurements. For all

three material systems, a significant amount of long living but electrically inaccessi-

ble triplet excitons were detected, situated on the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 molecules. The

characteristic zero field splitting parameters for this state were identified to be D =

42 mT (1177 MHz) and E = 5 mT (140 MHz). However, no triplet excitons located on

PC70BM were detectable. Angular dependent PLDMR measurements were also per-

formed to connect the extent of the excitonic wave function to the nanoscale mor-

phology of the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules. A preferential orientation of the p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2-molecules was found, revealing an edge-on alignment with respect to the

substrate. Using electrically detected magnetic resonance (EDMR), the presence of

these triplet excitons was confirmed even at room temperature, highlighting that triplet

excitons form during solar cell operation. Of the three systems measured, the superior

performing blend with DIO was found to have the largest triplet population. Despite

prior predictions, no evidence was found that the formation of triplet excitons has a

crucial impact on device performance in p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM based solar cells.

6.1. Introduction

The commonly used material combination for organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar

cells is a semiconducting polymer acting as electron donor and a fullerene derivative

1The results of this chapter will be published in A5
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as electron acceptor. The challenges of polymer synthesis concerning purity, molecu-

lar weight and batch to batch variations lead to the emergence of solution processable

small molecules where these drawbacks are not applicable [116, 117]. By now, the effi-

ciencies of small molecule BHJ solar cells are comparable to their polymeric counter-

parts [162, 163].

One of the first successful soluble small molecules, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, has become a

benchmark system for this new class of materials. Prior studies highlight the steady

progress in improving the molecular structure [121, 118], explaining the morpholo-

gy [122], understanding basic processes [164, 165, 119], and describing routes for fur-

ther increasing device efficiencies [123, 120, 118, 166]. While the fundamental pro-

cesses have been vastly investigated for polymeric systems, there still exists a lack of

fundamental investigations on soluble small molecule blends. In order to further im-

prove these very promising materials, it is crucial to get a better understanding of

charge generation processes, recombination dynamics, transport properties, and loss

mechanisms.

Optical excitation of an organic semiconductor results in bound excitons rather than

free charge carriers due to the small dielectric constant of ε≈ 3-4. Excitons initially pos-

sess singlet spin configuration, since optical excitation is a spin conserving process,

and the ground state is a singlet state as well. However, there exists several processes

by which singlet excitons are converted to the triplet spin state. In a pristine material,

the most probable is inter system crossing (ISC). Here, singlet excitons change their

spin state with a certain probability that is strongly dependent on spin-orbit coupling.

Additionally, if the triplet state has less than half of the energy of the singlet state, the

singlet exciton can split into two triplet excitons. This process is called singlet fission

and is believed to be exploitable for improving the short circuit current in organic solar

cells [167, 168]. In addition, with the introduction of an electron acceptor, the dis-

sociation of the singlet excitons into charge carriers often happens on a much faster

timescale than the aforementioned mechanisms [34]. Therefore, these triplet forma-

tion routes are typically negligible in donor-acceptor systems optimized for OPV.

The intermediate state preceding charge carrier dissociation or recombination is a

charge transfer state (CTS). Here, the electron is situated on the acceptor material but

is still weakly bound to the hole on the donor. As the spins of electron and hole interact

with each other, the CTS can be in singlet- or triplet spin configuration, as well. How-

ever, the weak dipolar coupling leads to energetically almost degenerate states. Con-

sequently, another formation mechanism for triplet excitons can occur succeeding the

formation of a CTS. Here, a charge carrier pair may be transferred from a CTS to an ex-

citonic triplet state in either the donor or acceptor material. This process is called elec-
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tron back transfer (EBT). However, it is only possible if the triplet exciton state is lower

in energy than the CTS. Hence, the occurrence of this process is dependent on the en-

ergetics of the investigated material system. Although EBT can occur from a geminate

CTS [35], it will be more efficient via non-geminate recombination [169]. This is due to

the unpolarized spins of initially free charge carriers, which leads to a 3:1 formation ra-

tio between triplet- and singlet charge transfer states. However, it is still under discus-

sion if the formation of the CTS follows this simple statistical approach [170, 171, 172].

All in all, the formation of triplet excitons is introduced as an additional loss mecha-

nism due to the introduction of a drain for charge carriers [173, 169, 174].

The occurrence of triplet excitons in donor-acceptor blends was shown for a variety

of material systems [175, 173, 169, 25, 176, 177, 34, 178]. Mostly, the proposed mecha-

nism held responsible for triplet exciton formation is EBT [175, 173, 26, 169, 176, 34,

177]. Newly synthesized donor-materials possess a reduced bandgap which lowers

the energy of the triplet exciton. This, in turn, increases the energetic driving force

for triplet exciton formation from CT states. Furthermore, reducing the LUMO-LUMO

and/or the HOMO-HOMO difference in OPV blend systems leads, on the one hand, to

an increased open circuit voltage. On the other hand, however, the formation of triplet

excitons on the donor or acceptor becomes energetically favorable [175, 176, 34, 179].

In the end, most of the previous works came to the conclusion that the population of

triplet states leads to a reduction of device performance, since it is considered a major

loss mechanism [25, 180, 35, 181, 173, 26, 34, 178, 175, 179, 182], or that triplet exci-

tons act as a precursor for material degradation [176, 183]. However, some works also

present routes for avoiding or attenuating triplet exciton formation, even when it is en-

ergetically favorable [184, 185, 186, 169, 35]. Unfortunately, just a few investigations

take both energetics and morphology into account [187, 185].

The pervasive techniques for the investigation of triplet states are all-optical, such

as transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. Here, the difficulty is in the assignment of

absorption peaks to different photo-excited species and the subsequent determina-

tion of lifetimes [173, 176, 175, 25, 182, 185, 180, 186, 169, 187]. The most direct and

indubitable way to detect triplet states is the use of intrinsically spin-sensitive meth-

ods based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). With these techniques, triplet

states are clearly assignable to respective materials due to their characteristic Zeeman

splitting (or g-factors) in externally applied magnetic fields. Only a few studies con-

cerning triplet formation mechanisms have used these techniques, like photolumines-

cence and electrically detected magnetic resonance [181, 34, 178], transient electron

spin resonance [35], or photoinduced absorption detected magnetic resonance [177].
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Despite energetic considerations, the orientation of molecules on the substrate is

crucial for important device parameters like the ability to crystallize, light absorption,

or charge transport. Therefore, the orientation of the molecules on a nanoscopic level

is substantial for the improvement of organic solar cell materials. There exist only a

few X-ray based methods to investigate the molecular orientation, for example grazing

incidence wide angle X-ray spectroscopy (GIWAXS) [122]. Another method, however, is

to exploit the orientation dependency of the wavefunction of the triplet excitons. This

is done by using EPR based methods and changing the magnetic field direction with re-

spect to the substrate surface, i.e. rotating the thin film in the magnetic field. With this,

it is also possible to identify the orientation of the molecules on the substrate with high

accuracy [188, 189, 190, 191, 192]. The advantage of these measurements compared to

X-ray based techniques is the probing of photo- and electrically active molecules only,

instead of the whole bulk. Furthermore, it is possible to clearly distinguish between

crystalline and amorphous domains.

In this chapter, the formation mechanisms of triplet excitons in the material system

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM is studied using spin sensitive measurement techniques and

relate our findings to device performance and thin film morphology, which is verified

by PL quenching and angular dependent EPR-based measurements. In addition, this

study is the first to measure triplet formation in real devices consisting of a BHJ blend

of soluble small molecules.

6.2. Experimental Details

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 was synthesized at the University of California in Santa Barbara and

subsequently shipped to the University of Würzburg. PC70BM was purchased from

Solenne and 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) from Sigma Aldrich. All materials were used with-

out further purification. The pristine samples were prepared from a solution of p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2 in chlorobenzene with a concentration of 21 mg/ml. For the blends, p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2 and PC70BM were mixed in a 3:2 ratio and dissolved in chlorobenzene with

a final concentration of 35 mg/ml. For the samples with additives, 0.4 % by volume

DIO was added to the solution.

For the BHJ devices indium tin oxid (ITO) covered glass substrates were used. First,

a 40 nm thick PEDOT:PSS film was spin coated and annealed for 10 minutes at 130 ◦C

inside a nitrogen glove box. Subsequently, the blended solution was spin coated, re-

sulting in a film thickness of ≈100 nm. Finally, the samples were transfered into an

evaporation chamber where the top metal contacts (Ca/Al) were thermally evaporated

on top of the active layer. The j-V-characteristics were measured directly after the evap-
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oration step inside the glovebox. The illumination source was a simulated AM1.5G

spectrum.

The photoluminescence was measured at room temperature after excitation with

a 405 nm diode laser under ambient conditions. It was fed into the monochromator

via an Oriel liquid light guide with 5 mm diameter. The photon flux calibration was

performed by a reference halogen lamp, mounted in an integrating sphere (labsphere

LMS-100).

The PLDMR samples were prepared according to chapter 4.2. In short, the initial

solutions were spin coated on 2.8 x 15 mm Herasil substrates, resulting in film thick-

nesses of ≈100 nm. The glass samples were placed into an EPR glass tube inside the

glove box. They were isolated from ambient conditions with a homemade sealing sys-

tem in order to prevent degradation due to oxygen and moisture. The thin film samples

were illuminated with a glass fiber connected to a 532 nm DPSS laser, resulting in a cw

illumination intensity of ≈60 mW.

For EDMR measurements, sample preparation took place as already discussed in

chapter 4.2. Shortly, ITO covered glass substrates with 2.7 x 50 mm size were used and

the solar cells were prepared after the aforementioned procedure. The devices were

also placed in an EPR glass tube and electrically connected to a homemade sealing

system. Afterwards, one electrode was connected to an external current-voltage source

(Keithley) while the other was plugged to a current/voltage amplifier. For measuring

the open circuit voltage directly, both electrodes were directly connected to the lock-

in-amplifier.

The PLDMR and EDMR measurements were recorded by a modified X-Band spec-

trometer (Bruker E300), equipped with a continuous flow helium cryostat (Oxford ESR

900). Whereas all PLDMR measurements were performed at 5K, the EDMR spectra

were recorded at room temperature. The PL was detected by a silicon photo diode

placed in front of a microwave cavity with optical access (ER4104OR). The change of

PL or photo current was detected via a Lock-In-Amplifier with the TTL modulated mi-

crowave as reference. For further information see also chapter 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

6.3. Results & Discussion

In the following, the results obtained for the material system p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM

are presented. At first, an overview on device performance and morphology is given.

Subsequently, the zero field splitting parameters are obtained by a PLDMR experiment

on a randomly distributed p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-sample. After this, PLDMR and EDMR

techniques reveal the formation mechanisms of triplet excitons in this material sys-
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tem. Finally, the orientation of molecules on the substrate is discussed using angular

dependent PLDMR measurements.

6.3.1. Solar Cell Characteristics and Morphology

Three different material combinations were investigated, namely neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2,

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blended with PC70BM in a 3:2 mass ratio and the same blend with the

addition of 0.4 % by volume DIO. First of all, solar cells were prepared and the corre-

sponding j-V-characteristics are shown in Figure 6.1 with the resulting solar cell param-

eters listed in the table inset. Here, it is evident that preparing a solar cell of only one

organic material is not efficient concerning solar energy conversion. The pristine p--

DTS(FBTTh2)2 shows almost no photovoltaic response, as shown in Figure 6.1 (blue).

The low photocurrent of 5 · 10−3 mA/cm2 hints towards a very inefficient splitting of

excitons, as is typical of most pristine organic semiconductors. Adding PC70BM to the

donor material leads to a splitting of excitons at the donor-acceptor interfaces and a

decent power conversion efficiency (PCE) of ≈3 % (shown in orange). The best device,

however, was achieved by adding a small amount of the processing additive DIO to the

initial solution (red). Thereby, the morphology of the thin film is optimized. A much

higher photocurrent and fill factor double the PCE to more than 7 %, which is in accor-

dance to previously published values for this blend system [118, 122].

As previously reported, pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 films show very high crystalline or-

der on the substrate whereby the molecules orient in an edge-on orientation, as re-

vealed by GIWAXS [122, 123]. Adding PC70BM to the system results in a very fine in-

termixing of both materials when spin casting a thin film. On the one hand, the disso-

ciation probability of excitons is enhanced, while on the other hand, charge transport

properties are deteriorated and recombination is increased. The addition of 0.4 vol%

DIO to the initial solution or thermal annealing leads to an increase of pure, crystalline

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 phases in the film. This, in turn, leads to an improved morphology

as both CT dissociation and free carrier transport are enhanced. Hence, overall device

performance is improved in spite of that the exciton dissociation efficiency is actually

hampered [122, 164, 193].

In order to confirm these morphological differences, photoluminescence (PL) quench-

ing studies were performed on the three investigated blend systems. In Figure 6.2 the

corresponding calibrated photon fluxes of the PL are compared. Neat p-DTS(FBTTh2)2

showed the highest flux, as the singlet excitons mainly recombine radiatively. This is

in accordance to the poor efficiency for the device made of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.

Adding PC70BM leads to a quenching of the PL by a factor of 550. Here, the singlet

excitons are split efficiently, and the occurring free charges recombine mainly non-
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Figure 6.1.: J-V-characteristics for the investigated material systems pristine p-DTS-
(FBTTh2)2 (shown in blue), p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 blended with PC70BM (orange) and
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (red) with the addition of 0.4 % DIO. The corresponding
solar cell parameters are listed in the table inset.

radiatively. In addition, radiative recombination via the charge transfer state is pos-

sible as well, introducing another recombination mechanism. Therefore, the pres-

ence of lower energy emission that stems from relaxed charge transfer states was con-

firmed, as has been reported previously [194, 195, 196]. This process is visible by the

red-shifted part of the PL, indicated by the horizontal arrows in Figure 6.2. With the

addition of DIO, the PL gets enhanced again by a factor of 54. This is due to an in-

creasing contribution of singlet excitons that are not split efficiently at an interface

and recombine radiatively in pure p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 phases. However, the blend with

DIO yields the best performing solar cells which is in contradiction with the conclu-

sions concerning exciton splitting. Nevertheless, the efficiency is also affected by re-

combination and transport properties which seem to be beneficial in this improved

morphology [122, 164, 193]. The lack of pristine PC70BM PL, which would have a max-

imum at ≈700 nm, supports the assessment that only rather small fullerene phases

are formed. All in all, the morphological properties of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-based material

systems were confirmed via measurements of the PL photon fluxes.
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Figure 6.2.: Calibrated photoluminescence (PL) photon fluxes for thin films made of
pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (blue), p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (orange) and p-DTS-
(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM with the addition of 0.4 % DIO (red). The PL is quenched by a
factor of 550 with the addition of PC70BM. Adding 0.4 % DIO to the initial solution
leads to a substantially enhanced PL. Two features are distinguishable, attributed to
PL of singlet excitons and red-shifted emission of relaxed CT states, as indicated by
the horizontal arrows.

6.3.2. Identi�cation of Zero Field Splitting Parameters

The zero field splitting describes the energetic splitting of the Zeeman sublevels when

no external magnetic field is applied. The exact theoretical description is presented

in chapter 3.2.3. In short, the zero field splitting can be described by two parameters,

namely D and E. They are directly connected to the extent of the triplet wavefunction,

which is in turn strongly dependent on the distance between the two spin carrying

particles. Therefore, the zero field splitting parameters are a characteristic fingerprint

for each material. Furthermore, the zero field interaction is dependent on the angle

between the externally applied magnetic field and the crystal axis. The most conve-

nient way to determine D and E is to measure PLDMR on a randomly orientated sam-

ple. Here, a solution consisting of the investigated molecules was frozen, whereby the

molecules orient randomly. The detailed sample preparation is described in chapter

4.2. This method yields a powder spectrum which can be simulated in order to deter-
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Figure 6.3.: PLDMR powder spectrum of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 molecules in a frozen
chlorobenzene solution (blue). The simulated transitions between the single Zee-
man sublevels are shown as dashed gray lines. The sum of both is depicted as solid
gray line. The turning points of the spectrum are perfectly reproduced as indicated
with horizontal arrows.

mine the respective D and E parameters. The result is shown in Figure 6.3. The signal

(shown in blue) consists of two main components. First, a sharp central peak around

335 mT is observed, originating from weakly coupled spins with large distances. Sec-

ond, a symmetric wing-like spectrum ranging from 290 mT to 380 mT is found, caused

by localized triplet excitons on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. The latter component has been sim-

ulated [66, 67, 197], whereas only the distinct turning points of the spectrum are nec-

essary for the determination of the zero field splitting parameters and not the sign.

The simulations for the single transitions are shown as dashed gray lines in Figure 6.3.

Three distinct distances are apparent which can be assigned to the values 2D, D+3E

and D-3E, as indicated in Figure 6.3. With these figures, the parameters D = 42 mT

(1177 MHz) and E = 5 mT (140 MHz) can be straightforwardly calculated. As a conse-

quence, D and E together with the distinct turning points constitute a characteristic

fingerprint for the existence of triplet excitons on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.
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6.3.3. Triplet Excitons in p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM Blends

After the determination of the zero field splitting parameters D and E for the exci-

tonic triplet state of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, three spin coated thin film samples were inves-

tigated via PLDMR. The first one is pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, the second one p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2 blended with PC70BM and last but not least p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM with

the addition of 0.4 % DIO. In order to obtain more realistic conditions compared to so-

lar cell operation, not a randomly oriented sample was chosen, but spin coated thin

films on glass substrates (see also chapter 4.2). For reliable comparison, it was im-

portant to measure all samples at the same conditions, i.e. orientation with respect

to the applied magnetic field, temperature and microwave power. Thus, the PLDMR

signal strength can be correlated to the density of triplet excitons in the films. The

resulting spectra are depicted in Figure 6.4. Here, the signal strengths for pristine p--

DTS(FBTTh2)2 shows the highest triplet yield with a maximum relative PL change of

0.17 % at a magnetic field of ≈320 mT. Note, that the change of PL is normalized to

the overall PL-signal. This accounts for variations in film thickness, collection effi-

ciency of the photodiode or the altered radiative efficiency in the different blends (see

also Figure 6.2). The very strong signal for pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 can be explained

by an efficient inter system crossing (ISC) of primary excited singlet excitons to long-

living triplet excitons. The only recombination mechanisms for the singlet excitons are

radiative- or non-radiative recombination together with the aforementioned ISC. This

leads to a quite high triplet population in pristine materials.

Comparing the signal of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (orange curve in Figure 6.4) with

pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, the occurrence of a sharp central line at 335 mT is evident.

This signal corresponds to a spatially extended triplet exciton, i.e. a CTS in a triplet

spin state, which is populated via a mixing between singlet and triplet spin configu-

ration [32, 23, 33]. The dipole–dipole interaction and with that the zero field splitting

tensor D is highly dependent on the distance between the two spin carrying particles.

Increasing this distance leads to a decreased zero field interaction and with that the

symmetric line shape of the PLDMR signal merges to a central line. Remarkably, no

CTS are detectable in pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, which is in contrary to all other or-

ganic semiconductors studied so far [34, 183, 81, 70, 198].As the CTS signal is visible

in the randomly orientated sample (see Figure 6.3), this effect is explained by the very

strong molecular order of the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules, preventing the singlet exci-

tons to get split. This is in accordance with the very low jsc for a device made of pristine

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, shown in Figure 2.8.

Furthermore, PC70BM acts as an exciton quencher. Depending on domain size, sin-

glet excitons get split, which in turn substantially reduces the probability of ISC. There-
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neat
PC70BM

Figure 6.4.: PLDMR spectra of thin films made of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (blue),
p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (orange) and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM processed with
0.4 % DIO (red) measured at an angle of 90◦. The PLDMR signal gets quenched by
a factor of 5.7 with the addition of PC70BM. Adding 0.4 % DIO to the initial solution
leads to a partial recovery of the PLDMR signal with an enhancement by a factor
of 2.7. The inset shows the PLDMR signal of pristine PC70BM, which consists of a
triplet signature with a width of 20 mT and a central peak.

fore, the PLDMR signal of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM gets reduced by a factor of 5.7 in

comparison to prisitine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, as indicated by the vertical arrow in Figure

6.4. However, the fact that there is a triplet population detectable after all hints to-

wards another formation mechanism, which is the electron back transfer (EBT). The

electron, which is already transferred to the PC70BM phase during exciton dissocia-

tion, returns to the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 phase again. This process is only favorable if the

triplet state possesses a lower energy than the charge transfer state [173, 34]. A blend

prepared without the addition of DIO leads to a very fine intermixed morphology, as

discussed in section 6.3.1. Therefore, ISC is strongly suppressed because every singlet

exciton will immediately find an interface where it gets split. As a result, the only possi-

ble formation mechanism for a p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM thin film is an EBT from the

PC70BM-phase to the excitonic triplet state of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2.

The PLDMR spectrum for the thin film made of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM with 0.4 %

DIO (red curve in Figure 6.4) possesses a signal strength in between the pristine sample
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and the blend without DIO. This is in contradiction to the morphological investigation

presented in section 6.3.1. The EBT mechanism should be weakened due to the re-

duced interfacial area of interfaces between p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules and PC70BM.

However, the formation of pure, crystalline p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-areas leads to enhanced

lifetimes of singlet excitons, located in the donor-phases. This, in turn, leads to en-

hanced ISC, populating the excitonic triplet state not only via EBT, but also via ISC.

The increased PL for the blend with 0.4 % DIO, as shown in Figure 6.2, supports the in-

creased population of singlet excitons on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 as well. The two occurring

population mechanisms, ISC and EBT, are the reason for the enhanced triplet popula-

tion in p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM solar cells processed with DIO. However, this is also

the best performing device concerning solar conversion, as presented in Figure 6.1.

This only leads to the conclusion that optimizing the morphology is by far more im-

portant for efficiency improvements than reducing losses via the triplet state, at least

for this particular donor-acceptor blend.

The extent of the PLDMR signal of triplet excitons located on PC70BM is≈ 20 mT [199,

81, 200], as depicted in the inset of Figure 6.4 for pristine PC70BM. Therefore, it is ev-

ident that no triplet excitons on PC70BM are detectable. Consequently, the excitonic

triplet state of PC70BM has to possess a higher energy than the charge transfer state.

Hence, it can not be populated via a back transfer process in this material system.

The transfer of these results to real working devices is not straightforward, because

all PLDMR measurements were performed at 5 K. Therefore, the existence of triplet

excitons at cryogenic temperatures may be valid, but an increase of temperature up

to normal working conditions could also lead to an attenuation or even suppression

of this effect. Nevertheless, it was already shown that the exciton diffusion length is

not affected significantly by temperature [201]. To clarify this issue, solar cells were

prepared which are suitable for EDMR measurements (for further details, see chap-

ter 4.2). Thereby, it was possible to probe the occurrence of triplet excitons at room

temperature. In this measurement, the illumination source was changed from the 532

nm DPPS laser to a white light LED with intensities below 1 sun. This yields realis-

tic working conditions for organic solar cells. The results are depicted in Figure 6.5.

Here, three different working points of the solar cell were investigated in order to fur-

ther specify the relevance of triplet exciton formation. First of all, at open circuit volt-

age (Voc ), secondly at short circuit current ( jsc ) and most importantly at the maximum

power point (MPP). These points are indicated for the investigated device in the inset

of Figure 6.5. For all three working points an EDMR signal is detectable and is clearly

assignable to the excitonic triplet state of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. This is highlighted by the

same horizontal arrows as in Figure 6.3, showing the characteristic turning points of
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the spectrum for triplet excitons situated on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules. As a conse-

quence, it is evident that triplet excitonic states of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 are populated even

under realistic working conditions. Moreover, together with CT-states, they affect the

photocurrent/photovoltage.

Figure 6.5.: EDMR measurements of a solar cell made of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM with an
optimized morphology by thermal annealing. The three spectra were recorded at
different working positions of the device, as indicated in the inset. A clear signal from
triplet excitons situated on the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules is visible, as marked by
the three horizontal arrows showing the zero field splitting parameters of the triplet
state on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. The central peak is cut for better visibility and the colored
arrows indicate the corresponding axis.

6.3.4. Molecular Orientation of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 Molecules

Previous morphological studies on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 films have shown that the molecu-

les orient themselves on the substrate with a very high crystalline order. Furthermore,

it was found that the side chains of the molecule stand on the substrate, defining the

so-called edge-on configuration.

This kind of molecular orientation is depicted in Figure 6.6. Here, a coordinate sys-

tem is introduced defining x, y and z as the principal axes of the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-

molecule, as depicted in Figure 6.6 a). Assuming edge-on configuration the molecules
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Figure 6.6.: a) Principal axes x, y and z describing the molecular orientation. b) Orientation
of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules on the substrate surface for edge-on configuration.
The external magnetic field is parallel to the z-axis, defining the rotation angle to
be 90◦. c) Rotating the sample to 0◦ yields the magnetic field to be parallel to the
xy-plane of the molecule.

stand on the substrate surface with the z-axis being perpendicular to it. The orienta-

tion of the x- and y-axis, however, can be chosen randomly with the extreme positions

depicted in Figure 6.6 b) and c). If an external magnetic field is applied to the substrate,

the field is either parallel to the z-axis of the molecule (defined as 90◦, Figure 6.6 b)) or

in the xy-plane (corresponding to 0◦, Figure 6.6 c)).

As already discussed theoretically in chapter 3.2.3, the extent of the triplet exciton

wave function is connected to the position of the ∆ms = 1 transitions. This behavior

is described in equation 3.11. Therefore, it is possible to probe the orientation of the

triplet exciton carrying molecules if they orient themselves in an ordered way, unlike

the molecules in a frozen solution, as shown in Figure 6.3. To prove the orientation, the

angle between the crystal axes and the externally applied magnetic field is changed.

This is realized by a goniometer which allows for rotating the sample tube in the mi-

crowave cavity (see also chapter 4.3.2). Measuring PLDMR spectra at different angles

introduces a third parameter, which consequently results in the 3D-spectra shown in

Figure 6.7. Here, the signal strength is displayed by the color coding, the external mag-

netic field correspond to the x-axis and the rotation angle is the ordinate. The angu-

lar resolved PLDMR spectra for the pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-film, depicted in Figure

6.7a), show a very high dependency on the rotation angle. The dotted black lines in

Figure 6.7a) represent the theoretical calculated signal pathways for p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-

molecules with an edge-on orientation, according to Figure 6.6. Thereby, the Hamil-
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tonian operator (see equation 3.7) was solved using the simulation software ’easyspin’

[66, 67, 197]. The precise accordance of the measurement signal with the theoretic cal-

culation confirms the very high crystalline order of the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules on

the substrate surface.
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Figure 6.7.: Angular dependent PLDMR measurements of pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 (a)), p-
DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM with 0.4 % DIO (b)) and p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM (c)). The
black lines in a) are the theoretical calculated peak positions of the triplet signal with
respect to the rotation angle Θ. The crystallinity and signal heights are decreasing
from a) to c).

With the introduction of a second constituent, namely PC70BM, the high molecular

order is strongly suppressed. Figure 6.7 b) shows the near disappearance of the an-

gular dependence of the PLDMR spectrum. Despite the stronger signal at a rotation

angle of 90◦, the spectra are almost identical for each rotation angle. This corresponds

to a fine intermixing between p-DTS(FBTTh2)2- and PC70BM. This behavior was also

confirmed by the PL measurements, shown in Figure 6.2. The occurrence of the D-3E

signal at a rotation angle of 90◦ is due to a still detectable preferred orientation of the

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules. As a result, they are still oriented in an edge-on configu-

ration with a certain probability but not nearly as crystalline as in the pristine p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2-film.

Preparing a thin film from a solution with 0.4% added DIO yields an improved mor-

phology with larger pure phases. Measuring angular dependent PLDMR on such a film

results in the spectrum presented in Figure 6.7 c). Here, the extreme angular depen-

dency of the PLDMR spectra for pristine p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 is attenuated as well. How-

ever, the disappearance of the negative triplet signal between ≈ 60◦ and ≈ 120◦ (shown

in blue) hints towards a slightly higher overall crystallinity for the sample prepared with

DIO compared to the sample made of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM alone. This is again in
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accordance with the morphological characterization made previously, in which larger

areas of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 were formed when adding DIO.

6.4. Conclusion

Three different material compositions were investigated consisting of pristine p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2, p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM, and the same blend with the addition of 0.4 vol%

DIO. First of all, the solar cell performance was verified together with the confirmation

of morphological characteristics via measurements of the exciton quenching behav-

ior using PL spectroscopy. Afterwards, the zero field splitting parameters D = 42 mT

(1177 MHz) and E = 5 mT (140 MHz) of triplet excitons situated on p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-

molecules were identified by measuring PLDMR on a randomly orientated sample.

Switching to thin film samples yields more realistic working conditions concerning

solar cell operation. Here, the triplet exciton formation mechanism for neat p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2 was determined to be solely ISC. In addition, the formation mechanism for

a fine intermixed blend is an EBT to the excitonic triplet state of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2. At

last, the blend with the addition of DIO showed an indication for both mechanisms,

ISC from larger p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-domains and EBT from interfaces to PC70BM. How-

ever, no triplet excitons on PC70BM were detectable, which rules out a back transfer to

the acceptor molecule due to unfavorable energetics. Furthermore, the relative triplet

yield was compared to device performance, showing no correlation at all. As a conse-

quence, we showed that at least some OPV material systems exhibit a high open circuit

voltage without suffering major losses to triplet excitons. This may suggest that well-

working materials likely have a slow EBT rate, which allows them to maintain high per-

formance despite the fact that EBT is energetically favorable. Additionally, the neces-

sity of an optimized morphology for efficient exciton dissociation, charge generation,

and charge transport is much more important for these material systems than optimiz-

ing them to reduce the population of triplet excitons. The relevance of these findings to

operating devices was validated by EDMR measurements on a working device at room

temperature under realistic illumination conditions.

Finally, the molecular orientation with respect to the substrate was investigated by

angular dependent PLDMR measurements. Here, the strong tendency of

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 molecules to crystallize was confirmed together with the preferential

edge-on orientation. All in all, this technique represents a versatile tool to simultane-

ously probe triplet exciton formation, molecular orientation, and crystallinity in one

experiment.
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7. In�uence of Galvinoxyl-Doping

on Charge Separation1

Abstract

It was reported that organic solar cells doped with the free radical galvinoxyl show a

strong increase in short circuit current and efficiency, respectively [202, 177]. Thereby,

it was proposed that this enhancement stems from a resonant mechanism between

the electron spin of galvinoxyl and the electron spin on PC60BM. This, in turn, will

lead to an equalization of spin sublevels of the charge transfer state. The effect was

investigated by PLDMR spectroscopy on P3HT:PC60BM thin films with different galvi-

noxyl doping concentrations, ruling out the formation of triplet excitons on both con-

stituents. Moreover, the population of charge transfer states is indeed equalized when

increasing the galvinoxyl concentration. Hence, an optimal doping level of 3.2 % by

weight was estimated, in accordance to previously published values [202]. Further-

more, a temperature effect of the spin mechanism caused by galvinoxyl was excluded.

All in all, the PLDMR measurements partly support the findings presented by Vardeny

et al. [203, 204, 202, 205, 206, 177]. The strong increase of photocurrent, however, was

not verified by the PLDMR measurements. As a consequence, the equalization of spin

populations is not the only mechanism which is caused by galvinoxyl doping. The ex-

act role of this molecule, however, remains puzzling.

7.1. Introduction

As already introduced in chapter 2.2, the high exciton binding energy in organic ma-

terials lead to the development of donor-acceptor systems. The most commonly used

solar cell concept is the bulk heterojunction solar cell, where the donor consists of a

polymer and the acceptor of a fullerene derivative. The probably most extensively stud-

ied material system is P3HT:PC60BM, more detailed described in chapter 4.1. Thereby,

the primary excited excitons need to be split at an interface between both constituents.

1The results of this chapter are partly published in A1
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This charge transfer process is a very important step between the absorption of light

and the extraction of free charge carriers. The intermediate state, where the hole and

electron are already spatially separated but nonetheless still coulombic bound, is called

charge transfer (CT) state [24, 28, 195, 207]. This charge transfer exciton possesses

a relatively long lifetime of a few microseconds [208]. Subsequently, the CT exciton

may dissociate, forming free charge carriers that are extractable at the respective elec-

trodes. More important, however, is the fact that the CT exciton may be in singlet or

triplet configuration. With this, exciton dissociation and charge carrier recombination

become spin dependent processes [208, 169].

To this day, organic solar cells struggle with limited power conversion efficiencies

(PCE) compared to other, established photovoltaic technologies. Therefore, a lot of

effort is spend in pushing the PCE further. For this, many different concepts were

pursued, like improving device morphology [15, 209, 210], engineering new organic

compounds [211, 212, 51, 213] or enhancing optical absorption [214]. One of the most

severe factors which limits device performance is recombination. As this process is

spin dependent, Vardeny et al. proposed the addition of a ’spin dopant’ to donor-

acceptor blends. It was suggested that this would modify the spin dependency in or-

der to reduce geminate recombination in P3HT:PC60BM blends [203, 206]. Further-

more, they concluded that this should have a detectable effect on device performance

and, indeed, they presented P3HT:PC60BM devices with increased PCE when manufac-

tured with 2,6-Di-tert-butyl-α-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-oxo-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-ylidene)-

p-tolyloxy (galvinoxyl, molecular structure depicted in Figure 7.1) [203, 204, 202, 205].

Recently, this concept was also shown for a different material system, namely PTB7:

PC60BM [177]. Galvinoxyl molecules possess an intrinsic electron spin of 1
2 , resulting

in a resonant exchange interaction with other spin carrying particles [202]. Thereby, it

was suggested that the geminate charge transfer state, which is in singlet configuration,

gets transferred to the triplet state. Due to the longer lifetime of the triplet CT state,

the splitting of the charge transfer exciton is facilitated. The responsible mechanism

is supposed to be a spin-flip of the electron spin situated on PC60BM through reso-

nant conditions with the galvinoxyl spin [202]. Changing the acceptor from PC60BM to

PC70BM and adding galvinoxyl, leads to a continuous decrease of PCE with increas-

ing amount of galvinoxyl molecules [177]. Therefore, this mechanism is only visible in

devices consisting of PC60BM and galvinoxyl.

In accordance with this model, light induced electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

was measured on P3HT:PC60BM thin films with different galvinoxyl doping concentra-

tions. Thereby, a preferred presence of galvinoxyl in the PC60BM phase was ascertained

[156]. Furthermore, the formation of triplet excitons on either constituent was ex-
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cluded via photoluminescence detected magnetic resonance (PLDMR) measurements.

Moreover, the singlet-triplet mixing of CT states due to galvinoxyl was confirmed by the

same method.

7.2. Experimental Details

All samples were manufactured by the group of Prof. Jung-Keun Lee from the Chonbuk

National University of Jeonju. The thin film samples were manufactured on PET foil by

spin coating. P3HT was purchased from Rieke metals, PC60BM from Nano-C and galvi-

noxyl from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. P3HT:PC60BM solu-

tion was prepared in a 1:0.8 mass ratio, solved in 1,2-dichlorobenzene. For the galvi-

noxyl doped samples, a certain fraction of galvinoxyl powder was added to the initial

solution in a weight percentage of 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 12.0 %. Spin coating yields

film thicknesses of ≈220 nm. The samples, prepared in South Korea were shipped to

the University of Würzburg excluding exposure to ambient atmosphere. Subsequently,

the 2 cm x 2 cm sized PET thin films were cut inside a nitrogen filled glovebox into

stripes with a width of 1 -2 mm. One of those was put inside a standard EPR tube,

which was sealed under 20 mbar helium atmosphere.

The PLDMR measurements were performed as explained in chapter 4.3.2 with slight

modifications. As no angular dependency was observed, the excitation by the fiber was

disregarded and replaced by excitation via the optical entrance of the microwave cavity.

The excitation source, however, was still the 532 nm DPSS laser. If not stated elsewise,

the temperature adjusted by the cryostat was 5 K. For all measurements, the substrate

surface was adjusted parallel to the external magnetic field and perpendicular to the

laser excitation, respectively.

7.3. Results & Discussion

7.3.1. Galvinoxyl Doping Concentration Dependency

Galvinoxyl is a radical which carries an intrinsic spin of 1
2 . In combination with P3HT:

PC60BM, it is believed to cause a spin flip, most probable of an electron situated on

PC60BM [202, 177]. Therefore, it is conceivable that this molecule will also facilitate the

population of triplet excitons. Here, the formation of excitons on PC60BM is more likely

but triplet excitons formed on P3HT are possible as well. To investigate this, PLDMR

measurements were performed on samples with different galvinoxyl doping levels with

the results shown in Figure 7.1 a).
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t-Bu t-Bu

t-But-Bu

OO

Figure 7.1.: a) PLDMR spectra for P3HT:PC60BM blends with different galvinoxyl doping
concentrations. The molecular structure of a galvinoxyl free radical is depicted in
the picture, whereas t-Bu stands for tert-butyl. Neither triplet excitons on P3HT nor
on PC60BM are detectable. b) Central PLDMR peaks with higher resolution. The
signal corresponds to a mixing of spin sublevels of the charge transfer state. c) The
integrated PLDMR signals with respect to the corrseponding doping concentration.
A linear fit of the first four points ( shown in red) indicate an optimal doping con-
centration of 3.2 %.

The clear absence of the characteristic triplet pattern (see also chapter 6), which

ranges for P3HT usually from 280 mT to 390 mT [34], points directly to the conclusion

that no triplet excitons are formed on P3HT. Furthermore, a PLDMR signal indicat-

ing triplets situated on PC60BM is missing as well. As a consequence, the diffusion of

primary excited singlet excitons to the donor-acceptor interfaces seem to be fast and

independent of the galvinoxyl concentration. The only detectable change of photolu-

minescence (PL) is a sharp central peak at a g-factor of 2.002, also depicted in Figure

7.1 b) with a finer resolution. This kind of signal originates from a mixing between sin-

glet and triplet charge transfer states, explicitly explained in chapter 3.4.2. Whereas

the S0 and T0 sublevels of the CT state are almost degenerate, the T1 and T−1 states

are split apart when applying an external magnetic field (see chapter 3.2 for an exact

theoretical description). At resonant conditions, microwaves enable spin flips between
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the T1 and T−1 states with the T0 sublevel. Thereby, the population differences between

these three states are equalized. This effect leads to a clear enhancement of the PL. The

sign of the signal was confirmed by measuring the change of PL with an oscilloscope

(not shown). The introduction of galvinoxyl molecules to the system seems to have a

similar effect as the microwaves. Hence, the PLDMR signal decreases constantly with

increasing galvinoxyl concentration until it reaches a minimum. Afterwards, it slowly

recovers with further increasing doping level. This observation is in accordance with

the working model introduced by Vardeny et al. [203, 204, 206, 202, 205]. Thereby, the

galvinoxyl is supposed to cause a spin flip. As a consequence, galvinoxyl doping and

irradiation with resonant microwaves are competitive processes. Hereby, the decreas-

ing PLDMR signal with increasing galvinoxyl concentration is consistent. However, the

recovering of the PLDMR signal when increasing the doping level up to 12 % is not

explainable by spin flips. On the other hand, introducing 12 % by weight in a donor-

acceptor system is a rather substantial fraction. Thus, it is possible that the galvinoxyl

is not distributed uniformly through the thin film but accumulates to larger aggregates.

Thereby, the ability to interact with electron spins on PC60BM gets substantially sup-

pressed. In Figure 7.1 c) the integrated PLDMR signals are shown for the respective

galvinoxyl concentrations. Fitting the first four datapoints and extrapolating the fit to a

vanishing signal intensity yields a doping concentration of 3.2 % by weight. As a result,

adding ≈3 % galvinoxyl to the initial blend leads to an equalization of populations be-

tween the spin sublevels of the charge transfer state. This doping level is in surprisingly

large accordance with the results shown for PCE improvements in P3HT:PC60BM solar

cells [202]. However, the huge increase of photocurrent in devices doped with galvi-

noxyl is hardly reconcilable with the presented PLDMR results. The maximum change

of photoluminescence caused by resonant microwaves in the sample without added

galvinoxyl lies beneath 1 %. The proposed gain in photocurrent due to spin flips of the

charge transfer state is two orders of magnitude higher than the PLDMR signal. There-

fore, it is unlikely that altering the spin populations is the only mechanism responsible

for the vast increase in efficiency.

7.3.2. Temperature Dependency

So far, all PLDMR measurements were performed at cryogenic temperatures of 5 K.

The results presented by Vardeny et al., however, were shown for room temperature

experiments. Therefore, it is possible that the effect of galvinoxyl on the spin states of

the charge transfer state increases significantly with increasing temperature. In order

to investigate this temperature behavior, PLDMR measurements at different temper-

atures were performed on a P3HT:PC60BM sample, doped with 0.1 weight percentage
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Figure 7.2.: PLDMR spectra for P3HT:PC60BM with a galvinoxyl concentration of 0.1 % with
changing temperature. The signal shape is not affected by temperature. Inset: in-
tegrated signal reveals exponential decrease of signal intensity with increasing tem-
perature.

galvinoxyl. This material system was chosen because it showed the strongest PLDMR

signal compared to the other doping concentrations at 5 K, as apparent in Figure 7.1.

The PLDMR spectra with varying temperature are shown in Figure 7.2. Here, it is visi-

ble that the spectrum does not change its shape, only the signal intensity and linewidth

broadening decrease. By integrating the spectra and plotting it logarithmically versus

the corresponding temperature it is evident that the signal intensity falls off exponen-

tially with increasing temperature, as depicted in the inset of Figure 7.2. This is in ac-

cordance with the signal dependency on the Boltzmann distribution, which was also

derived in chapter 3.3. However, the signal intensity behaves as expected for magnetic

resonance measurements. Therefore, the addition of galvinoxyl does not show any sig-

nificant temperature effect on the PLDMR signal. Moreover, the spin dependent ef-

fect measurable with PLDMR becomes vanishingly small at room temperature. This is

again in contradiction with the results obtained by Vardeny et al. [202], concluding that

the photocurrent increase, caused by the doping with galvinoxyl, is not explainable by

spin dependent processes alone.
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7.4. Conclusion

PLDMR measurements on P3HT:PC60BM thin films doped with different concentra-

tions of the free radical galvinoxyl were performed. The measurements revealed that

galvinoxyl is able to flip spins, altering the population of spin sublevels of the charge

transfer state. Thereby, it is a competing process with the application of resonant

microwaves, leading to a decrease in PLDMR signal intensity with increasing galvi-

noxyl concentration. An optimal doping level was found to be a weight percentage

of 3.2 %, in accordance with the results published by Vardeny et al. [202]. However, it is

very unlikely that spin effects of galvinoxyl is the main mechanism behind the vast in-

crease in photocurrent that was published for this material system [202]. This was also

supported by temperature dependent PLDMR measurements on P3HT:PC60BM doped

with 0.1 % galvinoxyl, which showed only a dependency on the Boltzmann distribution.

All in all, the exact influence of galvinoxyl on an organic solar cell system remains puz-

zling. However, an influence on the morphology should not be excluded hastily but

investigated more thoroughly.
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8. Quantifying Spin-Dependent

Recombination

Abstract

The influence of spins on recombination processes in organic solar cells is under heavy

debate in the last years. Similar to OLED applications, the difference between singlet

and triplet charge transfer states should have a major impact on non-geminate recom-

bination. The method of choice for probing spin dependent processes in organic de-

vices is EDMR. However, in continuous wave experiments all main processes occur at

the same time. Furthermore, the explanation of the signal genesis remains challeng-

ing. Nevertheless, three distinguishable signal contributions were interpreted to stem

from free charge carriers on both material constituents and one signal from a charge

transfer state with small dipolar coupling.

The charge carrier extraction technique open circuit corrected transient charge ex-

traction (OTRACE) temporally decouples the three main processes generation, recom-

bination and extraction in organic solar cells [215]. Combining this with spin resonant

conditions quantifies the fraction of spin dependent recombination in P3HT:PC70BM

solar cells to be (0.012±0.009)% at room temperature and (0.052±0.031)% at 200 K. Al-

though these values constitute only lower limits, they are surprisingly small. As a con-

sequence, the relevance of spin dependent recombination in organic solar cells has to

be seriously reconsidered.

8.1. Introduction

In recent years, spin dependent processes in organic semiconductors attracted increas-

ing attention in various application fields [216, 217, 169, 168]. Commercially available

OLED devices consist of organic materials which are doped with a heavy atom in order

to increase spin orbit coupling [218]. Here, the influence of spin statistics was figured

out as early as 2000 and is vastly exploited nowadays, for example in OLED displays

for telecommunication applications. Recently, a different approach was introduced by
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Adachi et al. using thermal energy to convert triplet exciplexes into luminescent singlet

exciplexes (see also chapter 9) [216]. In organic photovoltaics, however, the influence

of spins on the performance is still under ongoing discussion. Hereby, recombination

processes are in particular under suspicion to be strongly spin dependent [169]. For

the geminate case, only singlet charge transfer excitons are formed subsequently to

the creation of a singlet exciton. For the non-geminate case, however, uncorrelated

spins form charge transfer states in a triplet to singlet ratio of 3:1. Both spin states

possess diverse properties. The recombination to the singlet ground state is largely

suppressed for the triplet CT state due to spin conservation rules, neglecting the possi-

bility of an EBT. This results in a superior lifetime of triplet CT states compared to their

singlet counterpart. The increased lifetime will, in turn, yield a higher probability for

the triplet states to dissociate again into free charges, reducing the overall recombina-

tion. As a consequence, spins in organic semiconductors are a variable that could have

serious influence on the functionality of organic devices.

Quite often the technique used to investigate spin dependent processes is the mag-

netic field effect. Here, an observable is monitored during the application of an exter-

nally applied magnetic field [219, 220, 168, 217]. The change of the observable, which

is usually the current or luminescence, is connected to spin dependent processes oc-

curring in the sample. However, this method has no possibility to distinguish between

different overlapping contributions. Therefore, it can be seen as a first indication for

spin dependent processes, but the exact assignment remains challenging. Another

method to study triplet states is via the detour of lifetime determination. Thereby, tran-

sient photoinduced absorption measurements reveal long living states that are conse-

quently assigned to triplet states [169, 173, 187, 185]. For an unequivocal proof of spin-

dependent contributions, however, spin resonant measurement techniques have to be

applied. As the sensitivity of conventional electron paramagnetic resonance measure-

ments is limited, the more sensitive technique of electrically detected magnetic reso-

nance (EDMR) is the method of choice concerning the investigation of spin dependent

recombination in organic solar cells.

Continuous wave (cw) EDMR, on the other hand, has the drawback that fundamen-

tal processes like excitation, recombination and extraction happen at the same time. In

order to investigate recombination alone, these processes have to be temporally sepa-

rated. Therefore, the measurement technique open circuit corrected transient charge

extraction (OTRACE) was combined with spin resonant conditions [215]. With this, it

is possible to measure not only the temporally resolved charge carrier density but also

the fraction of recombination which happens due to spin dependent processes (see

next section for further details).
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In this chapter, the composition of the cwEDMR signal is interpreted. Furthermore,

the cwEDMR signals of various material systems are compared and finally, the frac-

tion of spin-dependent recombination is exemplarily determined by the application of

OTRACE measurements under spin-resonant conditions for the material system P3HT:

PC70BM.

8.2. Experimental Details

All organic solar cells, suitable for cwEDMR measurements were manufactured accord-

ing to chapter 4.2. Shortly, ITO patterned substrates with the size of 2.7 mm x 50 mm

were first spin coated with PEDOT:PSS. After subsequent heating at 130◦C for 10 min-

utes in a nitrogen glove box, the active material was spin coated resulting in a film

thickness of ≈100 nm. Finally, the top metal electrodes (Ca/Al) were thermally evap-

orated. The active layer consisted of a mixture of a donor- and an acceptor material

in a blending ratio of 1:0.8 for P3HT:PC60BM, 2:3 for PTB7:PC70BM, 3:2 for p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM, 1:4 for MDMO-PPV:PC60BM and 1:4 for PCDTBT:PC70BM. Except

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2, which was synthesized at the University of California in Santa Bar-

bara, all materials were commercially purchased and used without further purification.

The cwEDMR measurements were performed according to chapter 4.3.3. All pre-

sented spectra were recorded under open circuit conditions, meaning the change of

the open circuit voltage Voc is monitored with respect to spin resonant conditions.

Thereby, both electrodes were directly connected to the lock-in-amplifier. Further-

more, the voltage was generated by illumination with a white light LED with intensities

slightly below 1 sun. Moreover, the measurements were performed at room tempera-

ture, if not stated otherwise.

OTRACE

The charge carrier extraction technique OTRACE is a direct advancement of photo-

CELIV [215]. Both methods are temporally separating excitation, recombination and

extraction. In photo-CELIV, however, certain properties prevent this method to be ideal

for the investigation of organic solar cells. First of all, a laser is used for exciting charge

carriers. Despite of not being ideal for realistic working conditions, this is not a major

drawback. After shutting off the laser, however, a voltage corresponding to the initial

open circuit voltage is applied further on. Consequently, this leads to an injection of

charge carriers, as flat band conditions are not fulfilled anymore. Therefore, the work-

ing point of the solar cell is shifted away from Voc , yielding distorted results for the
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charge carrier recombination dynamics. The photo-CELIV technique was firstly ap-

plied by Juska et al. investigating microcrystalline silicon [147], but also conjugated

polymers [146] and organic solar cells [221].

OTRACE, on the other hand, circumvents these drawbacks. First of all, the laser il-

lumination is replaced by a white light LED which yields more realistic working con-

ditions. The major advantage, however, is the introduction of a second measurement,

prior to the actual extraction pulse. Therefore, an open circuit voltage decay (OCVD)

transient is recorded for the specific solar cell. Hereby, the open circuit voltage drops

across a GΩ resistor and is monitored via an oscilloscope. Switching off the LED results

in a characteristic decay of the open circuit voltage. Subsequently, this curve is digital-

ized and entered in an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). Finally, the experiment

can be performed according to Figure 8.1.

0

-V

Voc

t

(I)

LED 
on

(II)

LED   off

(III)

Vpulse

Voc(t)

tdelay tpulse

j

t0

n (tdelay)

Figure 8.1.: Schematic OTRACE measurement sequence. The three basic mechanisms ex-
citation (blue, I), recombination (red, II) and extraction (green, III) are temporally
separated. The solar cell is kept at open circuit conditions during illumination and
recombination by applying Voc and the previously recorded OCVD transient. The
triangular extraction pulse results in a capacitive, rectangular current response, to-
gether with a current signal originating from the remaining charge carriers in the
device. With this, the charge carrier density n(tdel ay ) can be calculated.

In the beginning, the LED is illuminating the sample. At the same time, the solar cell

is kept at Voc . Consequently, no current is flowing through the device. When the LED
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is switched off, the OCVD transient is applied simultaneously by the AWG in order to

keep the solar cell at open circuit conditions. After a certain delay time, a triangular

voltage pulse extracts all charge carriers that are still remaining in the device. On the

one hand, this leads to a rectangular capacitive current response of the device and on

the other hand, a current signal originating from the remaining charge carriers in the

device is visible as an additional feature on top of the capacitive signal (filled orange

area in Figure 8.1). Finally, the charge carrier concentration can be straightforwardly

calculated. A distinction between electrons and holes, however, is not possible with

this method. Nevertheless, in order to investigate recombination dynamics at realistic

working conditions, OTRACE is the method of choice.

Setup for OTRACE-EDMR

Measuring OTRACE under spin resonant conditions leads to a rather complicated al-

teration of the EDMR setup, as depicted in Figure 8.2. First of all, the source measuring

unit, used for applying a constant voltage to the solar cell in current detection mode, is

replaced by an AWG. Furthermore, the commonly used Lock-In-amplifier is exchanged

with an oscilloscope. Here, a high-performance computer, equipped with a transient

recorder card was used which functioned as a storage oscilloscope with very high ver-

tical resolution. The possibility to change between the GΩ resistor and the current-

voltage amplifier was implemented manually. For future applications, however, an au-

tomatic switch would be beneficial. Moreover, the management of the magnetic coils

implemented for rapid scan measurements, was realized by a self-developed control

box. Last but not least, the LED has to be switched off as fast as possible to avoid dis-

tortions from the OCVD transient. This was implemented by a homemade switching

box. All pulses were triggered by a pulse blaster card with ns accuracy.

8.3. Results & Discussion

The aim of this chapter is the quantification of spin dependent recombination pro-

cesses in organic solar cells. Therefore, the occurrence of the cwEDMR signal has to be

understood as good as possible. Due to the intention to investigate spin dependent re-

combination, all following experiments use the open circuit voltage as observable (see

also chapter 3.5 for further explanation). Finally, an OTRACE experiment at magnetic

resonant conditions will quantify the influence of spins on non-geminate recombina-

tion.
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B
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Figure 8.2.: Experimental setup for OTRACE-EDMR measurements. Implementing
OTRACE into the EDMR setups leads to some substantial changes and extensions.
Firstly, the SMU is replaced by an AWG, providing the OTRACE pulse sequence.
Secondly, detection takes place via a digital storage oscilloscope, implemented in
a high-performance computer. Here, either the OCVD transient is recorded via a GΩ
amplifier (dotted connections) or the current through the device. Last but not least,
the rapid scan coils have to be activated in order to shift the constant magnetic field.
The illumination source is a white light LED to provide as realistic working condi-
tions as possible.

8.3.1. EDMR Signal Genesis

Measuring cwEDMR at room temperature results in a characteristic peak at a g-factor

of ≈2.0, as depicted in Figure 8.3 for P3HT:PC60BM. This signal corresponds to a

∆ms = ±1 transition, either for a free electron or for a triplet state without zero-field

splitting. In the first case, the transitions take place between the ms = 1
2 and ms = −1

2

Zeeman levels and in the latter between ms = ±1 and ms = 0. Usually, the zero field

splitting introduces a magnetic separation between the two triplet transitions (see also

chapter 6). If the distance between two spin carrying particles is high, the dipolar cou-

pling will be so small that both transitions are not spectrally resolvable anymore. This

behavior is theoretically described in chapter 3.2.4 and is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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P3HT:PC60BM

Figure 8.3.: Room temperature cwEDMR signal for a P3HT:PC60BM solar cell (black
squares). The fit function (solid red line) consists of two Lorentzian contributions
(dotted and dashed red lines). Modulation frequency dependent measurements at
two different magnetic field positions (indicated by the purple and green vertical
lines) are depicted in the inset, revealing two different spin species.

By observing the cwEDMR more closely, it becomes evident that the signal is not

describable by one contribution alone [181, 222, 223, 224]. Therefore, two Lorentzian

peaks are needed in order to reproduce the measurement signal depicted by the red

curves in Figure 8.3. The main contribution at 335.3 mT stems from the Lorentzian

1 (vertical green line), whereas at 334.5 mT, mainly from Lorentzian 2 (vertical purple

line).

The change of the voltage due to spin resonant conditions is measured by switching

the resonant microwaves on and off with a certain rate, as described in chapter 4.3.3.

This rate is called modulation frequency and is a measure for the saturation behavior

of a certain spin species. In order to investigate the two occurring signal contributions

in the EDMR signal more precisely, the modulation frequency was increased, while the

signal height at a specific magnetic field position was monitored. The results for the

maximum peak position (B=335.3 mT) and at the shoulder of the signal (B=334.5 mT)

are shown in the inset of Figure 8.3. Here, a clear deviation was observed for the two

magnetic field positions, further proving that the EDMR peak consists of at least two

different signal contributions. One interpretation would be a rather small zero-field
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splitting, resulting in two signals that possess a small magnetic separation. However,

the deviation of modulation frequency dependent measurements points towards more

distinct signal contributions. Moreover, the widths of the single components are rather

different, further hinting towards two independent processes. Another, better fitting

explanation is that one signal stems from a triplet state with neglectable zero field split-

ting, while the other arises from a spin 1
2 -particle. Comparing the signal positions with

the g-factors of charge carriers in the actual materials, the second signal most probable

arises from polarons on polymers (see also chapter 5).

PC60BMPC70BM

a) b)

Figure 8.4.: Temperature dependent cwEDMR measurements for the material systems
P3HT:PC70BM (a)) and P3HT:PC60BM (b)). The signals are normalized for better
comparison. For the sample consisting of PC60BM, another signal contribution
arises with decreasing temperature at g-factors around g=2.00. The same trend is
visible for the device consisting of PC70BM, with another signal arising at higher g-
factors.

Performing temperature dependent cwEDMR measurements reveals a third contri-

bution in the change of voltage due to spin resonant conditions. The results are de-

picted in Figure 8.4 for solar cells consisting of P3HT:PC70BM (a)) and P3HT:

PC60BM (b)) [223]. For the sample with PC70BM, the third contribution strengthens

with lower temperatures and arises at higher g-factors. For the device consisting of

PC60BM, on the other hand, the third contribution appears at lower g-factors. These

results are in great accordance with the corresponding g-factors of spins situated on

PC70BM and PC60BM, respectively. As a conclusion, the cwEDMR signal is constituted

of three contributions at low temperatures. Firstly, a charge transfer state with small

zero field splitting, secondly a polaron on the polymer and thirdly an electron on the
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fullerene. At room temperature, however, the signal coming from electron spins situ-

ated on fullerene molecules are not detectable.

a) b) c)

Figure 8.5.: Demonstrative picture of the processes responsible for the cwEDMR signal. A
charge transfer state with a localized second polaron in close vicinity, where all spins
(depicted as yellow arrows) possess parallel configuration (a)). Applying spin res-
onant conditions for the spin of the free polaron leads to a spin flip mechanism,
indicated by the dashed arrow (b)). The polaron and electron in antiparallel config-
uration may recombine, as illustrated by the yellow star (c)).

A possible explanation for this is the introduction of a third particle in close vicinity

of a charge transfer state [225, 226, 227]. The interaction of electron- and hole spins

of the CT state forms a spin system which is either in singlet or triplet configuration.

Their spatial separation, however, will lead to a rather low dipolar-coupling, resulting

in a central line at a g-factor of ≈2.00, as described theoretically in chapter 3.4.2. Imag-

ining a third particle next to the CT state results in a more complicated situation, as

illustrated in Figure 8.5. If the two spins of the CT state and the spin of the third par-

ticle are in parallel configuration, the recombination will be hindered (Figure 8.5 a)).

Flipping the spin of the third particle (Figure 8.5 b)) at resonant conditions introduces

the possibility to diffuse to the interface and subsequently recombining with the op-

posing particle (Figure 8.5 c)). The question if an intermediate step with a multiplicity

of 3
2 is formed prior to recombination or if the recombination happens without such

an intermediate step is irrelevant for the explanation of the measurement signal. In

Figure 8.5, this mechanism is shown for a third particle situated in the polymer phase.

The same process, however, is also possible with an electron in the fullerene phase.

Hence, the occurrence of three different signal contributions in the cwEDMR signal

of P3HT:PC60BM can be explained. Nevertheless, the strong temperature dependence

of the fullerene signal remains puzzling. One conceivable explanation is the strong

temperature dependence of the electron mobility. Whereas the electrons are mobile at

room temperatures, they get more localized with decreasing temperature. Therefore,

the fullerene signal appears only at cryogenic conditions, while the high trap density of

polymers provides an additional room temperature signal.
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 x 1.3

Figure 8.6.: Room temperature cwEDMR spectra of different organic solar cell material
combinations. For better comparison, the signal of P3HT:PC60BM was multiplied
by a factor of 8.5, PTB7:PC70BM by a factor of 5 and MDMO-PPVPC60BM by a factor
of 1.3, whereas the signal of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM was divided by a factor of 10.
All material combinations feature a similar signal structure and -height.

All previously shown results were obtained from the benchmark material system for

organic photovoltaics, P3HT:PC60BM. In Figure 8.6, the room temperature cwEDMR

signals are shown for a variety of different material systems employed as active mate-

rial in organic solar cells. For an improved visibility, the signals were scaled, to obtain

similar signal heights. However, the signal intensities are not diverging by orders of

magnitude. Moreover, the signal shapes are quite similar for all investigated material

systems. Thereby, all peaks have to be reproduced by two signal contributions. As a

consequence, the findings obtained for P3HT:PC70BM are principally transferable to

other organic solar cell material systems, as well.

8.3.2. OTRACE-EDMR

The quantification of spin-dependent recombination in organic solar cells was exem-

plary realized for P3HT:PCBM based solar cells, since this is the benchmark material

system for organic solar cells. Aside from that, P3HT:PCBM devices yield very clear

current traces when performing OTRACE measurements, which is beneficial in terms
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of signal-to-noise ratio [215]. Furthermore, an electron back transfer mechanism is

ruled out in solar cells consisting of a mixture of P3HT and fullerenes [34]. Therefore,

only the spin-dependent recombination is probed by comparing an OTRACE signal at

applied magnetic resonant conditions with an off-resonance OTRACE signal. Prior to

the quantifying OTRACE experiment, a cwEDMR measurement is performed, in or-

der to determine the resonant magnetic field position (see Figure 8.3 for comparison).

Subsequently, the magnetic field is manually adjusted to the maximum peak position.

LED

MW

AWG

Current

B-shift

E

VOC

VOC+t)

G R Edark

VOC

VOC+t)

G R E

a)ooCapacitance b)ooOff-Resonance c)ooOn-Resonance

averaging

Qcap Qlight

Qmw QSDR

+ +

+

Qcap Qlight

Qmw

+ +Qcap

Figure 8.7.: Detection scheme used for OTRACE-EDMR measurements. The first sequence
(a)) probes only the capacitive response Qcap of the investigated device by apply-
ing a triangular pulse without previous illumination. The second sequence (b)) is
an off-resonance measurement, realized by the shifted magnetic field. Here, a LED
pulse creates charge carriers in the solar cell Ql i g ht . The microwave pulse leads to
a off-resonant increase in recombination and therefore, a decrease of charge carri-
ers Qmw . For the on-resonance sequence (c)), the magnetic field shift is repealed,
leading to an additional spin-dependent contribution of the recombination QSDR .

For further details concerning the OTRACE pulse, provided by the AWG, see also sec-

tion 8.2. The OTRACE-EDMR experiments were realized by the detection scheme, de-

picted in Figure 8.7. Initially, a dark OTRACE signal is recorded in order to find the ca-

pacitive response of the investigated device (Figure 8.7 a)). The next sequence consists

of an off-resonant OTRACE measurement, i.e. charge carriers are created by illumi-
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nation, provided by a white LED. Moreover, a microwave pulse is applied during the

recombination time. Last but not least, the magnetic field is shifted by two additional

coils to an off-resonant magnetic field position. Here, a small displacement of ≈2 mT

is already sufficient. Additionally to the capacitive response, this sequence leads to a

light induced- and microwave induced contribution in the detected current transient.

The whole second sequence is depicted in Figure 8.7 b). The last step of the detec-

tion scheme is the on-resonant OTRACE measurement, shown in Figure 8.7 c). Apart

from the shifted magnetic field, all other pulses remain constant. Hence, the magnetic

field position remains at the manually adjusted value for the peak maximum of the

cwEDMR measurement. As a consequence, an additional contribution to the current

transient appears, which is the fraction caused by spin-dependent recombination.

Though, the difference in the current transient due to spin-dependent recombina-

tion is very small. Therefore, the whole scheme has to be repeated many times in order

to average the single current transients until the error is reduced significantly. This con-

stitutes the main problem when performing OTRACE-EDMR measurements. Thereby,

the solar cell has to be as stable as possible during the measurement time, which is

another reason why P3HT:PC70BM was chosen as the material system of choice. The

presented detection scheme, on the other hand, is able to cushion minor instrumental-

or sample drifts.

The OTRACE-EDMR results for a P3HT:PC70BM solar cell are depicted in Figure 8.8.

Here, it becomes obvious that the difference between on- and off-resonant measure-

ment is extremely small, since no change in signal shape is visible to the eye. However,

integrating the red-shaded area in Figure 8.8 a) yields a relevant difference in charge

carrier density between on-and off resonance measurement. Thereby, the capacitative

response was firstly subtracted from the overall signal, since only the light induced

signal is of particular interest for recombination considerations. Subsequently, the

difference between on- and off-resonance revealed the spin-dependent recombina-

tion part QSDR . With the dimensions of the active area, the number of charge carriers

which were recombining due to spin resonant conditions can be straightforwardly cal-

culated. For measurements performed at room temperature (see Figure 8.8 a)), this

value yields (3.7±2.6) ·106. Along with the total amount of light induced charge carri-

ers (3.0332±0.0049) ·1010, the relative amount of charges that recombine due to spin-

dependent processes gives (0.012±0.009)%.

Reducing the temperature to 200 K and performing the same OTRACE-EDMR pulse

sequence reveals an absolute number of recombined charge carriers due to spin-de-

pendent processes of (9.01±5.36) ·106. The measurement is depicted in Figure 8.8 b).

The extraction time has to be considerably increased due to the attenuated transport
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P3HT:PC70BM               300K
P3HT:PC70BM               200K

a) b)

Figure 8.8.: On-resonant and off-resonant OTRACE-EDMR measurements of
P3HT:PC70BM at 300 K (a)) and 200 K (b)). A difference is invisible for the eye
but detectable by integrating the red-shaded area. Whereas the capacative response
is shown in black for the 300 K measurement, it is missing for 200 K and was
estimated by the grey-shaded area. Note that the recombination time of 30 µs
and the peak voltage of the extraction pulse are constant. The huge difference in
extraction time and signal height is only due to temperature dependent transport
properties of organic materials.

properties of organic materials at low temperatures. However. the recombination time

of 30 µs and the extraction voltage were kept constant for both measurements. Un-

fortunately, a dark OTRACE measurement is missing for this temperature. Therefore,

an estimation of the capacitative signal was performed, assuming a strict rectangular

signal of the device. With this, the error estimation is ambiguous. Nonetheless, the

relative change yields (0.052±0.031)%, considering only the error of the light induced

measurements. Comparing this value to the one obtained at room temperature yields

an increase by a factor of ≈5. This behavior is consequentially explainable with the

Boltzmann distribution yielding a rise in signal strength when reducing the tempera-

ture. Nevertheless, the amount of recombined charge carriers due to spin dependent

processes is surprisingly low. In some publications, spin dependent processes are con-

sidered as the main recombination mechanism in some organic photovoltaic systems

[169, 187]. Although the previously presented fraction of spin dependent recombina-

tion is just a lower limit, the dependency on spins is orders of magnitude lower than

expected.
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8.4. Conclusion

Continuous wave EDMR signals of P3HT:PC60BM were assigned to three components

arising from different origins. At room temperature, only the contribution from transi-

tions between triplet sublevels of a charge transfer state and the signal due to a polaron

on P3HT are detectable. Reducing the temperature leads to the appearance of another

contribution, attributed to a trapped electron on the fullerene. These findings were

compared to different material systems, revealing the principal transferability of the

results obtained for the benchmark material system P3HT:PC70BM.

The OTRACE measurements technique temporally separates the three basic pro-

cesses excitation, recombination and extraction in organic solar cells. Performing this

under spin resonant conditions quantifies the fraction due to spin dependent recom-

bination at room temperature to be (0.012±0.009)%. Reducing the temperature to 200

K, increases the fraction by a factor of ≈5 to (0.052± 0.031)%. This is explainable by

the influence of the Boltzmann distribution. Despite the fact that these values only

constitute lower limits, they are orders of magnitude lower than expected. Therefore,

the influence of spins on non-geminate recombination processes should be seriously

reconsidered.
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9. The Role of Spin States in

Thermally Activated Delayed

Fluorescence OLEDs1

Abstract

Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) based on thermally activated delayed fluores-

cence (TADF) have high potential for economical and sustainable lighting applica-

tions. The efficiency of the TADF pathway is only partially governed by the spin statis-

tics of injected electrons and holes, in which the intermediate exciplex state at the in-

terface of two molecules is formed in the emissive singlet spin configuration with a

probability of 25%. Rather, if the energetic separation between the singlet- and triplet

exciplex spin configurations∆EST is in the range of thermal energy, an efficient reverse

intersystem crossing (RISC) from triplet- to singlet state may take place. For the in-

vestigation of the involvement of spins in exciplex emission, PLDMR and EDMR mea-

surements suffer from severe limitations. However, ELDMR was found to be the most

suitable tool for investigating the influence of spin states in electroluminescent devices

and indubitably prove the involvement of spins in the emergence of TADF electrolu-

minescence. Temperature dependent studies of bilayer devices revealed an energetic

separation of the singlet and triplet exciplex state of THCA:Bphen and MTDATA:BPhen

to be∆EST = (20.7±1.2) meV and∆EST = (58.2±4.5) meV, respectively. Finally, different

scenarios were discussed explaining the reduced∆EST for THCA:BPhen. An optimized

separation distance is needed in order to reduce ∆EST , while maintaining sufficient

interfacial recombination efficiency.

9.1. Introduction

The shift from organic solar cells to organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) seems to

be rather sudden. However, the basic mechanisms of solar cells and light emitting de-

1The results of this chapter will be published in A6
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vices are principally the same, with the only difference that they occur in the reverse

order. Whereas solar cells are supposed to create electricity from light, LEDs shall cre-

ate light from electricity. Furthermore, an ideal solar cell material is not only supposed

to absorb and convert light, it also has to be as efficiently as possible when emitting

light [228]. This foundation is based on the fact, that an emitted photon could be reab-

sorbed while non-radiatively recombined charge carriers are irrevocably lost. Unfor-

tunately, an universal organic compound, suitable for application in lighting and solar

conversion was not discovered, yet.

In OLEDs, the spins of the injected charge carriers are uncorrelated. Therefore, if

they form an intermediate charge transfer state prior to recombination, they will have

a singlet to triplet ratio of 1:3. Usually, only the singlet state recombines radiatively to

the ground state, which is why OLEDs based on fluorescence are limited to a maximum

internal quantum efficiency of 25%. However, the radiative efficiency can be increased

if the triplet energy is used as well, i.e. by converting the triplet- to an emissive singlet

state [229, 230, 218].

The most commonly used technique to access the triplet energy are phosphores-

cent materials containing a heavy metal atom like iridium or platinum. The strongly

increased inter system crossing (ISC) rate yields internal quantum efficiencies up to

100 % [218].

Recently, another mechanism which enables the up-conversion of non-radiative trip-

let- to radiative singlet states in fluorescent materials was introduced [231, 232, 233,

216]. This mechanism is based on materials where the energy difference between the

triplet- and the singlet state ∆EST is in the range of thermal energy at room temper-

ature (≈26 meV). The thermal up-conversion process results in delayed fluorescence,

since the triplet state possesses a longer lifetime. Consequently, light emitting devices

exploiting this mechanism are referred to as thermally activated delayed fluorescence

(TADF) OLEDs. An overview of the occurring processes is depicted in Figure 9.1.

TADF occurs in inter-molecular [231, 232]and intra-molecular material systems [233,

216, 234, 235, 236]. In both cases, the wavefunction overlap of the two particles forming

the emissive state defines the energetic difference between the singlet and triplet states

∆EST , to which the most dominant parameter is the distance between the participating

charge carriers (see also chapter 3.2.4). This value is defined by the electron-exchange

interaction J , introduced in chapter 3.2.2. If this is small enough both spin configu-

ration will be energetically nearly degenerate and can be interconverted by thermal

energy and/or by spin-orbit or hyperfine interaction. Incidentally, a charge transfer

state with a strong emissive transition to the ground state is often times called exciplex

in literature.
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Figure 9.1.: Jablonski diagram of the occurring processes in TDAF OLEDs. Electrons and
holes form exciplexes, that possess a triplet to singlet ratio of 3:1. The singlet ex-
ciplexes recombine radiatively, whereby the luminescence occurs promptly. The
triplet exciplexes can be converted via a thermally activated RISC process to the sin-
glet state. This luminescence is delayed due to the longer lifetime of triplet states.
Additionally, the molecular structures of the used materials are shown.

The reference donor-material for TADF OLEDs is 4,4,4-tris[3-methylphenyl-

(phenyl)-aminotriphenylamine (m-MTDATA), which could be combined with differ-

ent acceptor molecules in order to obtain exciplex emission [216, 237]. Moreover, the

donor material tri(9-hexylcarbazol-3-yl)amine (THCA) together with different accep-

tors shows very promising properties in the development of white OLEDs [238, 239].

Both material systems possess large external quantum efficiency values, rendering them

highly attractive for lighting applications [235, 238, 239, 240, 237, 241]. Whereas THCA

forms glassy layers and is characterizable by non-planar structures [238], m-MTDATA

possess a star-shaped, planar structure forming flat layers in the solid state [242]. The

molecular structures of the investigated materials are depicted in Figure 9.1.

Generally, the dependence of recombination processes on the spin states follows

from the magnetic field effect (MFE). In TADF materials and devices, MFE on electrolu-

minescence (MEL), photoluminescence (MPL) and photocurrent (MPC) were also re-

ported [243, 244, 174, 245]. Strong temperature dependence of MEL, MPL and MPC in-

dicate a crucial role of the thermal activation in the generation of EL [244, 243, 174]. As

pointed out in [244], however, it is difficult to distinguish between recombination path-

ways involving exciplex states formed at donor-acceptor interfaces and weakly bound

polaron pairs formed otherwise, as both are magnetic field dependent. Moreover, the

formation of (weakly) bound excited pair (or exciplex) states from injected charge car-

riers may depend on charge transport properties of device active layers, which are in-
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trinsically temperature dependent, e.g. due to imbalanced mobilities. Hence, measur-

ing the influence of a magnetic field on the EL at various temperatures is important,

but alone does not allow to decipher the underlying spin-dependent recombination

channel [246].

In this chapter, ELDMR, PLDMR and EDMR studies were performed on the ma-

terial system tri(9-hexylcarbazol-3-yl)amine (THCA) together with 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-

phenanthroline (Bphen). Thereby, the energy difference between the singlet and triplet

exciplex state ∆EST was determined. Subsequently, this value was compared with the

benchmark material 4,4,4-tris[3-methylphenyl(phenyl)-aminotriphenylamine (m-MT-

DATA) and related to the molecular structure.

9.2. Experimental Details

THCA was synthesized at the Kaunas University of Technology (Lithuania). m-MTDATA

and BPhen were purchased from Aldrich. For the initial solutions, THCA, m-MTDATA,

or BPhen were dissolved in chlorobenzene with a concentration of 20 mg/ml.

Bilayer device were fabricated on indium tin oxide (ITO) covered glass substrates.

First, poly(3,4-ethylendioxythiophene):polystyrolsulfonate (PEDOT:PSS, 4083Ai) from

Heraeus was spin coated, resulting in a ≈40 nm thick film, which was subsequently

annealed for 10 minutes at 130°C in a nitrogen glovebox. Afterwards, the hole transport

material was spin coated yielding a film thickness of ≈50 nm. In the next step, the

samples were transferred into an evaporation chamber where 20 nm of the electron

transport material BPhen was thermally evaporated on top of the hole transport layer.

Finally, the top electrode (3 nm Ca / 120 nm Al) was evaporated, completing the device.

For the EDMR measurements, ITO covered glass substrates with 2.7 x 50 mm size

were used and the OLEDs were prepared according to the aforementioned procedure.

Subsequently, they were placed in an EPR glass tube and electrically connected to a

homemade sealing system and then connected to an external source-measure unit

(Keithley).

The ELDMR measurements were done in a modified X-Band spectrometer (Bruker

E300) equipped with a continuous flow helium cryostat (Oxford ESR 900). The EL was

detected by a silicon photodiode placed in front of a microwave cavity with optical

access (ER4104OR). The change of EL was detected via a Lock-In-Amplifier with the

TTL modulated microwave as reference.

The spectrally resolved photoluminescence (PL) was measured at room temperature

by an Edinburgh Instruments FLS980 spectrometer. The steady-state EL spectra were

recorded by biasing the completed device with an Agilent 4155C parameter analyzer in
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constant current mode and coupling the emitted light via light guides to an Acton Spec-

tra SP-2356 spectrometer (Princeton Instruments) or to a small SPM 002 spectrometer

(Photon Control).

9.3. Results & Discussion

First, the presence of the TADF mechanism has to be shown for the used material com-

binations. Second, PLDMR and EDMR measurements were performed, leading to very

vague results, though. Third, ELDMR was found as the method of choice for the inves-

tigation of TADF OLEDs, revealing the energetic separation of the singlet and triplet ex-

ciplex state∆EST by temperature dependent measurements and unambiguously prov-

ing the involvement of spin states in the occurrence of TADF.

9.3.1. Exciplex Emission

At first, the occurrence of exciplex emission has to be verified for the investigated mate-

rial systems. Therefore, different thin film samples were prepared, consisting of single

layers of the pristine materials and stacked bilayers for the combination. On the one

hand, the photoluminescence (PL) of the pristine materials was measured and on the

other hand, the electroluminescence of the bilayer devices. In the latter, donor- and

acceptor materials were processed subsequently, leading to two stacked layers with a

well-defined recombination zone. The results for the used materials are shown in Fig-

ure 9.2.

BPhen possesses the largest HOMO-LUMO gap, which yields a PL peak at ≈380 nm.

Here, singlet excitons are created via laser irradiation which immediately recombine

again, emitting their energy as luminescence. The PL of pristine THCA peaks around

470 nm, leading to blue emission, which was already exploited in the development of a

white OLED structure [238, 239]. Combining both materials in a bilayer structure, how-

ever, results in the disappearance of the direct band-to-band emission of the individual

constituents, since no recombination partners are available when applying an external

current. Moreover, electrons and holes have to travel through the bulk until they reach

the interface to their counter-material. Here, they form exciplexes that possess a sig-

nificantly lower energy than the singlet excitons. Therefore, the electroluminescent ex-

ciplex emission is heavily red-shifted, leading to a broad EL peak around 590 nm. The

same principle applies for m-MTDATA:BPhen with an electroluminescence maximum

around 560 nm.
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Figure 9.2.: Normalized photoluminescence spectra of pristine BPhen (purple) and -THCA
(cyan). Forming a bilayer device and measuring electroluminescence yields ex-
ciplex emission with a substantial red-shift for m-MTDATA:BPhen (yellow) and
THCA:BPhen (orange).

With this, the electroluminescent exciplex emission was confirmed when processing

a bilayer device. Furthermore, the emission originating from singlet excitons of the

pristine materials is strongly quenched. As a consequence, probing the EL of a bilayer

device leads to the sheer investigation of the exciplex states.

9.3.2. PLDMR-measurements

In the next step, PLDMR measurements were performed on a blend, consisting of THCA

and BPhen in a 1:1 mass ratio. Here, a 405 nm laser was used, together with a 450 nm

longpass filter. The temperature dependent photoluminescence spectra are depicted

in Figure 9.3.

In comparison to the previously shown PL spectra (see Figure 9.2) of the pristine

materials, it becomes evident that the PL of the blend consists of at least two contribu-

tions. Especially at lower temperatures, the signal shows signatures of exciplex emis-

sion and PL of pristine THCA. Due to the aforementioned laser/longpass filter com-

bination, a contribution of pristine BPhen emission is not detectable but nevertheless

possible, as well. However, if present after all it is probably quite weak due to the low

absorption at 405 nm, as implied in Figure 9.3. The multiple contributions are not sur-
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Figure 9.3.: a) Photoluminescence spectra for a THCA:BPhen blend at different tempera-
tures. The signal consists of a contribution from exciplexes and a contribution orig-
inating from singlet emission of pristine THCA. b) EQE spectrum of a blend consist-
ing of THCA:BPhen. Note the absence of an exciplex contribution.

prising at all, since laser illumination excites the pure phases, creating singlet excitons.

These may either dissociate at an interface, forming exciplexes, or recombine radia-

tively. Since the dissociation probability decreases with decreasing temperature, the

strengthening of the singlet PL with lowering temperature is consequential.

Furthermore, measuring the external quantum efficiency of a device consisting of

a THCA:BPhen blend revealed the inability of the exciplex state to contribute to pho-

tocurrent, as presented in Figure 9.3 (filled red). As a consequence, the exciplex state

has to possess an isolated energetic position, which means it is not able to dissociate

again but has to recombine either radiatively or non-radiatively. Another explanation

would be its inability to absorb light. However, this is unlikely, due to the strong oscil-

lator strength of the emissive transition of the singlet exciplex state.

In the next step, temperature- and microwave power dependent PLDMR measure-

ments were performed on the same sample. The results are depicted in Figure 9.4.

The temperature dependent PLDMR, shown in Figure 9.4 a) reveals the presence

of two distinct signatures, where one is narrow while the other possesses a wider ex-

tent. They are reproducible by a double Gaussian fit beneath 150 K and with a single

Gaussian fit above 100 K. Remarkably, both constituents show reversed temperature

behaviors. Furthermore, measuring at a fixed temperature and decreasing the used mi-
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a) b)

Figure 9.4.: a) temperature dependent PLDMR spectra of a THCA:BPhen blend at maxi-
mum microwave power. The signal consists of two contributions that show different
temperature dependencies. Both signals are reproducible by Gaussian fits. Beneath
150K, a double Gaussian is needed in order to reproduce the measurement signals.
b) microwave power dependent PLDMR spectra of the same blend at 50 K. The two
signal contributions are clearly distinguishable by their different saturation behav-
iors and reversed temperature dependencies.

crowave power results again in a different saturation behavior for the two signal com-

ponents, as depicted in Figure 9.4 b). With this, it becomes evident that the PLDMR

signal of the THCA:BPhen blend is composed of at least two distinct signal contribu-

tions.

Unfortunately, the assignment proves to be difficult. However, the reversed tem-

perature dependency and differing linewidths represent valuable indications. Accord-

ingly, the broad signal could be assigned to localized triplet excitons, either on THCA

or BPhen. The wider, yet unresolved extent could be due to undefined zero-field-

splittings caused by distributed spin distances. Moreover, the signal strengthening at

lower temperatures is characteristic for a signal originating from triplet-triplet-anni-

hilation processes. The other signal, showing a smaller linewidth and a reversed tem-

perature behavior, could stem from exciplexes. The expected wider distance would re-

duce the linewidth of the signal. As the spin mixing is a temperature activated process,

the reversed temperature dependency is also consequential. However, an overlap of

differently originating signals is highly conceivable as well, since in PLDMR, a narrow

central signal is detectable for almost every material. Therefore, a direct observation

of spin dependent processes solely occurring in the exciplex state is not possible with

PLDMR. Moreover, the population path of the involved states is not at all representa-
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tive for OLED application, since illumination created the excited species. Here, they

are predominantly in the singlet state, in contrast to electrical excitation.

9.3.3. EDMR-measurements

In EDMR measurements, the current flowing through a device is the observable for

spin resonant investigations. Hence, it is more suitable for studying OLEDs than PL-

DMR, since the excitation occurs via electrical charge injection. For this purpose, THCA:

BPhen bilayer devices were fabricated, where the interface between both materials de-

fines the recombination zone. As a first step, the IV-characteristic was measured, which

is depicted as black line in Figure 9.5 a). Here, the voltage has to be increased up to a

certain threshold, where the device starts to emit light. The electroluminescence, mea-

sured at the same time, is shown as red curve in Figure 9.5 a). For the presented device,

the threshold voltage was at ≈2.5 V. Before this value, no luminescence was detectable.

b) c)a)

29 μA

81 μA

204 μA

439 μA

Figure 9.5.: a) IV-characteristic before (black) and after (gray) the EDMR measure-
ments, together with the emerging electroluminescence (red) of the investigated
THCA:BPhen bilayer device. Indicated are different working points above the
threshold voltage. b) EDMR signals for the different working points of the device
(colored dots) with gaussian fits (black). c) absolute change of current for the same
measurements.

In the next step, EDMR measurements were performed. Interestingly, no signal was

detectable for applied voltages below the threshold voltage. While applying 2.5 V to the

device, a current of 29 µA was flowing. Using this current as input for the EDMR mea-

surements, a spin dependent change of photocurrent occurs, as shown in Figure 9.5 b).

As a consequence, the EDMR signal is due to a spin dependent process which occurs

during exciplex emission, since neither EL nor EDMR is detectable beneath the thresh-

old voltage. Increasing the voltage, and with this the current, leads to a decrease of
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the EDMR signal. This behavior is counterintuitive, since more current should result

in more exciplexes, which, in turn, should increase the EDMR signal. Moreover, the

EDMR signal is normalized to the input signal, in this case the current. In Figure 9.5 c),

only the change of current ∆I is shown for different measurement points, not the nor-

malized signal. Here, ∆I is more or less the same for all investigated working points,

that are indicated by the circles in Figure 9.5 a). With this it becomes obvious, that

the normalization is responsible for the decreasing EDMR signal. Likely, the reason

for the increased overall current is the severe degradation of the device due to the

quite high applied current flows. Remeasuring the IV-characteristic after performing

the EDMR measurements revealed a vastly altered IV-curve, depicted in gray in Fig-

ure 9.5 a). This proves the continuous degradation which takes place during the EDMR

measurements.

As a result, EDMR is basically a suitable tool for measuring spin sensitive processes

in OLEDs. However, the severe degradation during the measurement is a huge problem

since it distorts the obtained outcomes. Furthermore, the possibility of manifold spin

dependent contributions to the current which are superimposed with the interesting

exciplex signal is not easy to exclude, as well.

9.3.4. ELDMR-measurements

The method of choice when probing spin dependent emission of TADF OLEDs is elec-

troluminescence detected magnetic resonance (ELDMR), more detailed described in

chapter 4.3.4. Here, the electroluminescence (EL) represents the observable of the

measurement. Thereby, a change in the EL caused by spin-resonant conditions is mon-

itored. The advantages of this technique are apparent. Firstly, the population of exci-

plexes takes place via injected charge carriers, which ensures the correct spin-statistics.

Secondly, the observable is directly the property of the material system which is of par-

ticular interest. Furthermore, degradation of the devices is negligible, since leakage

currents are not contributing to emission.

In Figure 9.6, the ELDMR signals of the material system THCA:BPhen are shown for

different temperatures. They are reproducible by simple Gaussian fits. This allows for

different interpretations. At first, the distance between the spin carrying particles is

very large, i.e. the dipolar coupling between them is negligibly low (see also chap-

ter 3.2.4). With this, the two ∆ms =±1 transitions are at the same magnetic fi eld posi-

tion and possess a simple line width broadening, describing the overall line width. The

second explanation comprises the existence of a very small dipolar coupling, leading to

slightly shifted positions of the∆ms =±1 transitions. Together with slightly smaller line

widths, the signal could be reproduced as well. However, with the lack of knowledge
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ΔEST = (20.7  1.2) meV  

Figure 9.6.: Relative change of the electroluminescence of a THCA:BPhen OLED due to spin
resonant conditions at different temperatures (colored dots). The signals are repro-
duced by Gaussian fits (black lines) which were weighted with the standard deviation
of the respective measurements. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the integral of the Gaussian
fits (red dots) together with a linear fit (black line) and the corresponding error mar-
gins (gray shaded area) in order to obtain the singlet-triplet splitting ∆EST . The first
two data points are excluded from the fit.

about the exact linewidth of the signal and the limited resolution of the used spectrom-

eter, the exact assignment remains concealed.

Nevertheless, the signal strength, which lies in the percent range, is extraordinarily

large. In context to the peak position at a g-factor of 2.002, it reveals a very strong de-

pendency of electron spins in the creation process of emission in TADF OLEDs. How-

ever, the decrease of signal strength with decreasing temperature is counterintuitive

at a first glance. Considering only Boltzmann statistics, the intensity should increase

with decreasing temperature as the polarization of the sample increases as well (com-

pare with chapter 3.3). However, the exactly opposite trend is observable in Figure 9.6.

While the signal stays rather constant until 250 K, it starts to decrease with decreas-

ing temperature afterwards. This behavior is only explainable by the previously intro-

duced mechanism of thermally activated fluorescence. Applying a magnetic field lifts

the degeneracy of the three triplet states. Therefore, the ms = ±1-states become un-

accessible for the reversed inter system crossing (RISC) process. Under spin resonant

conditions, the populations between the triplet sub-states are equalized, which leads
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to the observed increase in emission. However, in order to be efficient, the RISC mech-

anism needs additional thermal energy. Lowering this by decreasing the temperature,

yields a decreasing influence of the spin resonant conditions, since the populations are

equalized but can not be transferred to the emissive singlet state (see also Figure 9.1).

The temperature dependency is used for further evaluation of the presented data.

Integrating the Gaussian fits in Figure 9.6 and plotting the logarithm of the obtained

values versus the inversed temperature yields an Arrhenius plot as shown in the inset

of Figure 9.6. Here, the temperature dependent data points were fitted with a linear

function. The resulting slope of the fit reveals the energetic separation between the

singlet and triplet exciplex state ∆EST , which is (20.7± 1.2) meV for the material sys-

tem THCA:BPhen. The first two points were excluded, since they show no significant

temperature dependency. This is due to the sufficient thermal energy for the RISC to

be efficient for temperatures above 240 K, which corresponds to 20.7 meV. Compared

to literature values for different material systems, the obtained value is quite low. How-

ever, the assignment of ∆EST with methods different than ELDMR is prone to failure,

as discussed in the previous sections.

In the next step, the material system was changed from THCA:BPhen to m-MTDATA:

BPhen in order to find differences in the energetic separation between triplet and sin-

glet exciplex states.

In Figure 9.7, temperature dependent ELDMR spectra are shown for a bilayer de-

vice consisting of m-MTDATA:BPhen. Apparently, the signal strength at room temper-

ature is slightly decreased in comparison to the material system THCA:BPhen. More-

over, the signal vanishes below 150 K, while for THCA:BPhen, a signal was still mea-

surable at 100 K. These two observations already point towards a weaker RISC mech-

anism for the exciplex emission of m-MTDATA:BPhen. Evaluating the data in the pre-

viously discussed manner reveals an energetic singlet-triplet exciplex separation of

(58.2±4.5) meV, significantly higher than for THCA:BPhen. This result coincides per-

fectly with the earlier obtained observations.

The different values for ∆EST can be explained by two possible scenarios. Firstly,

the morphology of the two components may play a crucial role. Whereas m-MTDATA

possesses a more planar configuration, THCA is a star shaped molecule with three side

arms, which can be viewed as a 3D system [238]. Therefore, m-MTDATA crystallizes in

predominantly flat layers, which was also confirmed by excimer formation [237]. THCA

thin films, on the other hand, can be characterized by non-planar layers [238], without

the occurrence of excimer emission [239, 238, 240]. Atomic force microscopy mea-

surements on thin films made of the respective donor-molecules show a significantly

increased roughness for THCA (Ra=0.73 nm) compared to m-MTDATA (Ra=0.26 nm),
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ΔEST = (58.2  4.5) meV  

Figure 9.7.: ELDMR signal of a m-MTDATA:BPhen OLED at different temperatures (colored
dots), together with Gaussian fits (black lines), weighted with the standard devia-
tions of the single measurements. Inset: Arrhenius plot of the area of the Gaussian
fits (red dots) together with a linear fit (black line) and the error margins (gray shaded
area). From this the singlet-triplet splitting ∆EST was obtained.

as depicted in Figure 9.8. Consequently, the AFM data hint towards a different sepa-

ration distance which would lead to a smaller exchange interaction between the two

spin carrying particles, which consequentially yields a reduced ∆EST . Here, already a

small increase in distance would result in a significantly increased exchange interac-

tion, since their correlation is exponential (see also chapter 3.2.4).

Another explanation, yet harder to investigate, is the wavefunction alignment. The

exchange interaction is in principle a measure for the strength of overlapping electron-

and hole wavefunction, respectively. If the HOMO-wavefunction of the p-layer is ori-

entated perpendicular to the LUMO-wavefunction of the n-layer, the overlap between

both will be minimized, which, in turn, would also minimize ∆EST [247, 248]. There-

fore, it is possible that the different crystallization of m-MTDATA and THCA yields a

more ideal wavefunction overlap for the material system THCA:BPhen than for m-

MTDATA:BPhen. All in all, the difference in activation energies can not be unequiv-

ocally elucidated with the presented measurements. However, for future improvement

of TADF OLEDs, material systems with the lowest possible energy gap∆EST need to be

found, while maintaining high interfacial recombination efficiency. Consequently, the
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0.0 nm

2.3 nm

0.0 nm

7.8 nm
a) b)

Figure 9.8.: Atomic force microscopy measurements for a) MTDATA- and b) THCA-
molecules on an ITO/PEDOT:PSS substrate. THCA exhibits an increased surface
roughness compared to MTDATA.

electron-hole distance, together with the wavefunction overlap define crucial parame-

ters for future material synthesis and combinations.

9.4. Conclusion

In summary, resonant spin sensitive measurements based on electron paramagnetic

resonance provide important insights on the role of spin states in two TADF donor-

acceptor systems. In particular, the properties of TADF OLEDs based on the material

systems THCA: BPhen and m-MTDATA:BPhen were investigated. At first, the occur-

rence of exciplex emission was confirmed by processing bilayer devices and measuring

electroluminescence. Subsequently, different detection techniques were used in order

to investigate the influence of spins on the emergence of delayed fluorescence. Here,

PLDMR proved to be ineffective due to the unfavorable population of singlet excitons

and the consequential overlap of different signal contributions. EDMR was ruled out,

since it probes a convolution of all spin-dependent processes that occur in the device.

Moreover, it was strongly influenced by degradation of the device. Finally, ELDMR was

found to be the perfect tool to investigate spin-dependent processes in OLEDs with-

out being affected by other thermally activated intermediate steps, e.g. charge carrier

encounter and transport processes. With temperature dependent measurements, the

energetic separation between singlet- and triplet exciplex state ∆EST was determined

to be (20.7±1.2) meV for the material system THCA:BPhen and (58.2±4.5) meV for m-

MTDATA:BPhen. Two possible scenarios for this difference are conceivable. Firstly, a

larger distance between the two spin carrying particles forming the exciplex state and

secondly, a more perpendicular alignment of the HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions of
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the involved materials, minimizing the wavefunction overlap. Both effects would result

in a decrease of the exchange interaction, which yields a reduced ∆EST . For future de-

velopments, material systems have to be found where ∆EST is as low as possible while

the emissive recombination probability should stay as high as possible.
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The present work addressed the influence of spins on fundamental processes in or-

ganic semiconductors. In most cases, the role of spins in the conversion of sun light

into electricity was of particular interest. However, also the reversed process, an elec-

tric current creating luminescence, was investigated by means of spin sensitive mea-

surements. In this work, many material systems were probed with a variety of inno-

vative detection techniques based on electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy.

More precisely, the observable could be customized which resulted in the experimen-

tal techniques photoluminescence detected magnetic resonance (PLDMR), electrically

detected magnetic resonance (EDMR), and electroluminescence detected magnetic

resonance (ELDMR). Besides the commonly used continuous wave EPR spectroscopy,

this selection of measurement methods yielded an access to almost all intermediate

steps occurring in organic semiconductors during the conversion of light into electric-

ity and vice versa. Special attention was paid to the fact that all results were applicable

to realistic working conditions of the investigated devices, i.e. room temperature ap-

plication and realistic illumination conditions.

First of all, a short overview of the historic development of organic solar cells was

given together with an explanation of the basic properties and fundamental processes

of these devices, including the involved spin-states. Furthermore, solar cell charac-

terization and the morphology of the active layer were discussed. The next chapter

contained theoretic considerations concerning the effect of a magnetic field on spins

together with several interaction mechanisms. Furthermore, the basic principle how

microwaves influence aligned spins were discussed as well. Finally, different models

were introduced which are able to explain the occurrence of the observed signals. Af-

terwards, the detailed description of the experimental niceties was discussed, i.e. high-

lighting the used materials, the sample preparation, and the different spectrometer de-

signs.

The first result chapter addressed the influence of the processing additive diiodooc-

tane (DIO) on the material system PTB7:PC70BM, which was investigated by conven-

tional electron paramagnetic resonance. This technique allows to distinguish between

free charge carriers either located on the donor- or acceptor material. Together with X-
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ray photoelectron spectroscopy the presence of iodine in the PTB7:PC70BM-samples

was shown even after a high vacuum drying step with a surprisingly high concentra-

tion of (7.3±2.1) ·1019 1
cm3 . Furthermore, an indication that iodine stays preferably in

the fullerene phase was revealed. Moreover, no evidence for an electronic doping ef-

fect was found. However, these results will have an impact on prospective choices of

additives in the preparation of organic solar cells.

The formation of triplet excitons in the material system p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM was

discussed in chapter 6. Here, the donor consisted of a soluble small molecule instead

of a polymer. With the use of PLDMR, the triplet exciton formation mechanisms were

revealed to be either an electron back transfer from the PC70BM to the excitonic triplet

state of the p-DTS(FBTTh2)2-molecules or an inter system crossing from the singlet

excitonic state. The exact route, however, is strongly dependent on the morphology of

the active layer. The detection of triplet excitons at room temperature via EDMR mea-

surements proved the relevance of these findings to real operation conditions. Fur-

thermore, the relative triplet yield of three different material compositions was com-

pared to device performance, revealing no correlation at all. As a consequence, the

formation of triplet excitons, despite appearing to be an energetically favorable pro-

cess, cannot be considered as a major loss mechanism in this specific donor-acceptor

blend. Finally, the molecular orientation with respect to the substrate was investigated

by angular dependent PLDMR measurements. Here, the strong tendency of p-DTS-

(FBTTh2)2-molecules to crystallize was confirmed together with the preferential edge-

on orientation.

In chapter 7, the influence of the additive galvinoxyl on charge transfer states was in-

vestigated by means of PLDMR. Here, it was found that galvinoxyl is indeed able to flip

spins as stated in literature. Therefore, it is a competing process with the applied mag-

netic resonant conditions. Measuring different doping concentrations, an optimum of

3.2 % was found for the material system P3HT:PC60BM. However, the reported increase

of the photocurrent which was attributed to spin flips caused by galvinoxyl could not

be confirmed.

The quantification of spin-dependent processes in organic solar cells is not straight-

forward. However, combining EDMR measurements with the electric charge carrier

extraction technique OTRACE revealed a surprisingly low fraction of spin-dependent

charge carrier recombination of (0.012 ± 0.009)% at room temperature and (0.052 ±
0.031)% at 200 K for the material system P3HT:PC70BM. Moreover, the genesis of the

EDMR signal was interpreted to stem from a charge transfer state and localized charge

carriers in the vicinity of an interface between donor- and acceptor material.
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The last emphasis of this work concerned the role of spins in thermally activated

delayed fluorescence OLEDs, as presented in chapter 9. Here, two different material

systems that showed strong exciplex emission were investigated. After finding the most

suitable detection technique, namely ELDMR, temperature dependent measurements

revealed an energetic splitting ∆EST between the singlet- and triplet exciplex state to

be (20.5±1.2) meV for THCA:BPhen and (68.3±5.4) meV for m-MTDATA:BPhen. These

measurements were the first that unambiguously proved the involvement of spins in

the occurrence of exciplex emission. Considering the possible causes for the different

energetic splittings revealed new design rules for future material combinations and

synthesis.

All in all, this work constitutes a significant contribution to further enlighten the ex-

act role of spins in the application of organic semiconductor devices. Furthermore, it

will have a direct impact on future material optimizations.
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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt den Einfluss der Elektronenspins auf grundlegende

Prozesse in organischen Halbleitern. In den meisten Fällen wurde der Spineinfluss

während der Umwandlung von Sonnenlicht in Elektrizität untersucht. Zusätzlich wurde

in einer Studie der gegenteilige Prozess behandelt. Dabei wurde der Einfluss der Spins

auf die Umwandlung von elektrischem Strom in Licht betrachtet. Es wurden viele ver-

schiedene Materialsysteme verwendet, die mit einer Vielzahl an Methoden vermessen

wurden, welche alle auf dem Prinzip der Elektronenspinresonanz beruhen. Dabei wurde

stets die Messgröße variiert, was zu den verwendeten Messmethoden Photolumineszenz

detektierte Magnetresonanz (PLDMR), elektrisch detektierte Magnetresonanz (EDMR)

und Elektrolumineszenz detektierte Magnetresonanz (ELDMR) geführt hat. Zusam-

men mit der gewöhnlichen Elektronenspinresonanz Spektroskopie führt diese Auswahl

an vielfältigen Messmethoden dazu, dass so gut wie alle Zwischenschritte bei der Umwand-

lung von Licht in Elektrizität als auch von Elektrizität in Licht untersucht werden kön-

nen. Besonderes Augenmerk wurde darauf gelegt, dass alle Messungen auf realistis-

che Bedingungen übertragbar sind, d.h. bei Raumtemperatur und unter normalen

Beleuchtungsstärken und -wellenlängen.

Zu Beginn der Arbeit wurde ein kurzer Überblick über die historische Entwicklung

von organischen Solarzellen gegeben, zusammen mit der Erläuterung von grundle-

genden Prozessen in den untersuchten Bauteilen, stets auch hinsichtlich der vork-

ommenden Spinzustände. Desweiteren wurde die Solarzellencharakterisierung und

die Morphologie der aktiven Schicht diskutiert. Das darauf folgende Kapitel behan-

delte die theoretische Beschreibung des Magnetfeldeffekts auf Spinzustände und di-

verse Wechselwirkungsmechanismen. Darüber hinaus wurde diskutiert, wie Mikrow-

ellen die vom Magnetfeld ausgerichteten Spins beeinflussen können. Zu guter Letzt

wurden verschiedene Modelle vorgestellt, mit deren Hilfe sich die erzielten Ergebnisse

interpretieren lassen. Das nächste Kapitel beschreibt schließlich detailliert die exper-

imentellen Feinheiten, wie verwendete Materialien, Probenherstellung und verschie-

dene Spektrometer Konfigurationen.

Das erste Ergebnis Kapitel beschreibt den Einfluss des Zusatzmittels 1,8-Dijodoktan

auf das Materialsystem PTB7:PC70BM. Dies wurde mit Hilfe von konventioneller Elek-

tronenspinresonanz untersucht, welche es ermöglicht zwischen Elektronen auf dem

Akzeptor- und Polaronen auf dem Donormaterial zu unterscheiden. Ergänzend dazu

wurden Röntgenphotoelektronenspektroskopiemessungen durchgeführt, welche zu dem

Ergebnis führten, dass Jod trotz Hochvakuumtrocknung mit der relativen hohen Konzen-

tration von (7.3±2.1)·1019 1
cm3 in dem Material verbleibt. Zudem bleibt Jod wahrschein-
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lich bevorzugt in der Akzeptorphase. Es wurde außerdem kein elektronischer Doping-

effekt gefunden. Nichtsdestotrotz wird dieses Ergebnis einen Einfluss auf die zukün-

ftige Wahl des Zusatzmittels haben.

Kapitel 6 handelt von der Entstehung von Triplett Exzitonen in dem Materialsystem

p-DTS(FBTTh2)2:PC70BM, wobei das Donormaterial aus löslichen kleinen Molekülen

besteht, anstatt aus Polymeren. Mit Hilfe von PLDMR Messungen konnten die Entste-

hungsmechanismen Elektronenrücktransfer, sowie inter system crossing den verschiede-

nen Proben zugeordnet werden. Der genaue Mechanismus hängt jedoch stark von der

Morphologie des untersuchten Materialsystems ab. Durch den Nachweis von Triplett

Exzitonen bei Raumtemperatur konnte die Relevanz der Ergebnisse auch bei realen

Bedingungen bestätigt werden. Vergleicht man das Triplett Vorkommen mit den So-

larzelleneffizienzen konnte keine Korrelation erkannt werden. Daraus ergibt sich, dass

Triplett Exzitonen für das untersuchte Materialsystem keine Effizienz limitierende Größe

darstellen. Zum Abschluss wurde die Ausrichtung der Moleküle auf dem Substrat mit

Hilfe von winkelabhängigen Messungen bestätigt.

Der Einfluss des Zusatzmittels Galvinoxyl auf die Funktionsweise von organischen

Solarzellen wird in Kapitel 7 untersucht. Es wurden PLDMR durchgeführt, die gezeigt

haben, dass Galvinoxyl in der Lage ist Spin Zustände zu verändern, wie von der Liter-

atur vorhergesagt. Aufgrund dessen handelt es sich um einen konkurrierenden Prozess

gegenüber den erzeugten Spin resonanten Bedingungen. Durch die Messung an ver-

schiedenen Doping Konzentrationen konnte ein Optimum von 3.2 % für das Material-

system P3HT:PC60BM bestimmt werden. Trotzallem ist es unwahrscheinlich, dass der

sehr große Anstieg des Photostroms in mit Galvinoxyl gedopten Solarzellen auf spin-

abhängige Prozesse zurückzuführen ist.

Die Quantifizierung von spinabhängigen Prozessen in organischen Solarzellen bein-

haltet viele Schwierigkeiten. Durch die Kombination des EDMR Messprinzips mit der

Ladungsträgerextraktionsmethode OTRACE war es jedoch möglich, einen spinabhängi-

gen Rekombinationsanteil von (0.012±0.009)% bei Raumtemperatur und (0.052±0.031)%

bei 200 K für das Materialsystem P3HT:PC70BM zu bestimmen. Darüber hinaus wurde

eine Interpretation eingeführt, die in der Lage ist, das Zustandekommen des EDMR

Signals zu erklären.

Im letzten Ergebnisteil (Kapitel 9) wurde der Fokus darauf gelegt, wie Spins die Funk-

tionsweise von organischen Leuchtdioden (OLEDs) beeinflussen, die auf thermisch ak-

tivierter verzögerter Lumineszenz (TADF) basieren. Dabei wurden verschiedene De-

tektionsverfahren verwendet, wobei sich heraus gestellt hat, dass ELDMR das einzig

verwendbare darstellt. Damit konnten durch temperaturabhängige Messungen der

energetische Unterschied zwischen dem Singulett- und Triplett Exciplex Zustand∆EST
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bestimmt werden. Es ergaben sich (20.5±1.2) meV für THCA:BPhen und (68.3±5.4) meV

für m-MTDATA:BPhen. Durch diese Messungen wurde zum ersten Mal zweifelsfrei der

Einfluss von Spins in der Entstehung der Elektrolumineszenz von TADF OLEDs gezeigt.

Aufgrund der Diskussion von möglichen Gründen, die für die verschiedenen Werte von

∆EST verantwortlich sind, konnten neue Vorgaben für zukünftige Materialkombinatio-

nen und -synthese gefunden werden.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die vorliegende Arbeit einen bedeutenden

Beitrag geliefert hat, um spinabhängige Prozesse in organischen Halbleitern aufzuk-

lären. Darauf aufbauend werden Folgestudien vielleicht eines Tages sämtliche spinab-

hängigen Prozesse in diesen viel versprechenden Materialsystemen erklären können.
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